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Contents of the seminar
You will discover where the challenges are in the field of lightning protection. The
subject will be explained using the following areas:
 Surge protection
 Lightning protection
 Equipotential bonding
 Earthing
 The course gives you all the important arguments, so that you are competent in
the field of lighting and surge protection.
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Think connected.
Conducting electricity. Routing data.
Controlling energy.

Discover what drives our company.
How we bundle our high-quality products into innovative systems.
How our networked solutions create the electrical infrastructure of
buildings in all kinds of projects throughout the whole world.

Management of OBO Bettermann

Dr. Jens Drowatzky

Andreas Bettermann

Ulrich Bettermann

Markus Arens

Sven Neumann

Tradition and innovation since 1911
Passion for progress

We are an independent family-owned company backed by more than 100 years of
tradition, in the fourth generation.
Our success is based on in-depth connections with retail, the trades, planners and
end customers.
We think and act with a long-term entrepreneurial vision, and passion for progress.
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Thats OBO: 30.000 products, 7 product units
VBS
Connection and
fastening systems
TBS
Transient and lightning
protection systems
KTS
Cable support systems
BSS
Fire protection systems
LFS
Cable routing systems
EGS
Device systems
UFS
Underfloor systems

OBO History – 1911 to 1932
1911
Ground-breaking by company-founder Franz Bettermann. He builds his own
punching plant producing attachment equipment.
1932
From now on, with the company's entry into Duroplast and Thermoplast production,
metal and plastic characterise a deepening product range.
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OBO History – 1920 to 1995

OBO begins to produce lightning
protection holders

OBO adds earthing equipment to
its product range

The first ever OBO equipotential
bonding rails are produced

The V15 arrestor sets new
standards in surge protection

OBO launches the first pluggable
arrestor onto the market, the V20

OBO establishes its own testing
centre
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OBO History – 2000 to 2013

The MC50 represents a milestone
featuring carbon technology

The NetDefender combines
maximum speed with maximum
security

The isCon® system opens up
completely new possibilities in external
lightning protection

OBO continues to expand its range
of complete photovoltaic solutions

The MCF arrestor is developed
specially for the demands of wind
power

The Tele-Defender offers lightning and
surge protection for incoming
telecommunications lines
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Transient voltage and lightning protection systems
VBS

TBS

KTS
BSS

LFS

EGS

UFS
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The lightning current generator
Inspections and experiments:
Surge current tests of wave forms:
 8/20 up to 200 kA
 10/350 up to 200 kA
Surge voltage tests of wave forms:
 1.2/50 up to 20 kV
Lightning current generator

 10/700 up to 5 kV
 10/1,000 up to 5 kV
Ageing test on lightning protection
components as per:
 IEC 60068-2-52
 DIN 50021
 ISO 7253

The course of a surge current test

 ISO 9227
 EN ISO 6988
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The OBO TBS guarantee

Provides a five year guarantee on all surge protection equipment.
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OBO solutions
Industry and plant
construction






Tunnel building
Food industry
Production and
industry
Cabinet installation

Mobility




Airports and railway
stations
Shipbuilding

Power, supply and
disposal industry
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Wind power
Photovoltaic
systems
Power station
construction
Biogas plants
Data centres
Oil and gas industry

Services and consumer
industry / living







Office and
administration
buildings
Health care
Residential
construction
Sports and event
venues

On location worldwide
3,000 employees. More than 60 countries. 40 subsidiaries.

• Production site
• Subsidiary
• Agency/representative
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Lightning and voltage surges endanger people and assets.
Lightning strikes Germany around two million times a year,
and that figure is rising. Discharges occur in both rural and
densely populated areas, endangering people, buildings
and technical equipment. Hundreds of millions of euros of
damage is done each year, especially as a result of surge
voltages. That is because electrical devices – some of
which are extremely sensitive – are nowadays part of
everyday life. Such equipment is especially vulnerable to
surge voltages and needs protecting just as much as
buildings do.

Lightning strikes
worldwide (per year)

Damage caused by
lightning

Damage per year

Lightning strikes
worldwide (per second)

From normal
lightning
Temperature and speed
of lightning channel
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Scenario 1: Industrial building
Modern control equipment is available day
and night and shapes our daily lives – but
it is in constant danger

€250
Control circuit board

€20,000

Computers and servers

€500,000
Tortal cost of overvoltage
protection system: e.g. 5000,- €
Production losses
18
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Example of damage to a private building: lightning hits roofing

€50,000
Damage to roof,
fire damage,
short circuit,
water damage

€10,000

Destroyed TV, PC,
freezer, building control system
and heating
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Beyond price

Data loss and
loss of all digital
family photos

Direct lighting strike in a building without an external LPS
 The specific energy and charge of
the lightning poses the risk of fire.


W
  i 2 dt
R
0

Fire as a result of a direct lightning
strike
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Q   idt

0
 If, as a consequence of a lightning
strike, current flows into a building,
then the electrical energy is
converted into heat. As a result, fires
may occur, particularly in the case of
combustible roof structures!
 If lightning strikes metallic parts, then
there may be material melt at the
foot point of the lightning.

Direct lighting strike in a wind power system without an external
lightning protection system

Direct strike of a wind power plant in
Germany; lightning current 45 kA

The direct strike damaged the rotor.
However, the defective electronics did
not notice the imbalance in the rotor.
Considerable damage was caused
through oscillation of the plant.
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Direct lighting strike in a building without an external lightning
protection system
System

Impact of lightning strikes

House

Penetration of the electrical system, fire and material
damage. Damage is usually limited to the buildings which the
lightning struck or which are in the path of the lightning
current. Failure of electrical and electronic resources and
installed systems.

Farm

Primary risk through fire and dangerous step voltages, as
well as material damage. Secondary risk from failure of the
electrical energy, danger to life for animals through failure of
the electronic control of the ventilation and feeding systems,
etc.

Theatre, hotel,
Damage to the electrical systems (e.g. electric lighting),
school, shop, sporting which can cause panic. Failure of the fire alarm systems,
facility
leading to delays in extinguishing fires.
Bank, insurance
company, trading
company
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As above, additional problems, caused by the failure in
communication systems and computers, as well as data loss.

Lightning strikes – statistical data from EUCLID
Modern lightning location
systems and the statistics of the
insurance companies provide
clear answers to the following
questions:
Where does lightning occur most
frequently?
What damage is caused?
Has the frequency of lightning or the
level of damage increased in recent
years?
What causes more damage:
Lightning or surge voltages?
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The euclid.org lightning location system
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On the basis of this EUCLID Central European network, lightning strikes in
thunderstorms can located as accurately as 200 m, anywhere in the country.

Movement of a storm front measured with euclid.org

Source: www.euclid.org
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Frequency of lightning strikes - around the world
Annual number of lightning strikes per km² in the period between 1995 and
2003

Source: www.nasa.gov
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Lightning statistics at www.blids.de
Lightning flashes in Germany
Total

Area of Germany:

357,050 km²

Average:
flashes / km²

5.8 lightning

Year

Lightning
flashes /
km²

1,752,455

2004

4.9

1,927,941

2005

5.4

2,484,791

2006

7.0

2,662,409

2007

7.5

2,000,000

2008

5.7

2,354,567

2009

6.6

1,349,049

2010

3.8

1,953,578

2011

5.5

Source: www.blids.de
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BLIDS lightning location system - individual poll
Costs:
Depending on the scope of
the evaluation: €100 to €500

Source: www.blids.de
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Surge voltage damage incl. lightning strikes (direct and indirect)
(Data from german vds Damage electronics insurance 2012)
Storm: 1%

Damage statistics

Other: 13%
Carelessnes:
10%

Water: 5%
Fire: 3%

Lightning and
surge voltage:
65%

Theft: 3%
Note:
Insurance conditions should be taken into account. Damage from remote lightning strikes are no
longer covered
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Germany: Surge voltage damage incl. lightning strikes
(direct and indirect)
Amount of lightning and surge voltage damage and paid damages
of the contents and building insurance companies1
Year

Amount of lightning and surge
voltage damage

Paid damages for lightning and
surge voltage damage

1999

490,000

310 million euros

2006

550,000

340 million euros

2007

520,000

330 million euros

2008

480,000

350 million euros

2009

490,000

340 million euros

2010

330,000

320 million euros

20112

440,000

330 million euros

20122

410,000

330 million euros

1 Extrapolation

using industry and risk statistics; numbers rounded to 10,000 or 10 million euros

2 Preliminary

Date: June 2013
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Source: GDV

Fire damage statistics
Incidents of fire damage according to the cause of damage in contents
insurance
of damage

Surge voltage

Amount

Lightning

2006:

Other causes

450,000 incidents of surge voltage damage with total damages of 240 million euros

Source: GDV
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The four types of discharge
A distinction is made between four types of
discharge:
 Negative cloud-earth lightning
 Negative earth-cloud lightning
 Positive cloud-earth lightning
 Positive earth-cloud lightning
Night-time storm

90% of all lightning discharges between a cloud and
the ground are negative cloud-earth strikes. This
means the lightning begins in a negative charging
area in the cloud and discharges to the positively
charged ground.
However, the vast majority of discharges take place
within a cloud or between different clouds.
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Formation of lightning discharges
Approx. 15,000 m
Approx. 15,000 m
Approx. 6,000 m
Approx. 6,000 m

Formation of lightning discharges:
Height: approx. 6,000 m,
Temperature: approx. -30 °C
Height: approx. 15,000 m,
Temperature: approx. -70 °C
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 When warm, humid air masses rise,
the humidity condenses and ice
crystals are formed at great heights.
A storm front can then form when the
clouds spread out at heights of up to
15,000 m.
 The strong upwind of up to 100
kilometres per hour causes the light
ice crystals to move to the upper
area and the hail particles to the
lower area.
 Impact and friction cause charge
separation.

Negative and positive charges
Falling hail (area warmer than -15 °C)
carry a negative charge.
Ice crystals thrown upwards (area
colder than -15 °C) carry a positive
charge.

Figure: 1. Hail; 2. Ice crystals
The light ice crystals are carried by the
upwind into the upper regions of the
cloud and the hailstones fall into the
central areas of the cloud.
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This thus divides up the cloud into
three areas:
 Top: Positively charged zone
 Middle: Narrow, negatively charged
zone
 Bottom: Weakly positively charged
zone
Thus this charge separation forms a
voltage in the cloud.

Negative and positive charges
Typical charge separation:
 There is a positive charge in the top
part, negative charge in the middle
and weakly positive charge in the
lower part.
 The area near the ground also has a
positive charge.

Figure above: 1. approx. 6,000 metres;
2. Electrical field
Example: 5,000 m • 1 kV/cm = 500,000,000 V
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 The field strength required to trigger
lightning is dependent on the
insulation ability of the air and is
between 0.5 and 10 kV/cm.

Interception discharge - rolling sphere

15 km

2-4 km

Lightning discharge e.g. 100 kA

Lightning moves at about 300 kilometres per second.
It does not move directly but jumps forwards. After about 100 metres, it stops for
some 10-6 seconds, to then jump onwards in a slightly altered direction or to branch
off.
This creates the typical zigzag shape of a lightning flash.
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Lightning pulses and simulating lightning

I/kA

Main discharge

-40

Time between the
discharges up to several ms

Iimp

-20
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Real measured lightning pulse
Simulated lightning pulse 10/350

The energy effects of all the lightning discharges
are simulated by the 10/350 µs pulse.
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Subsequent discharge

900

t/ms 1,100

Difference between simulated lightning and surge voltage pulses

1:
10/350 simulated lightning pulse
2:
8/20 simulated surge pulse
 Energy content difference of the two pulses: Factor 20
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Building lightning protection by G. Ch. Lichtenberg in 1778
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Current lightning protection standards
Lightning protection system
(General principles)

Internal lightning protection

External lightning protection

Interception
equipment

down
conducters

Earthing

Area shielding

IEC 62305-1… -4 (2010)
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Details

Lightning
protection
equipotential
bonding
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Protected
The “Protected to the power of four” principle: only if
protection is coordinated is it real. Discover what our
different systems do.

Air termination and down conductor
systems
Direct lightning strikes with an energy of up to
200,000 A are reliably received by air termination
devices and conducted into an earthing system
through the arrestor system.

Equipotential bonding systems
These form the interface between external and
internal lightning protection. They ensure that
dangerous potential differences do not come
about in the building.

Surge protection
systems
Surge protection systems form a
multi-stage barrier which no
voltage surge can get around.
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Earthing systems
If the conducted lightning current reaches the
earthing system, then approximately 50 per cent of
the energy is passed into the ground, while the
other half is dispersed via the equipotential
bonding system.

Lightning protection system, complete (LPS)

Protected
1. Interception system

2. Earthing
45

3. Equipotential
bonding

4. Surge protection

Interception system
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Lightning protetction
Isolated systems (GFK)
Isolated systems (isCon)
Measurement and verification system

Earthing-Systems:
reliable transfer of lightning current is the soil
1. Earthing material
2. Earthing roads
3. Connecting / connection material
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Surge protection
Protect sensitive electronic components:
-Power supply
-Data-lines
-telekommunication-lines
-MSR-lines
-Type 1 lightning arresor
-Type 1+2 combinational arrestor
-Type 2 surge arrestor
-Type 3 surge arrestor
-surge arresor for photovoltaik
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Current lightning protection standards: Standardisation and
regulations
International Standard
IEC

IEC 62305-1... -4

2011-01

European Standard
CENELEC

EN 62305-1...-4

2011-02
2012-03 (T2)

The IEC / EN 62305-1..-4: 2011 replaces IEC / EN 62305: 2006
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Current lightning protection standards: Standardisation and
regulations
IEC/EN 62305-1…-4:2010-12
Lightning protection

IEC/EN 62305-1

IEC/EN 62305-2

IEC/EN 62305-3

IEC/EN 62305-4

General principles
(2010-12)

Risk management
(2010-12)

Protection of
buildings and humans
(2010-12)

Electrical and
electronic
systems within
structures
(2010-12)

for Germany:
VDE 0185-305-3
+ Supplement 1,2,3

for Germany:
VDE 0185-305-4
+ Supplement 1

(2012-10)
Suppl. 5: 2014-02

(2012-10)

for Germany:
VDE 0185-305-2
+ Supplement 1 + 2
Suppl. 1+2: 2013-2
Suppl. 3: 2013-10
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Suppl. 4: 2007-11

Comment on the legal situation of the available standards

Technical standards, such as a IEC / EN standard, can be used as
clear evidence for compliance with the recognised rules of
technology (and thus the lack of faults in this area).
However, they themselves are not expression of the recognised rules
of technology.
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Significance of the national supplements in addition to the IEC /EN
body of regulations

National supplements are an informative supplement to a
standard, but do not have a normative character.

Supplements are the comments of the national standard
committee, which represents the world of the national
specialists: Supplements represent the state of the art in
this special Country.
e.g. for Germany: Supplements to the VDE 0185-305-2-4
Should an order be placed, then the effectiveness of the
supplements should also be agreed, in order to avoid legal
uncertainties.
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IEC/EN 62305-1: 2010-12 – Protection against lightning – Part 1: General
principles
Application area
 Building structures including their installations
and contents and people
 Supply cables entering a building structure
Not a part of this standard
 Railway areas
 Motor vehicles, ships, aeroplanes, offshore
sites
 Earthed high-pressure pipelines
 Pipes, power and telecommunications lines,
which do not enter a building structure

Source: IEC/EN 62305-1
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IEC/EN 62305-1: – key points

Key points

VDE IEC/EN 62305-1: 2010-12
Protection against lightning
Part 1: General principles

Parameters of the lightning current
Damage through lightning strikes
 Damage to a building structure
 Damage to a supply line
Necessity and economic benefit of lightning protection
Protective measures and protection principles
 To reduce injuries to life
 To reduce physical damage
 To reduce failures
 Due to lightning strikes in the supply line (S3)
Basic criteria for the protection of building structures and supply lines
 Risk level (LPL I to IV)
 Lightning protection zone (LPZ)
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IEC/EN 62305-2: 2010-12

Protection against lightning –
Part 2 – Risk management
This section can be used for the risk estimation
of building structures or supply lines through
cloud-earth lightning.
A method for estimating risk. If the upper limit for
the acceptable risk was selected, then the method
permits the selection of appropriate protective
measures to reduce the risk.
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IEC/EN 62305-2: 2010-12

Key points

IEC/EN 62305-2: 2010-12
Lightning protection
Part 2: Risk management

Risk management
 Accepted risk RT
 Method for estimating protection requirements
 Method for estimating the economic viability of protection
Estimation of the risk components for a building structure
 Due to lightning strikes in the building structure (S1)
 Due to lightning strikes next to the building structure (S2)
 Due to lightning strikes in a supply line connected to the building structure
(S3)
 Due to lightning strikes next to a supply line connected to the building
structure (S4)
Estimation of the risk components for a supply line
 Due to lightning strikes in the supply line (S3)
 Due to lightning strikes next to the supply line (S4)
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VDE 0185-305-2: Supplements 1, 2 and 3

Suppl. 1:

Lightning risk in
Germany (2013-02)

Suppl. 2:

Calculation aid to
estimate damage risk
(Excel macro)
(2013-02)

Suppl. 3: Additional information on use
of VDE IEC/EN 62305-3
(2013-12)
-Step and contact voltage
-Estimation parameter losses
-Ex protection
-Surge protection
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IEC/EN 62305-3: 2010-12:

The standard applies to:
a) The planning, erection, testing
and maintenance of lightning
protection systems for building
structures without any height limit.
b) The taking of protective measures
against injury to people through
contact and step voltages.
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IEC/EN 62305-3: 2010-12:

Key points

IEC/EN 62305-3: 2010-12:
Protection against lightning
Part 3: Protection of structural facilities
and persons

Lightning protection system
 Protection class of the LPS lightning protection system
 Draft of the LPS lightning protection system
 Electrical conductivity of the steel reinforcement in building structures made
of reinforced concrete
External lightning protection system
 Interception system
 Arrestor system
 Earthing system
 Components/materials and dimensions
Internal lightning protection system
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding system
 Electrical insulation of external lightning protection systems
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VDE 0185-305-3: Supplements 1 to 5
Suppl. 1:Additional information on the
use of DIN EN 62305-3 (explanations)
(2012-10)
Suppl. 2:Additional information for
special building structures (2012-10)
Suppl. 3:Additional information for the testing
and servicing of lightning protection
systems (2012-10)
Suppl. 4:Additional information for the use of
metal roofs in lightning protection
systems (2007-11)
Suppl. 5: Additional information for the lightning
and surge protection of PV power
supply systems (2014-02)
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VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 1: 2012-10
Part 3: Physical damage to structures and life hazard
Additional information on use of VDE 0185-305-3
 Additional information for the
German market
 Additional explanations and
interpretations of IEC/EN 62305-3
 Content additions and information
regarding the use and checking of
reinforcements
 Comprehensive image and textual
additions on the electrical insulation
of external
lightning protection systems
 Image and text additions for arrestor
systems and foundation earthers
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VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 2: 2012-10
Additional information for special building structures (2012-10)

 Additional
explanations/interpretations of
IEC/EN 62305-3 for each topic area
 Experience gained in practice was
worked into the topics.
 Reference was made to special
circumstances in Germany.
 This supplement defines the
measures required for special
structures in a comprehensible,
concrete manner.
In practice, that often means better
communication between the planner
and the contracting company.
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Supplement 2 – Additional information for special structures
 Hospitals, clinics and doctors'
surgeries
 Sporting facilities, audience areas
and stands
 Buildings with areas at risk of fire
 Buildings with hazardous areas
 Soft roofs
 Open warehouses

 Bridges
 Cranes on construction sites
 Windmills
 High-bay warehouses
 Building structures for large groups
of people
 Silos with potentially explosive areas

 Buildings and plants with potentially
explosive areas

 Biogas plants

 Buildings with areas at risk from
explosive substances

 Swimming pools

 Chimneys
 Telecommunications towers
 Cable cars
 Air-supported structures
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 Churches/church towers
 Wastewater treatment plants
 Pipe bridges in industrial plants
 For details, see the end of this
presentation

VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 2: 2012-10
Additional information for the
testing and servicing of lightning protection systems (2012-10)
 Lightning protection expert
 Protection of existing buildings
 Testing:
 Planning
 Acceptance during
construction
 Comprehensive additional
testing
 Visual inspection
 Measurement
 Documentation
 Maintenance/intervals
 Drawn representation
VDE 0185-305 Part 3
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VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 4:
Suppl. 4: Additional information for the use of metal roofs in
lightning protection systems
 Definition of metal roofs as an
interception system
 Testing:
 Planning
 Accompanying construction
 Acceptance
 Comprehensive
 additional testing
 Visual inspection
 Measurement
 Documentation
 Maintenance/intervals
 Drawn representation
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Supplement 4: Definition of results
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VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 5, 2014-02

Suppl. 5:
Lightning and surge protection for PV
power supply systems
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Lightning protection for PV systems according to VDE 0185-305-3,
suppl. 5

VDE 0185-305-3 suppl. 5:
 A lightning protection system of protection class III fulfils normal requirements.


PV systems must be protected with a separate interception system.

If the separation distance cannot be maintained (direct connection required), then
the impacts into the interior of the building must be taken into account.
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Buildings with external lightning protection systems,
with spacing
Structure of surge protection for a photovoltaic system

Surge protection concept for a PV power supply system on a building with external
lightning protection, spacing maintained.
Source: IEC 60364-7-712
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IEC/EN 62305-4: 2010-12
Electrical and electronic systems within structures
Planning, installation, inspection,
maintenance and testing of
LEMP protection systems (LPMS)
for electrical and electronic systems
within a building structure, using which
the risk of lasting damage from
electromagnetic lightning pulses
(LEMP) can be reduced.
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IEC/EN 62305-4: 2010-12

Key points

IEC/EN 62305-4: 2010-12
Protection against lightning
Part 4: Electrical and electronic
systems within structures

Planning and installation of a LEMP protection system (LPMS)
 Design of an LPMS
 Lightning protection zones (LPZ)
 Basic protection measures in an LPMS
Earthing and equipotential bonding
 Earthing system
 Equipotential bonding network
 Equipotential bonding rails
 Equipotential bonding at the border of an LPZ
Magnetic shielding and cable routing
 Shielding of internal cables
 Shielding of external cables
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Summary: Tasks of the lightning protection standards IEC/EN 62305-1

IEC/EN 62305-1

IEC/EN 62305-2

IEC/EN 62305-3

IEC/EN 62305-4

General principles

Risk management

Protection of
buildings and humans

Electrical and
electronic
systems within
structures

When and how much
lightning protection:
-Definition of risks
-Calculation of the
necessary
measures

Which lightning
protection measures
-Definition of the
concrete measures:
-Planning
-Mounting
-Testing
-External LP
-Lightning protection
equipotential bonding
-Definition of material
-Definition of installation
rules

Protection measures
for electronic systems
-Definition of hazards
-Definition of basic
concept
(lightning protection
zones)
-Measures
-Earthing
-Shielding
-Equipotential bonding
-Surge protection
(type1, type2 + type3)

Explanation of basic
principles:
-What risks
-How does lightning
protection work
-Basic “to-do”
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Estimation of the risk of damage according to IEC/EN 62305-2
Damage risk:
(separate
observation)
Injury or death to
people
Unacceptable failure
of services
Loss of irreplaceable
cultural treasures

1
2

Lightning threat types

3

4

Damage risk

Economic loss

Assignment to one of four lightning protection classes (1 = high, 4 = low)
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Characteristic data of a lightning protection system
 Characteristic data, irrespective of the protection class:
– Minimum thickness of metal plates or pipes on interception
systems
– Materials and their conditions of use,
– Materials, shape and minimum dimensions of interception
systems, down conducters and earthers
– Minimum dimensions of connection cables,
– Implementation of the lightning protection equipotential bonding.
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Estimation of the damage risk
The damage risk is assessed using the lightning threat data and the possible
damage and assigned to the lightning protection classes I to IV:
 Lightning protection class I = high risk, important buildings
 Lightning protection class IV = low risk

Lightning threat types:

Possible damage:

 Frequency of lightning strikes

 Injury or death to people

 Location and environment of building
structures

 Unacceptable failure of services

 Size of building structures

 Loss of irreplaceable cultural
treasures
 Economic loss
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Risk distinctions according to IEC/EN 62305-1

Injury to
animals and
people
through
electric
shocks
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Risk

Risk

Risk

Risk

R1

R2

R3

R4

Loss of
human life

Loss of
public
services

Loss of
cultural
treasures

Loss of
economic
value

Physical
damage

Failure of
inner
systems

Physical
damage

Failure of
inner
systems

Physical
damage

Injury to
animals and
people
through
electric
shocks

Physical
damage

Failure
of inner
systems

Estimation of protection requirements (1)
Carry out the following for each
damage risk:
 Specification of the RX components,
which represent the damage risk;
 Calculation of the specified risk
components RX;
 Calculation of the damage risk R;
 Specification of the acceptable
damage risk RT;
 Comparison of the damage risk R
with the acceptable value RT.
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Estimation of protection requirements (2)

If R ≤ RT:
 The protective measures performed
are sufficient.

For R > RT:
 Additional protective measures
should be applied in order to achieve R
≤ RT for all the damage risks to which
the building is exposed.
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Lightning protection classes: Protection area / lightning cover
Lightning current parameters according to the risk level LPL
according to IEC/EN 62305-1: 2010-12

Peak current values of lightning strikes

0 (kA)
3 (kA)
5 (kA)
10 (kA)
16 (kA)

200 (kA)

Protection class I
Protection class II

200 (kA)

150 (kA)

Protection class III 100 (kA)
Protection class IV 100 (kA)

Lightning protection system protects the building
structure
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Frequency of lightning strikes in Europe
LPC 1: 3 to 200 kA = 98% protection
LPC 2: 5 to 150 kA = 95% protection
LPC 3: 10 to 100 kA = 88% protection
LPC 4: 16 to 100 kA = 79% protection

25

flash frequency %

20
15
10
5

Flash amplitude [kA] positive and negative flashes

LPL [lightning protection level] = risk level (lightning protection class) according to IEC/EN 62305-1
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größer 200

180-190

160-170

140-150

120-130

100-110

80-90

60-70

40-50

20-30

0-10

0

Lightning protection classes: Residual risk
Risk level /
Protection
class

Smallest peak
value
I (kA)

Probability
that the value
is greater than
the minimum
value

Maximum peak
value
I (kA)

(%)

Probability
that the value
is smaller than
the maximum
value

Residual risk
(%)

(%)

I

3

99

200

99

2

II

5

97

150

98

5

III

10

91

100

97

12

IV

16

84

100

97

21

Lightning current parameters according to the risk level LPL in accordance with
IEC/EN 62305-1

Even with lightning protection class III, there is a still a 12% residual risk
of lightning damage.
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Supplement 1, VDE 0185-305-2: 2012-02: Frequency of lightning strikes

Example of Menden / Sauerland,
Germany (MK):
<1.6 Cloud-earth lightning strikes per
km² and year
Note: A safety supplement of factor 2 is
recommended
Menden: 2 x 1.6 = 3.2

Accurate data can be provided by
the lightning location systems, e.g.
Europe-wide EUCLIP (European
Cooperation for Lightning Detection)
In Germany, e.g. Siemens

Map: Lightning density per km² by district (Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-2 suppl. 1)
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Supplement 2:2012-02 RAS5, risk calculator VDE 0185-305-2
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Frequency of lightning strikes: Interception area Ad
Calculation of the interception area
Ad
For free-standing building structures
on flat ground, the interception area Ad
is formed by a border line, created
from the perpendicular of a straight
line with a slope of 1/3 to the surface
of the earth.
The straight line is applied as a
tangent to the highest points of the
building structure (it touches it here)
and run around the entire building
structure.
The calculation of the value of Ad can
be performed graphically or
mathematically.
Source: IEC 62305-2
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Risk management - cost-effectiveness, example / source: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Kern
Damage type

Ra
10-5

D1 - Loss of human life
D2 - Loss of services to the

public

D3 - Loss of irreplaceable cultural treasures
D4 - Loss of economic values

Recommend
ation
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10

-3

10-3
Specification by owner

Problem: Acceptable
For owners !!!!

For normal
cases
-3
Ra = 10

That type of failure of public services (D2)
which is acceptable is also acceptable to those
affected in the case of economic loss

Exceptions
-4
Ra = 10

In the case of very sensitive and significant entities
(Caution: Can also be taken into account in δx !)

Risk management: Cost-effectiveness
Specification of the value of:
 Building structure and
corresponding activities
 Internal systems
Calculation of the R4 risk components Rx
Calculation of the annual costs of the total loss CL and the
costs of the remaining losses CRL when using protective
measures (Appendix D)
Calculation of the annual costs for
the selected protective measures
CPM

CPM + CRL > CL
No
Use of protective measures is
economically beneficial
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Ye
s

Use of protective measures is
not economically beneficial

Risk management - cost-effectiveness: Example
Without LPS:
Annual costs of a
lightning strike
(fire, surge voltage
damage)

x

Occurrence
probability

=

Annual costs
without
protective measure

+

Cost
comparis
on

=

Annual costs
with
protective measure

With LPS:
Annual costs of a
lightning strike
(fire, surge voltage
damage)
Annual costs for a
lightning protection
system
(relative to the length of
use)

x

Occurrence
probability

+

Annual costs:
Inspection, maintenance,
interest
and repairs

Estimation of the economic viability of protection according to IEC62305-2
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Risk management - cost-effectiveness: Example
Without LPS:
Annual costs of a
lightning strike
(fire, surge voltage
damage)

x

Occurrence
probability

=

Annual costs
without
protective measure

Calculation:
Value of building with contents:

EUR 500,000

Lightning strikes per year:

2.25 per km2

Building size:

10 m long, 20 m wide, 10 m high

Interception area:

4,826 m2

 Probability of risk occurring:

2.25 / 1,000,000 m2 x 4,826 m2
= 0.011 (= every 91 years)

 Annual costs without protective measures
= EUR 500,000 x 0.01 (total loss) = EUR 5,500 per year
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Cost-effectiveness calculation with lightning protection system

Annual costs of a
lightning strike
(fire, surge voltage
damage)
Annual costs for a
lightning protection
system
(relative to the length of
use)

x

Occurrence
probability

+

Annual costs:
Inspection, maintenance,
interest
and repairs

+

=

Annual costs
with
protective measure

Calculation:
Building data:

EUR 500,000 / 2.25 / 4,826 m2

Lightning protection class III:

= 88% protective impact = residual risk 12% (0.12)

Probability of risk occurrence:

2.25 x 12% / 1,000,000 m2 x 4,826 m2 = 0.001
(= every 1,000 years)

Annual costs with protective measures = EUR 500,000 x 0.001
EUR 500 per year + costs of lightning protection + inspection + maintenance
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Cost-effectiveness calculation with lightning protection system
Calculation of annual lightning protection costs (maintenance, repairs,
interest):
Costs of lightning protection system:

EUR 10,000

Cost / benefit period (20 years):

500 euros 

EUR 500

Annual interest on costs of lightning protection (5%) 

EUR 500

Annual maintenance costs for lightning protection system (5%) 

EUR 500

------------------ Total annual costs for lightning protection:
(maintenance, repairs, interest)
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EUR 1,500

Risk management - cost-effectiveness: Example
Without LPS:
Annual costs of a
lightning strike
(fire, surge voltage
damage)

x

Occurrence
probability

=

EUR 5,500 per year

With LPS:
Annual costs of a
lightning strike
(fire, surge voltage
damage)
Annual costs for a
lightning protection
system
(relative to the length of
use)
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x

Occurrence
probability

+

Cost
comparis
on

+

Annual costs:
Inspection, maintenance,
interest
and repairs

=

EUR 2,000 per year

Specifications

• German State building regulations (LBO),
• German association of insurers (VdS)
Directive and standard
National regulations such as the state building regulations and special regulations
require the erection of a lightning protection system, e.g. for meeting places.
The VdS Directive 2010 of the insurance companies also offers an overview of this.
www.vds.de
The VdS Directive 2010 contains minimum requirements and recommendations.
Its application is not a waiver to observance of laws, regulations, statutory
specifications and the recognised rules of technology, such as the current lightning
protection standard IEC/EN 62305-2
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Specifications
• German State building regulations (LBO),
• German association of insurers (VdS)
Directive and standard

For example, lightning protection systems are required for:
 Tower blocks (HbauO § 2 Para. 2)
 Hospitals and health centres
 Schools and meeting places with more than 100 visitors
 Meeting places with multiple rooms and more than 200 visitors
 Sales areas of more than 2,000 m²
 Buildings structures with potentially explosive areas
 Museums
The VdS Directive 2010 also offers an overview here. (www.vds.de)
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Determining lightning protection classes
Assessment of the lightning protection classes according
to the VdS Directive 2010 (2010-09)
Introduction to VDE 0185-305-3, supplement 1
The necessary protection class (I to IV) of the
lightning protection system is assessed by a risk
analysis according to VDE 0185-305-2.
The protection class can also be specified by
agreement with the planner, owner and/or user.
The VdS Directive 2010 contains an overview of
statutory requirements and the protection class for
building structures, based on the experiences of the
insurance companies.
If the protection aim is not achieved by the lightning
protection system alone, then additional protective
measures are required (e.g. protection against risks
from contact or step voltages according to Section 8
of IEC/EN 62305-3 or LEMP lightning protection
according to IEC/EN 62305-4).
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Determining the lightning protection class according to VdS 2010:
Example 1
External lightning protection
systems

Building,
multiple
mentions
possible

External
lightning
protection
required by
statutory and
authority
regulations

Building
(parts, areas,
facilities and
characteristic data)

Lightning
protection
class
according
to
IEC
62305

Testing interval
(in years)

Authori
ty
specifi
cation

Surge protection
(internal lightning protection)

Recomm
endation
of
insuranc
e
compani
es

Require
d

Version according to
VDE 0100 Part 443,
VDE 0185, DIN VDE
845 and VdS

Fire section area >2,000
m2 or with contents worth
2 million euros

III

5

X

VdS 2569

Increased risk of fire

II

3

X

VdS 2569

Risk of explosion

I

1

x

VdS 2569

Fuel cells >100 kW
electrical

III

5

X

Photovoltaics > 10 kW

III

5

X

Industrial biogas plant

III

5

x

III

3

X

Industrial plants

Building with
alternative power
supply systems

Public buildings
with visitors

Lightning protection class
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Testing

ÜSS

Extract from VDS Directive 2010

Determining the lightning protection class according to VdS 2010:
Example 2
Building,
multiple
mentions
possible

External
lightning
protection
required by
statutory
and
authority
regulations

Commercial
operations
(commercial
purposes)

Tower blocks

External lightning protection
systems
Building
(parts, areas,
facilities and
characteristic data)

Banks
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Lightning Testing interval (in years)
protection
class
according
Recomm
Version according to VDE
Authority
to
endation Required 0100 Part 443, VDE 0185,
specification
VDE 0185
of insurer
VDE 845 and VdS

Fire section area >2,000
m2 or with contents
worth 2 million euros

III

5

X

VdS 2569

Increased risk of fire

II

3

X

VdS 2569

Risk of explosion

I

1

x

VdS 2569

> 22 m

III

RP, SN = 5,
otherwise 3

3

X

VdS 2019 / 2569

II

RP, SN = 5,
otherwise 3

3

X

III

HE, NW = 3,
otherwise 5

3

X

3

X

HE, NW, RP,
SN ST
> 100 m

Schools

Surge protection
(internal lightning protection)

BB, HE, NI,
NW, RP, SN,
ST
Usable area >2,000 m2

III

LPS

Testing
VdS 2019 / 2569

ÜSS

Extract from VDS Directive 2010

Specifications
• German State building regulations (LBO),
• German association of insurers (VdS)
Directive and standard
Specifies valid building regulations for lightning protection measures, meaning that
the lightning protection class must also be assessed.
 Minimum requirements of the lightning protection class on specification of the
building regulations:  3
(also applies if an assessment of the risk class does not require lightning protection)
If no valid building regulations apply, then a lightning protection class assessment
must be carried out.
According to IEC/EN 62305-2, standardised risk estimation and a selection of the
protective measures can be performed.
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Regulations for the construction and operation
of sales premises (VkVO)*

§1

Application area

 The specifications of these regulations apply to any sales premises, whose sales
rooms and shopping areas, including their components, cover a total area of more
than 2,000 m².
§ 19 Lightning protection systems
 Buildings with sales premises must possess lightning protection systems.

* Not standardised in all German federal states.
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Sample venue regulations, June 2005 version

§ 1 Application area (extract)
 Venues with meeting rooms which can each hold more than 200 visitors.
 Venues with meeting rooms which can each hold more than 200 visitors. They
also apply to venues with meeting rooms which, together, can each hold more
than 200 visitors using shared escape routes.
 Open-air venues with stages, whose visitor area comprises more than 1,000
visitors and consist, either in whole or in part, of building structures.
 Sports stadia which can hold more than 5,000 visitors.
§ 14 Safety power supply systems, electrical systems and
lightning protection systems
 Venues must have lighting protection systems which also protect the safety
equipment (external and internal lightning protection).
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Building structures requiring protection
 The building regulations of the German federal
states require lightning protection systems for
building structures requiring protection

Bavarian building regulations,
article 44

 "Permanently active lightning protection systems are to be installed on building
structures, in which lightning strikes can occur easily or cause serious damage, on
account of their position, construction type or use."
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Sample tower block directive, April 2008 version
Application area
Tower blocks (buildings with a height.....of more
than 22 m)
6.6
Safety power supply systems, lightning protection systems,
radio system

building

6.6.2
Tower blocks must have lighting protection systems which also protect the
building safety equipment (external and internal lightning protection).
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Building structures for large groups of people

14.3
Measures against step and contact voltages are to be complied with
according to Section 8 of DIN EN 62305-3 (VDE 0185-305-3).
14.4
Within the building structure, the lightning protection equipotential bonding
is created with the power and IT systems, in accordance with Section 6 of DIN EN
62305-3 (VDE 0185-305-3).
 Whether additional surge voltage protection measures are required for equipment
to protect people or to protect against fire, must be checked for:
– Fire alarm systems (alarm systems DIN VDE 0833-2 (VDE 0833-2),
– Emergency lighting systems,
– Emergency power systems,
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Lightning protection systems
1

History / OBO around the world / BET

2

Risk potential / lightning

3

OBO offers solutions

4

lightning protection: Basic normative principles

5

Creation of a lightning protection systems
5.1

Interception systems

5.2

Arrestor unit

5.3

Separation spacing calculation / insulated lightning protection

5.4

Earthing systems / foundation earther

6

Materials

7

Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

8

Support

9

Equipotential bonding of special areas

10

testing an maintenance of lightning protection systems

11

Lightning protection for special building structures

12

Lightning protection for photovoltaik systems
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Structure of a lightning protection system?

Interception system

Arrestor unit

Earthing system
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Interception system
This chapter primarily deals with different types
of interception systems, as well as lightning protection installations.
After an introduction into the subject of interception equipment, the following
will be presented:
 Rolling sphere method
 Protective angle method
 Grid method
 Protection of roof structures
 Materials for interception systems
 Practical cases of roof structures
 Lightning protection of cables routed in the earth
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Explanation of a lightning protection specialist

 A lightning protection specialist is someone who, due to
their technical training, knowledge and experience, as well as their knowledge of
the relevant standards, can plan, erect and inspect lightning protection systems.
 The fields of planning, inspection and erection require different areas of
knowledge.
 A lightning protection specialist must continually inform themselves about the
locally applicable construction regulations and the relevant, generally recognised
rules of technology.
 Proof can be given through regular participation in national further training
measures.
 The lightning protection specialist possesses many years of professional
experience, as well as frequent professional activities in the field of lightning
protection.
 Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-3, supplement 3:2012-10
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Interception system protection method
IEC/EN 62305-2 does not provide criteria for the selection of the interception
system.
The interception system can be comprised of any combination of the following
components:
 Rods (including free-standing masts)
 Tensioned cables
 Meshed conductors
The protection method to be used is selected according to the practical evaluation
of the building structure. A combination of the three following methods is possible in
a system:
 Protective angle method
 Rolling sphere method
 Grid method
The rolling sphere method can be used in all cases.
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Source: VDE 0185-305-3

Interception system protection method
Planning with the protective angle, rolling
sphere and grid method
The grid method is suitable for the
protection of flat areas.
Interception rod
h
2

h1

a1 a

Protective angle

The protective angle method is
suitable for buildings with simple
shapes, but is limited to the
heights given in Table 2.
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Grid width m
R

2

Arrestor
Rolling sphere

Earthing system

The rolling sphere
method can be used in
all cases.

Source IEC/EN 62305-3

Interception system protection method
Protection class

Rolling sphere method
Radius of the rolling sphere
r/m

Grid method, grid width Protective angle
W/m
method, protective
angle a°

I

20

5x5

II

30

10 x 10

III

45

15 x 15

IV

60

20 x 20

a

See below

80
70
60

Protection

50

class

40
30

II

I

20

III

IV

10
0

2

10

20

30

40

50

60

H (m)

Source: IEC 62305-3, Table 2

Comment 1:
Comment 2:
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Not applicable outside the values marked with •.
In these cases, only the rolling sphere and grid methods can be used.
H is the height of the interception system over the reference area of the area to be
protected.

From preliminary discharge to the main flash
4 phases:
1. Preliminary discharges
2. Progressive ionisation and
conductive channel to close to the
earth
3. Interception discharge by the earth
4. Main flash
To play the video, click the image
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Rolling sphere method

+ + + +
+ + +
- - - - - +
- - - - - - + + + +

15 km

2-4 km
Lightning discharge e.g. 100 kA

Lightning moves at about 300 kilometres per second. It does not move directly but
jumps forwards. After about 100 metres, it stops for some 10-6 seconds, to then jump
onwards in a slightly altered direction or to branch off. This creates the typical zigzag
shape of a lightning flash.
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Rolling sphere method

Area at risk from a
lightning strike

Area protected from
a lightning strike
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+ + + +
+ + +
- - - - - +
- - - - - - + + + +

15 km

2-4 km
Lightning discharge e.g. 100 kA

Rolling sphere method

Area at risk from
a lightning strike
Area protected
from a lightning
strike

+ + + +
+ + +
- - - - - +
- - - - - - + + + +

15 km

2-4 km
Lightning discharge e.g. 100 kA
Radius:
Lightning
protection
class:
I = 20 m
II = 30 m
III = 45 m
IV = 60 m
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Important information on the rolling sphere method:

The rolling sphere method is a physically based planning method for the
interception system, derived from the electric-geometric lightning model.
If uncertainties occur in the derived protection angle and grid methods, then
the rolling sphere method should be used.
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The rolling sphere method in practice

Direct lightning strike possible,
lightning protection necessary

r

r

r

Interception
rod

r
r

r
Source: VDE 0185-305-3
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Rolling sphere method

Protected volume

A
Interception system
ht Height of the interception
system
R Radius of the rolling sphere
according to Table 2
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ht

R

Penetration of the rolling sphere between two interception rods

R

Interception cable, interception rod

p
ht = h

d
Protected volume
Protected building

ht
R
p
d

Height of the interception system
Radius of the rolling sphere according
to Table 2
Penetration depth of the rolling sphere
Distance of the two interception rods

Source: IEC/EN 62305-3
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Calculation: Penetration of the rolling sphere between two interception
rods
With two parallel, horizontal interception cables attached using the horizontal
reference level, the penetration depth p of the rolling sphere should be calculated as
follows below the height of the cables in the space between the cables:

2

pR 

d
2
R   
 2

ht Height of the interception system
R Radius of rolling sphere
according to Table 2
p Penetration depth of the rolling sphere
d Distance of the two interception rods

The penetration depth p must be smaller than the height of the
interception system hat , minus the height of the building to be protected.

Source: IEC/EN 62305-3
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Rolling sphere method - example: Photovoltaics
Including solar modules in the protection area of the lightning protection
system:
 Use of interception rods according to the protective angle method Source: IEC/EN
62305-3 and / or grid method.
 Beware of shade!
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Rolling sphere method - example: Photovoltaics
Penetration of the rolling sphere between two interception rods

R
p

Interception cable

d = distance
of the
interception
cable or
interception
rod (m)

ht

d
2

pR 

d
R2   
 2

Source: IEC/EN 62305-3

Protection class

I

II

III

R = radius of the rolling sphere (m)

20

30

45

60

P = penetration of the rolling sphere
(m)

2.00

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.01

3.00

0.06

0.04

0.03

0.02

4.00

0.10

0.07

0.04

0.03

5.00

0.16

0.10

0.07

0.05

10.00

0.64

0.42

0.28

0.21

15.00

1.46

0.95

0.63

0.47

20.00

2.68

1.72

1.13

0.84

Example: A building with a photovoltaic system (modules 0.80 m high) and lightning
protection class III requires interception rods of min. 0.87 m at a spacing of 5.0 m.
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IV

Interception system: Interception rods arranged in parallel

Rolling sphere radius

Image: Wettingfeld, Krefeld (Germany)
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Practical example: Flat roof lightning protection, rolling sphere method

Image: Mauermann / Paderborn (Germany)
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Lightning protection for high buildings

The radius of the rolling sphere should match the selected protection class

The probability of side strikes falls rapidly,
the higher you go.
The side interception systems should be
installed in the upper area of higher
building structures, usually in the top 20%
of the building height.

h > 60 m
0.8 h

Interception system necessary

Source: IEC 52305-3
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Interception systems against side strikes on high buildings
(H < 60 m)
IEC/EN 62305-3:
Side strikes can occur on any building structures higher than the radius of the rolling
sphere R. Each side point of the surface of the building structure touched by the
rolling sphere is a possible strike point.
However, the probability of a side strike is negligible on building structures
with a height of less than 60 m.

Source: IEC62305-3
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Lightning protection of side areas for buildings > 60 m

e.g.:LPC 1
>80% of h

Mesh
5x5m
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Only nessesary by
electronic components

Special case: Application of rolling sphere method for sloping
reference levels
R

radius of rolling sphere
according to Table 3
ht = height of the
interception system
above the reference
level
A = point of a horizontal
interception cable
= contact points of the
rolling sphere

Interception rod
A

h

R

h1

ht

R

Reference level
Protected volume
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Source: IEC 62305-3

Special case: Application of rolling sphere method for roof attic
Example for the protection of a metallic roof attic if melting is not
permitted.

Rolling sphere
Interception tip
Bridging strap
Metal attic

Rolling sphere
R
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Interception tip

Practical solution: Special case, roof attic
Non-isolated external lightning protection - extracts

Spacing of the
lengthwise cables

Height of the
interception tip*

3m

0.15 m

4m

0.25 m

5m

0.35 m

6m

0.45 m

*Recommended values Source: IEC 62305-3
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Protective angle method
Volume protected by vertical interception rods
The area protected by an interception rod is assumed to take
the shape of a circular cone with vertical axis, the tip of which
is located on the axis of the interception rods and whose
surface has an angle a to the axis stated according to the
protection class and the height of the interception system in
Table 3.

A

ht

a

A Tip of the interception rod
B Reference level
OC Radius of the protected area
ht Height of the interception rod tip above the
reference level
a Protection angle according to Table 3
B

Volume protected by an interception rod
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O

Source IEC62305-3

C

Protective angle method: Protective angle determination

a (in ) 80
70
60
50

Protect
ion

40

class

30

II

I

20

III

IV

10
0

2

10

20

30

40

50

60

H (in m)

a

Protective angle for an interception rod of up to 2 m in height
Protection class I

= 70°

Protection class II

= 72°

Protection class III

= 76°

Protection class IV

= 79°

Source IEC 62305-3, Table 2
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Protective angle method: Assignment of the right reference level
a1

a
2

h1

h1

h2
H

h1
H
h2
a1
a2

Height of the interception rod
Height of the building structure
= h1 + H
Protective angle for h1 in accordance with IEC 62305-3 Table 2
Protective angle for h2 in accordance with IEC 62305-3 Table 2
Source: IEC 62305-3
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Protective angle method
2

1

1. Interception system,
ridge cable
2. Protective angle a
3. Arrestor
4. Separator
5. Earthing system,
foundation earther

3
4
5

Source: IEC 62305-3
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Protective angle method: For sloping reference level

ht = h

Interception rod

a

ht = Height of the interception
system above the
reference level
a

90°
Reference level
Protected volume
Source: IEC 62305-3
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Roof structures: Lightning protection of antenna

Electrical equipment protruding out
of the protected area
Antennas should be protected
against direct lightning strikes.
 Antenna masts should only be used
as holders when insulated and when
the separation distance is taken into
account.
 Antenna cables (shielding) must be
included in the equipotential bonding

Source: IEC 62305-3
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Roof structures: Chimney
Protective angle a
Chimneys made of insulating
material should be protected with
interception rods if they are not
located within the area protected by an
interception system.
A lightning strike in a chimney made
of non-conductive material is possible
as the inner side of the chimney may be
covered with a conductive layer of
soot.

Source: IEC 62305-3
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Roof structures: Chimney
Protective angle a

0.2

1

1

min 0.3

2
2

3
3
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Example applications – roof structures: Ventilation pipe

1
1
2

Protective angle a

2
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Example applications - roof structures: Skylight

2

Protective angle a

α°
2

Observe
opening!
1

Observe the separation
distance!
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1

Interception rod and concrete plinth
 According to the wind speed zones, a
defined stand weight (concrete blocks) is
required for safe erection of interception
rods.
 Selection criteria.
 Wind speed according to the wind zone map
 Building height
 Land height above sea level
 Construction features of the interception rod:
Diameter, height, area of wind attack
 Particular construction features (e.g. intrinsic
vibration)
 Factor of safety
 Icing
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Wind speed zones/Table (germany)

Wind speed table
Wind speed
zone

Wind
speed
V

Ram
pressure
q

1

127 km/h

0.80 KN/m²

2

145 km/h

1.05 KN/m²

3

165 km/h

1.32 KN/m²

4

184 km/h

1.70 KN/m²

According to the wind speed zones, a
defined stand weight (concrete blocks)
is required for safe erection of
interception rods.
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Example applications - protection of roof structures germany
Note: The table applies to
the fastening of tapered
aluminium interception
rods (top metre: Aluminium
rod,
Intercep rod
Height 1.5m
10 mm diameter)

Zone 1
Areas with relief
heights of up to
600 m above sea
level

Zone 2
Northern
German
plain

Zone 3
North and
Baltic Sea
coastal areas

Zone 4
Islands in
the
German
Bight

1x10

1x10

1x16

1x16

1x16

1x16

1x16 + 1x10

1x16 + 1x10

1x16

1x16 + 1x10

2x16

2x16 + 1x10

Intercep rod
Height 2.0m

Intercep rod
Height 2.5m

Intercep rod
Height 3.0m

On request
2x16

2x16

Intercep rod
Height 3.5m
2x16
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On request

On request

On request

On request

3x16

Intercep rod
Height 4.0m
2x16 + 1x10

2x16 + 1x10

3x16 + 1x10

Fang-Fix system: Stand for interception rods
Quick and simple installation of interception
rods
► The VA connection terminal with anchor
technology fastens the interception rod and
round cable at the same time.
► The complete set contains a terminal,
fastening, stand and edge protection.
Simplified connection technology
► The round cable can be routed directly in the
cable track without separation.
For use with interception rods up to 4 m
► Available as 10 kg or 16 kg version
► Stackable
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Fang-Fix-Junior: 1 m interception rod, terminal and stand in a single
package
Ideal solution for 1 mm interception rods in flat
roof areas
► Quick mounting using plug-in system
► Complete: Interception rod, terminals, stand
Stability without additional load on the roof
► Plastic stand and existing roof support ensure
stability
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Example applications - roof structures: Air-conditioning unit/heat
exchanger

Protective angle a
3
2
3

2

1
1
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Interception rod fastening: Adjustable insulating beam
Flexible
► Length of insulating beam is infinitely
adjustable
► Adjustment range from 450 to 810 mm

Universal
► Variant A: Wall mounting
► Variant B: Pipe mounting (incl. tightening strap)
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Grid method
Protection of roof structures arrangement of the interception
system

Plan view of a building
Protection
class

149

Grid width / m

1

5*5

2

10 * 10

3

15 * 15

4

20 * 20

Source: IEC62305-3

Grid method
Protection of roof structures arrangement of the interception
system

Plan view of a building
Protection
class

150

Grid width / m

1

5*5

2

10 * 10

3

15 * 15

4

20 * 20

Source: IEC62305-3

Grid method
Example for the planning of an interception system using the grid
method
for protection class III

12 m

28 m

15 m

The edges of the roof are only protected by interception rods!
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Roof cable holder/stand 165 MBG-, 2-colour
Universal installation possible
► 2 colour variants: Black and light grey
► meaning no warts visible
For loose and tight cable fastening
► Each variant for 8 or 10 mm round wire
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Grid method
Area protected by an interception cable grid network
The area protected by an interception cable grid network is defined as the
combination of the protected area of the individual interception cables.
Volume protected by a grid-like arrangement of separated
interception cables
using the
R = radius of rolling sphere
protective angle method
a1
or rolling sphere method.
Interception system
The rolling sphere may not
h1
touch the structure to be
protected.

a2
h1 Height of the interception cable

H

H Height of the building structure
h2 = h1 + H
a1 Protective angle for h1 in accordance with Table 2
a2 Protective angle for h2 in accordance with Table 2
Source: Source: IEC62305-3
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h2

Grid method - incorrect installation as well as lack of protection for
corners and edges

ERROR!

Corners and edges are not protected.
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0.5
m

ERROR!

The interception cable is 0.5 m beneath
the breastwork.

Grid method - direct lightning strike / foot points of lightning strikes

When determining the position of the interception systems of the lighting protection
systems, particular attention must be paid to the protection of the corners and edges
of the building structure to be protected, especially those on roof surfaces and the
upper parts of the facades.
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Grid method - example of a multi-storey car park

into concret or
joint

In the case of roofs, on which no
connection to the reinforcement can be
set up, interception cables can be
routed in the joints of the driving
surface plates and mushroom-shaped
interceptors attached to the nodes of
the grids.
In this case, the people and vehicles
on this level of the car park are not
protected against lightning strikes.
For this reason, people should be
warned by a warning sign against
walking on the level of the car park
during a storm.

CAUTION!
Do not walk on this level
during a storm!
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Grid method - example of a multi-storey car park
 If the uppermost level of the car park
is to be protected against a direct
lightning strike, then this can be
done using interception rods or
suspended interception cables.
 The required height h of the
interception systems is specified by
IEC62305-3.
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Natural components for interception systems according to IEC 62305-3
Electrical continuity
between the various parts
must be permanently
guaranteed (e.g. through
hard soldering, welding,
crushing, beading,
screwing or riveting).
The thickness of the
components may not be
smaller than the value t in
IEC 62305-3, Table 3.

Source: IEC62305-3
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Natural components for interception systems, IEC 62305-3

1. Panelling with metal plate (e.g. attic)
2. Metallic components (e.g. supports, through
connected reinforcement)
3. Metallic parts (e.g. gutter, decorations and
railings)
4. Metallic pipes and tanks

Electrical continuity
between the various
parts must be
permanently guaranteed
(e.g. through hard
soldering, welding,
crushing, beading,
screwing or riveting).
The thickness of the
components may not be
smaller than the value t
in IEC 62305-3, Table 3.

Source: IEC 62305-3
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External lightning protection system: Interception systems, natural
components
IEC / EN 62305-3, table 3
Minimum thickness of metal plates or pipes on interception systems
Protection class of
the LPS

I to IV

Thickness a t
mm

Thickness b t'
mm

Lead

-

2.0

Steel (rustproof,
galvanised)

4

0.5

Titanium

4

0.5

Copper

5

0.5

Aluminium

7

0.65

Zinc

-

0.7

Material

a t prevents penetration, overheating and inflammation.
b t' only for metal plates for preventing penetration, overheating and inflammation
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Natural components

Non-isolated external lightning protection - extracts
Metal covers to protect the exterior wall can be used as a natural component of the
interception system, if melting at the impact point of the lightning strike is accepted
IEC 62305-3 (Table 3).
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Natural components

Possible version of the connection of
the metal attic cover through bridging
with a flexible cable.
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Use of roof breastwork (roof attic) as a
natural interception system at the edge
of the roof area.

Example applications - roof structures: Gabled roof

1

1.0 m

3

2

0.15 m

1

2
0.3 m

3
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Ridge holder with tensioning spring 132 U
Universal, quick mounting for all ridges:
► Screwless mounting
► Clamping range 280-380 mm
► Infinitely adjustable holder position

Permanently corrosion-resistant:
► Components made of V2A
► Colour CU or VA
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Example applications - roof structures
Metallic roof structures, which are not located in the protection area of
interception rods, do not require additional protection, if their dimensions do
not exceed any of the following values:
Height above roof level: 0.3 m
Total area of the structure: 1.0 m2
Length of the structure: 2.0 m
Non-conductive roof structures, which are not located in the protection area of
interception rods and which protrude a maximum of 0.5 m above the surface formed
by the interception system, do not required any additional protection using
interception cables.
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Example applications - roof structures: Dormers
La < 1 m connection
necessary
La > 1 m connection not
necessary

La

1

2

1
2

Windows of > 1 m2 must be
connected to the lightning
protection
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Example applications - roof structures: Ventilation pipe

Protective angle a

1

2
2

1

Non-metallic roof structures
RS > 0.5 m and metallic RS > 0.3 m
must be connected to the lightning
protection.
Exception: RS is already located in the
protection area
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Example applications - roof structures: Oriel

1.0 m

1

The roof structure is located
outside the protective angle
of the ridge cable.

1.0 m
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Example applications - roof structures: Gutter

1

1

2

2

Metallic roof structures in
the vicinity of with a length
longer than 2.0 m are to be
connected.
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Example applications - roof structures: Lift building

1
1

2

4

3

2

1.0 m
3

1.0 m

4

At least 2 down conducters
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Example applications - roof structures: Expansion compensation
The thermal material expansion can cause changes in length

1
1
2

2

Every 10-20 m
Alu: Always every 10 m
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Example applications - roof structures: Expansion compensation
The thermal material expansion can cause changes in length

Substrate of the fastening of the
interception system or arrestor
Material

Soft,
e.g. flat roof with bitumen
or plastic roof sheets

X

Stainless
steel/copper

X

Aluminium

X

172

≈ 15

X

Steel

Note

Hard,
e.g. tiles
or masonry

Distance
Expansion
pieces
m

≤ 20
≈ 10

X

≤ 15

X

≈ 10

Use of expansion pieces, if no other length compensation is specified.

Example: Lightning protection for attica

1

2
1

3
2

1

2

3

1

287
171

5001

288

287 DCT

Example applications - roof structures: Attic
Connections capable of carrying lightning current
rivets
5 blank rivets
of 3.5 mm
diameter

4 blank rivets
of 5 mm
diameter

sheet metal screws
2 blank rivets
of 6 mm
diameter

At least the following materials must be used:
5 blank rivets of 3.5 mm diameter
4 blank rivets of 5 mm diameter
2 blank rivets of 6 mm diameter
2 metal self-tapping screws of 6.3 mm diameter, made of rustproof steel,
e.g. material number 1.4301
Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-3, supplement 1:2012-10
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2 metal selftapping screws
of 6.3 mm
diameter

Lightning protection of cables routed in the earth

Deep in the soil
min 0,5m
earthing-cable
distance

Cables in the earth can
be protected against
lightning currents with a
earthing cable
(additional lightning
protection wire).

protection
Angle max 90°

cable with carrying
current screen
Source: VDE 0185-305-3
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Down conducter system according to IEC 62305-3

Part of the external lightning protection system, which is intended to route the
lightning current from the interception systems to the earthing system.
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Typical distances between the down conducters

Plan view of a building
Lightning protection
class

Typical distances

I

10 m

II

10 m

III

15 m

IV

20 m

 The number of down conducters is
linked to the separation distance "s".
 A maximum deviation of 20% should
be maintained.
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General information on the subject of down conducters:
In order to reduce the probability of
damage from the lightning current
flowing through the lightning system,
the down conducters should be
attached in such a way that, between
the impact point and the earth:
a) There are multiple parallel
current routes
b) The length of the current routes
is kept as short as possible
c) Equipotential bonding is created
between the conductive parts of
the building structure
Note:
down conducters must be installed
in enclosed courtyards with
a circumference of more than 30 m.
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Down conducter: Special features

If it is not possible to arrange down
conducters on one side or a side
part of the building, then these down
conducters should be installed on
the other sides. The distances
between these down conducters
should not be smaller than 1/3 of the
distances in the table.
Example: Building with glass facade

Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-3, suppl. 1
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General information - non-isolated down conducter/connection of
internal supports
Building structures with a large area
(such as typical industrial plants,
trade fair halls, etc.) with dimensions
larger than the quadruple arrestor
distance should be equipped with
additional internal down conducters
at a distance of 40 m, as far as is
possible.
All the internal supports and all
internal partition walls with
conductive parts, such as steel
reinforcement rods, which do not
fulfil the conditions for the
separation distance, should be
connected to the interception
system and the earthing system at
suitable points.
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General information
If, for architectural reasons, the down conducters cannot be routed on the surface,
then they should be installed in gaps in the masonry, for example.
Note: Observe the separation distance!
An installation in the outer plasterwork is not recommended:
 Plaster can be damage by heat expansion.
 Plaster may be discoloured by chemical reactions.
 Conductors with PVC jacketing avoid such stains.

Source: VDE 0185-305-3 Table 4
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Down conducter: Notes on erection
Down conducter of an external lightning protection system, which are not
isolated from the building system to be protected, may be installed as follows:
Walls made of very or normal flammable material
 Directly on or in the wall
 Walls made of easily flammable material
 Without risk of fire
– Directly on the surface of the wall
 With risk of fire
– At a distance > 0.1 m to the wall (fastening elements may touch the wall).
– If this distance cannot be maintained, then the cross-section of the arrestor
must be ≥ 100 mm².
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Fire behaviour of building materials and building components
The material classes (EN 13501-1, DIN 4102-1:1998-05) are divided up into:
A: Non-combustible materials,
B: Combustible materials.

The combustible materials are divided up into:
B1: Very inflammable materials, external wall panelling and floor coverings.

B2: Normally flammable materials, defined match flame, flamed for 15 s.
After this load, the item on test may not continue to burn on its own and combustible parts
(drops) are only permitted to a very limited extent. An example would be wood and wooden
materials with a raw density over 400 kg/m3 and a thickness over 2 mm with material class B2.
B3 Easily flammable materials.
Combustible materials, which cannot be assigned to material class B1 nor material class B2,
shall be considered as materials of material class B3. For example, wood and wooden
materials
under a raw density of 400 kg/m3 and a thickness < 2 mm can be assigned to material class
B3.
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Erection
The down conducters must be arranged in such a way
that they form a direct continuation of
cables.

l1
the interception

s
down conducter must be routed so that they are
straight and vertical and represent the shortest possible
direct connection to the earth.
Loop formation should also be avoided due
to the mechanical impacts
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l2
l3
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Number
plate

Possible
additional
fastening

Number plate

Corrosion
protection

1.5 m

Measuring
point
0.3 m

1.5 m

1.0 m 1.0 m

Measuring point/separation point

Measuring point/separation point
1

0.3 m
1

2

1.5 m

0.3 m
2
0.3 m
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A measuring point should be attached to the
earthing system each time an down conducter is
connected, except in the case of natural down
conducter in conjunction with foundation earthers.
It must be possible to open the measuring point
using a tool for measurement purposes, and
otherwise they must be closed.

Inclusion of rain downspouts

Possible
additional
fastening

Connection of
the downspout
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1.5 m

Number plate
Metallic gutters are connected to the doewn conducter
at the intersections.
Even if they are not used as down conducter, rain
downspouts, each steel support and metallic faces are
connected to the equipotential bonding or the earthing
system at the foot.
Typical distances according to Table 4 IEC/EN 62305-3

Electrical isolation
Bridging the proximity
between a gas line and down
conducter system

Gas pipeline
Electrical isolation
using a spark gap

Arrestor
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New: New separation point for underground connections
New separation point for underground
connections 5700
Safe:
► Separation point class H (100kA) tested
► Permanent corrosion protection by V2A
separation point

sturdy:
► For heavy load up to 4,0t suitable acc. to EN
62561
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Aufbau einer Blitzschutzanlage

Natural components as down conducter
Use of horizontal facade
elements as down
conducter system

Facade elements can
also be used as down
conducter systems,
provided that they are
electrically
interconnected.
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Precondition for facade elements and metallic constructions

Their dimensions must correspond to the requirements for down conducters
and the thickness of the metal plates/pipes and at least 0.5 mm.

Their electrical continuity in the vertical direction must meet the requirements.
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Natural components for arrestor systems according to IEC 62305-3
1. Metallic installations are natural components of an arrestor system,
provided that:
 Electrical continuity is permanent
 Their dimensions correspond at least to the values for standardised down
conducters
 Pipelines with combustible or explosive contents are not permitted, if the seals in
flange couplings are not connected so that they are electrically conductive
Comment: Metallic installations may be surrounded with insulating material
2. Metallic or electrically connected reinforced concrete / reinforcement are
natural components of an arrestor system, provided that:
 Connection points are planned in prefabricated reinforced concrete parts.
 The prefabricated concrete parts should be interconnected during mounting on the
construction site
 In the case of stressed concrete, the risk of unpermitted mechanical influences
due to the lightning current must be taken into account
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Natural components
a

1

2

1. Connection between
interception system and down
conducters

a

3
b

Use of reinforcement as an
arrestor system and
shielding against LEMP

8
7
5
4

2. Interception cable
3. Reinforcement
4. Arrestor and ring conductor
5. Equipotential bonding rail of
the
internal lightning protection
6. Testing terminal

6
5

7. Connection able to carry
current
8. Clamp or welded connection
9. Typical dimensions:
a  5 m, b =  1 m
Source: IEC 62305-5
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Natural components for arrestor systems
Continuous reinforcement of the building structure:
With systems made of prefabricated concrete and pre-stressed
concrete sections, the electrical continuity must be checked with
a continuity test between the top section and the earth.
Measurement
purpose



rail sho

The total electrical resistance should be measured
using a testing unit suitable for this
(DC source, 10 A measuring current).
Two types of measurement must be carried out:
Connection point reinforcement to next connection point.
Resistance value should be < 10 mOhm
Connection point of reinforcement against the main earthing
buld not exceed a maximum of just 10 mOhm per metre of
building height.

If these values are not achieved, then the steel reinforcement may not be used as
an arrestor.
In this case, we recommend the erection of an external arrestor. In building
structures made of prefabricated concrete sections, the electrical continuity of the
steel reinforcement of the individual prefabricated concrete sections with the
neighbouring prefabricated concrete sections must be guaranteed.
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Natural down conducters: Application of measurement method
Interception

Connection to
reinforcement
Reinforcement

Concrete fundation
earth

Connection measurment (Ohm)
a: point to point <10mOhm
B: down conductor < 10mOhm/m
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Natural components

2
Metal facade

4
Connection

Arrangement of the connection points in an
industrial system made of reinforced
concrete
1 Concrete support

1 Concrete support
2 Metal facade

3 Connection (earthing fixed point)
3 Connection
Floor plate

4 Connection
5 Earthing cable

5 Earthing cable
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Example use of reinforced concrete supports/arrestor system
In building structures with
reinforced concrete
supports or walls, the
down conducters must be
routed in the
reinforcement.
The down conducters
must be routed in
sections.
This requires exact
coordination.
The connection points
must be created carefully
with clamp connectors.
The down conducters
must also be additionally
clamped to the
reinforcement.
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Use of reinforcement of a building structure/arrestor system
Reinforced concrete elements are ideally suited
as an arrestor system, provided that this use is
included in the planning process in good time.

Exact specifications are required for the
manufacture of the reinforced concrete
elements. Production must be checked and
documented (photos).

Earthing fixed points should be used as
connection points for down conducters and the
equipotential bonding.
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Natural components - Supplement 1: "Natural components"
The use of the "natural components", such as the reinforcement,
is described using drawings.

Interception system with natural components –
Connection of reinforcement rods

Connection clamp

Reinforcement rod
Ø 10 mm–15 mm
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Natural components - "Natural components"
Use of vertical facade
elements as arrestor
system
Facade elements can be
used as an arrestor
system, provided that the
requirements of IEC 623053 Table 6 are fulfilled.
With facade elements
constructed using the
sandwich method, the
earthing requirements of
the inner and outer shell
must be tested.
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Natural components - use of a metal facade
1. Metal panelling of the roof breastwork
 2. Connection between facade
elements and the interception system
3. Horizontal interception system
 4. Panelling of the metallic facade
segments
 5. Equipotential bonding rail of the
internal LPS
 6. Connection between facade
elements and the support structure
 7. Measuring point
 8. Steel reinforcement in the concrete
 9. Ring earther, type B
An approved example could have the
following dimensions: a = 5 m, b = 5 m, c
=1m

 10. Foundation earther
Source: IEC 62305-3
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Separation distance according to IEC 62305-3
Separation distance
The following individual aspects will be dealt with:
 Determination of the number of down conducters
 Electrical insulation
 Calculation examples
 Special applications and solutions
 Problems
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Separation distance/electrical insulation
Risk of lightning arcing between an
external lightning protection system
and internal installations
Description:
If lightning current flows through an
arrestor (round wire), then the
inductivity/counter-inductivity of the
arrestor means that, metre by metre,
starting from the earth, a voltage of
several hundred thousand volts builds
up.
For example, in roof areas, this high
voltage can cause a dangerous
breakdown between the interception
system and electrical parts.
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Separation distance

Masonry
Interception rod

R

Electrical
installation

R

L

Arrestor

Electrical
installation

Examples of non-maintained separation distances
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L

Separation distance: Lightning discharge parameters

I/kA
Main discharge

Real measured lightning pulse

-40
Time between the
discharges up to several ms

Iimp

-20

Subsequent discharge

0
0
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100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

t/ms
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Separation distance: Lightning discharge parameters
Distinction between the parameters: Main flash and subsequent flash
Table C. 3 – Testing parameters for surge currents
LPL

I

II

III-IV

Limit deviation
%

Δi
(kA)

200

150

100

± 10

Δt
(μs)

10

10

10

± 20

Δi
(kA)

50

37.5

25

± 10

Δt
(μs)

0.25

0.25

0.25

± 20

Testing parameters
First positive surge
current

Negative subsequent
surge currents

Source: EN 62305-1:2011
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Number of down conducters at separation distance

Plan view of a building
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Separation distance: Voltage build-up through main flash
Simplified representation:
Time function of the lightning current for LPC III
Subsequent surge current I = 25(kA) wave form
0.25/50
Example: One metre of cable length
corresponds to approx. 0.375 µH
 15 metres of arrestor length
 15 x 0.375 μH = 5.625 μH

UL  L

di
25 kA
 5, 625 m H 
 562 ,5 kV
dt
0 , 25 m s

1 mm air as distance insulated 1 kV
 for 562.5 kV a safety distance of 56 cm is
required
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Separation distance: Function of additional down conducters
Aid:
Current division through additional down
conducters.

25k A  1  down  conductor
12,5k A  2  down  conductors
UL  L

di
12,5kA
 5,625mH 
 280kV
dt
0,25ms

1 mm air as distance insulated approx. 1 kV
 for 280 kV a safety distance of 28 cm is
required (for solid material = 56 cm)
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Separation distance

L (m)
Separation distance s

8

6

4
3
Separation distance s,
rising in linear form

2
1
0
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Induction loop

5

L

Length of the arrestor

7

0

0.25

s (m)

HES

Electrical insulation of external lightning protection systems
The necessary separation distance can be calculated using IEC 62305-3:

kc
s  ki 
 L (m )
km
ki - Dependent on the selected protection class of the lightning protection system
km - Dependent on the electrical insulation material (air, wood, stone, etc.)
kc - Dependent on the lightning current flowing in the down conducters
L
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- is the length in metres along the interception system or arrestor from the
point at which the separation distance is to be calculated up to
the closest point of the equipotential bonding

Separation distance
Insulation of the external LPS - length for the
calculation of the separation distance
S

Legend
1 Electrical system
2 Electrical cables
3 LPS cables
4 Main distributor box with
SPD

l

5 Measuring point
6 Earthing system
7 Power cable
8 Foundation earther
s Separation distance
l Length for the
calculation of the
separation distance s
Source: IEC62305-3
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Separation distance calculation according to IEC 62305-3

Protection class of the LPS

Ki

I

0.08

II

0.06

III and IV

0.04

kc
s  ki   L
km
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Separation distance calculation according to IEC 62305-3

kc
s  ki   L
km
Material

Km

Protection class of the LPS

Ki

Air

1

I

0.08

Concrete, tiles

0.5

II

0.06

III and IV

0.04

OBO GFK insulating beam
0.7
(observe manufacturer's data)
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Separation distance à Example of an interception rod

Separation distance "s" for Kc=0.5 (solid matter) necessary!

Floating discharge  Arc
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Separation distance: Determination of Kc
Two options:
 Simplified method
 Detailed calculation
Simplified method:
 Foundation earther or ring earther or connected deep earther
 down conducters connected in roof area

Number of down conducters -n-

Kc

1 (only in the case of an isolated lightning protection
system)

1

2

0.66

3 and more

0.44
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Example for the calculation of the separation distance, simplified
Application for building widths or length ≤ 4 x building height

 kc= 0.44
 ki = 0.04

c = 14 m

The number of down conducters
c = 15 m c = 14 m
is: n = 18
Cooler

 km= 0.5

kc
0,44
 L  0,04 
 12  0,43[ m]
Separation distance: s  ki 
km
0,5
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Determination of Kc, detailed calculation
Options of the detailed calculation:
 For the area of the outer edge of the building (number of down conducters ≥4)

1
c
kc  0,10,23
2n
h

n = Total number of down conducters (incl. internal )
c = Distance between two down conducters (3-20 m)
h = Building height

Strike in
the metal
attic
H = 10 m
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Example for the calculation of the separation distance, detailed
The number of
down conducters is:
n = 18.
c = 15 m c = 14 m

c = 14 m

c = Distance between
one arrestor and the
next arrestor
m)

kc 

1
c
0,10,23
2n
h

kc 

1
15
 0,1  0,2  3
 0,34
2 18
12

Separation distance: s
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 ki 

Cooler

kc
0,34
 L  0,04 
 12  0,33[ m]
km
0,5

(max. 15

Determination of Kc, exact calculation
Detailed calculation:
 Within the roof area for grids with
length and width ³ 4 x spacing of down conducters

ki
s
 ( kc1  l1  kc 2  l2  kc 3  l3 )
km

15 x 15 m

Rules for current division:
 Strike point: kc = 1/number of possible
current paths
 Additional intersections/down conducters:
Each additional reduction kc by 50%
Note: Maximum possible reduction
= 1/n (total number of down conducters)

s
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0,04
 (0,25  15  0,125  15  0,0625 * 10 )  0,5m
0 ,5
For solid material

25%
Kc1 = 0.25
50%
Kc2 = 0.125
50%
Kc3 = 0.0625

Impact: Examination of all possible strike areas
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Separation distance, information in VDS 2010 (2010-09)
Notes on special roof structures:
Electrically operated systems and equipment on roof
surfaces must be protected against direct strikes.
Housing and metal shields must be included in the
equipotential bonding.
Direct connections to interception systems are not
permitted.
Existing systems must be adapted to these
requirements.

VdS 2010 (2010-09)
(association of insurers)
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Interception system for smaller electrical installation on roofs

Direct connection of a roof vent
according to ABB, 8th edition

Connection of the roof vent via a spark

α°

Protection of the roof vent by an
interception rod according to:
Protective angle α according to DIN

EN 62305-3
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Observe the separation distance!

Connection of roof structures
ROOF

Connection via spark
gap

Connection,
direct

Upper
floor

Grou
nd
floor

Data cables

Base
ment

HES
CPU
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RV

Separation distance cannot be maintained: Measures (1)
Select other cable routing
  The best and lowest-cost solution
Improving current division:
 Ring conductor, more down
conducters
 Interception cables in multiple
directions
Insulation:
 Isolated interception systems
 High-voltage-resistant, insulated
down conducters (OBO isCon)
 Insulation of non-conductive
elements, e.g. plastic parts as attic
cover or gutter
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Separation distance cannot be maintained: Measures (2)
Creating a lightning current-resistant
connection:
 Observe the impacts in other parts of
the system!
 Arrestor, type 1 (lightning arrestor),
required?
 Use shielded supply lines
 Maintain the separation distance of
the cable to other systems!
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Insulated lightning protection for roof structures

226

Insulated lightning protection

GRP traverses

isCon®

Interception rods

Insulated lightning protection systems allow standardised lightning protection
according IEC 62305.
The separation distance to electronic systems required by the standard can be
maintained by the different versions of the insulated lightning protection.
The individual components and systems allow the creation of different
solutions, according to requirements.
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Insulated lightning protection with GRP traverses
Two material thicknesses for different applications
The insulated lightning protection system consists of GFK rods with a diameter of 16
or 20 mm with the following properties:
16 mm GRP rods:

20 mm GRP rods:

 0.75, 1.5 and 3 m length

 3 and 6 m length

 UV-stable

 UV-stable

 Light grey

 Light grey

 Material factor km: 0.7

 Material factor km: 0.7

 Load torque: > 400 mm3

 Load torque: > 750 mm3

 Support load: 54 N (1.5 m)

 Support load: 105 N (1.5 m)

 There is a comprehensive range of system accessories available for both variants.
 Can be obtained as a set for different applications
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Insulating beam


Length of insulating beam is infinitely adjustable



Adjustment range from 450 to 810 mm



Variant A: Wall mounting



Variant B: Pipe mounting (incl. tightening strap)

Pipe mounting (incl. tightening
strap)
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Wall mounting

Iso combination set for 3-corner fastening
101 3-ES-16; 5408976
Iso combination set for 3-corner fastening
For mounting on walls and roof structures
with two fastening plates. To accept interception
rods and round cables
of 8, 16 and 20 mm diameter.
L = 750 mm
H = 1,500 mm
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Iso combination set for V fastening
101 VS-16; 5408978
For mounting on the fold of supports and roof
structures with folding clamps with a folding
thickness of up to 20 mm. To accept interception
rods and round cables of 8, 16 and 20 mm
diameter.
L = 750 mm
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Iso combination set for fold fastening
101 FS-16; 5408980
For mounting on the fold of supports and roof
structures with folding clamps with a folding
thickness of up to 20 mm. To accept interception
rods and round cables of 8, 16 and 20 mm
diameter.
L = 750 mm
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Iso combination set for pipe V fastening
101 VRS-16; 5408982
For mounting on pipes with two pipe clamps. To
accept interception rods and round cables of 8, 16
and 20 mm diameter.
L = 750 mm
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System 16 / 20 mm GRP rods, individual parts

3

5

5
4

4

2
3

4
2
2

1
1

101 B2-16 M16
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System 16 / 20 mm GRP rods, individual parts

5

4

2
4

3

5

2

4

3
2

6
1
1
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101 B2-16 M16

System 16 / 20 mm GRP rods, individual parts

101 B2-16 M16
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System 16 / 20 mm GRP rods, individual parts

5

5

4

3

6

2

2
4

3

6

7

1

1

101 B2-16 M16
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System 16 / 20 mm GRP rods, individual parts
Example: For insulation
of the attic using 16 mm
GRP rods and GRP attic

Image: M. Mauermann, Mauermann Blitzschutz Paderborn, Germany
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Insulated lightning protection with GFK rods
A solution for every application
► As a complete set or as a modular system
Standard-compliant insulation
► Tested terminals, Km factor = 0.7
UV-resistant and with high load capacity
► GRP material
► 16 and 20 mm thickness, 3 and 6 m length
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isFang interception rod system / Irod
Stand for interception rods 4 m
to 19,5 m. The OBO isFang module
interception rod system can offer a
quick, screwless and freely
combinable solution for isolated
interception rod systems as well as
high interception rods for the
greatest possible protection angle.
 Modular structure
 Quick installation
 4 to 8 metre-high aluminium
interception rods
 4 to 19 metre-high VA interception
rods (i-Rod system)
 4 up to 10 metre insulated
interception rods
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Interception rod system, arrangement of is Fang system (in wind speed
zones 1 and 2)
Height of
interception rod,
aluminium

Height of insul.
interception rod,
Material GRP/VA

Spreading width
Tripod stand

No. of FangFix
concrete blocks,
16kg. In wind Z. 2

Number of
FangFix
Edge protection

Length
Threaded rod

5m
Item no. 5408942

1m
Item no. 5408968

3 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 270 mm
Item no. 5408971

4m
Item no. 5402864

1m
Item no. 5408968

3 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 270 mm
Item no. 5408971

4.5 m
Item no. 5402866

1m
Item no. 5408968

3 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 270 mm
Item no. 5408971

1m
Item no. 5408968

6 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 340 mm
Item no. 5408972

5m
Item no. 5402868

1m
Item no. 5408968

6 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 340 mm
Item no. 5408972

5.5 m
Item no. 5402870

1m
Item no. 5408968

6 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 340 mm
Item no. 5408972

6m
Item no. 5402872

1.5 m
Item no. 5408969

6 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 340 mm
Item no. 5408972

6.5 m
Item no. 5402874

1.5 m
Item no. 5408969

6 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 340 mm
Item no. 5408972

7m
Item no. 5402876

1.5 m
Item no. 5408969

9 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 430 mm
Item no. 5408973

7.5 m
Item no. 5402878

1.5 m
Item no. 5408969

9 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 430 mm
Item no. 5408973

8m
Item no. 5402880

1.5 m
Item no. 5408969

9 blocks
Item no. 5403227

3 x edge protection
Item no. 5403235

3 x 430 mm
Item no. 5408973

5m
Item no. 5408946
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isFang interception rod system

Simple erection of the tripod stand:
Position the blocks

241

Open up the stand...

and screw to the FangFix concrete
blocks

isFang interception rod system

Creation variants
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Dimensions

Stand variant

Irod Interception: Exampel: biogas
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Irod Tele-interception-systems for Wind Speed Zones 1+2
System

High

Number
Fang Fix
16kG

Number
Edge
protection

Lenght
threaded
rod

Irod 10

10m

12 pc.
5403227

6 pc.

6 X
500mm
5408905

12m

18 pc.
5403227

14m

24 pc.
5403227

19.5
m

60 pc.
5403227

5400810

Irod 12
5400812

Irod 14
5400814

Irod 19
5400819
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543238

6 pc.
543238

8 pc.
543238

12 pc.
543238

6 X
500mm
5408905
6 X
500mm
5408905
6 X
500mm
5408905

isFang interception rod system
Quick and simple deployment
Stability through modular concrete plinth
16 kg à No earth work necessary for
foundations
Simple mounting
► Arrange concrete blocks
► Unfold the stand frame
► Insert the 3-part interception rods
► Align with threaded rods (up to 5 degrees
possible)
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Tele interception rod systems irod up to 19 m
Simple deployment of special solutions in the
field of biogas, freestanding PV or EX systems
► Up to 19 m overall length
► Stability through modular concrete plinth 16 kg
à No earth work necessary for foundations
Simple mounting
► Arrange concrete blocks, unfold the stand
frame, insert the tele interception rods, align
with threaded rods
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OBO isCon system: Insulated, high-voltage-resistant arrestor
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Tasks of an insulated, high-voltage-resistant arrestor
Insulated down conducters are used in the field of external lightning
protection to reduce or avoid the separation distance according to DIN VDE
0185-305-3.
isCon® creates an equivalent separation distance of 0.75 m in air
Requirements:
Arrestor connection with lightning current carrying capacity to the interception
system, earthing system or standard exposed down conducters run on
towards the earth
Maintenance of the necessary separation distance s within the limits specified
by the manufacturer through sufficient electrical voltage resistance of the
arrestor, both in the area of the supply point as well as in the entire onward
course
Sufficient current carrying capacity through a standard-conformant conductor
cross-section of the arrestor (OBO isCon = 28 mm², standard requires 25 mm²)
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Normative requirements
Currently only the general requirements for


DIN EN 50164 Lightning protection system – Part 1: Requirements for
connection components  e.g. lightning current carrying capacity of the
connection points

as well as


DIN VDE 0185-305 Protection against lightning Part 3: Protection of structural
facilities and persons, e.g. arrestor system, min. cross-sections, equipotential
bonding



On an international level, the Technical Committee IEC/TC81 is working on a
draft standard:
IEC 62561: Lightning Protection System Components (LPSC) –
Part 8: Requirements for components for isolated LPS

Currently, no standard describes special requirements and tests of insulated
down conducters.
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isCon system: Areas of application – application examples

Insulated down conducters are installation solutions for external lightning
protection which can primarily be used in locations where the separation distance
cannot be maintained or is not applied for aesthetic reasons.
Areas of application:
Mobile telecommunications antennas
Computer centres
Expansions of lightning protection systems
Architectural solutions
Separation distance cannot be maintained
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Purpose of the insulated arrestor
No separation
distance
maintained

Air from insulator

With insulated arrestor

Masonry

Masonry

Masonry

Arrestor
8 mm

Arrestor
8 mm

isCon
Electrical
installation

Electrical
installation

S
250

Electrical
installation

Purpose of the insulated arrestor
Conventionally insulated
arrestor: Arrestor routed at a distance
(separation distance "S")

With high-voltage-resistant, insulated
OBO isCon® arrestor
Arrestor not routed at a distance

Arrestor
(e.g. aluminium)

Interception
rod
Insulator
(GRP)

S
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Insulated
Arrestor

Insulator
(GRP)

OBO isCon system

Isolated Conductor = Insulated arrestor
Insulated down conducters are used in the field of external lightning protection to
reduce or avoid the separation distance according to IEC 62305-3.
isCon® creates an equivalent separation distance of 0.75 m in air
 In contrast to standard shielded medium-voltage cables with a metallic shield,
insulated down conducters possess a weakly conductive jacket for field control,
de-energising the high voltage in the area of the supply point. This thus prevents
arcing via the cable jacketing of the insulated arrestor.
 After the first potential connection of the cable jacket, the insulated arrestor
secures the specified equivalent separation distance.
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Structure of high-voltage-resistant, insulated down conducters (isCon)

Weakly conductive EVA,
Insulation, PEX
UV-resistant
Conductive PEX
Conductive PEX
35 mm² copper cable
VPE = Cross-linked polyethylene (PEX)
EVA= Ethylene vinylacetate copolymer
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Function of the isCon cable

Control current

Lightning current
Several kA

Connection of
copper cable
and jacketing
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1.5 m

Electrical connection
to the building,
conductive structure,
local PAS

Conforms to the standards IEC 62305-3 and IEC 62561-2

Shape and minimum cross-sections
Material
Copper

Geometry

Minimum crosssectiona

Strip
Rounde
Cable

50 mm²
50 mm²
50 mm²

Roundf, g

200 mm²

Comments
Minimum thickness 2.0 mm
Diameter 8 mm
Minimum diameter of each wire
1.7 mm
Diameter 16 mm

e: In certain applications, 50 mm2 (8 mm diameter) can be reduced to 25 mm2
if mechanical resistance is not a primary criterion.
In this case, the spacing of the cable brackets should be reduced.
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isCon: Testing at the Technical University of Darmstadt
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isCon®: Testing principle for insulated arrestor compared to air
insulation (km=1)

Item on test

Marx
generator

0.75 m

Cut-off
spark gap

W. Zischank "Isolatoren für isolierte oder teilweise isolierte Blitzschutzsysteme zur Prüfung der
Sicherheitsabstände", 23rd ICLP in Florence (1996), pp. 513-518
(Insulators for isolated or partially isolated lightning protection systems to test the safety distances)
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isCon: Rules for planning and installation

Interception rod

Insulated
interception rod

Planning the interception system with isCon
according to IEC 62305-3


The installation instructions must be followed.



The isCon® cable must be located in the protection
area of the interception system.



The maximum possible separation distance of
0.75 m must be taken into account.



Equipotential bonding (connection ≥ 6 mm²) is not
necessary for a separation distance ≤ 0.15.



In both connection areas, the appropriately
calculated separation distance "s" to the metal
parts must be maintained.
Not needed for separation distance ≤ 0.15 m.



The minimum bend radius must be maintained (R
≥ 360 mm).

Local PA
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isCon: Rules for planning and installation
Notes:
Only the indicated connection element, tested by OBO, may be connected to the
interception device or forwarding arrestor of the external lightning protection.
The cable must be located in the protection area of the interception system and be
fastened at a distance of maximum one metre using the installation material
indicated.
If cables are routed in the building, then specified protective measures, such as fire
insulation, must be taken into account.
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isCon: Rules for planning and installation
The arrestor (2)
Calculation of the separation distance according to IEC 62305-3, Section 6.3 at the
point the isCon® cable is connected. The length (l) should be measured from the
connection point of the isCon® cable to the next level of the lightning protection
equipotential bonding (e.g. earthing system).
Check whether the calculated separation distance (s) is less than the specified
equivalent separation distance of the isCon® cable.
If the specified separation distance is exceeded, then additional down conducters
must be installed.
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isCon: Rules for planning and installation: Parallel down conducters
Current division occurs in an installation of
multiple insulated down conducters, run in
parallel. The reduced current division coefficient
kc thus also reduces the calculated separation
distance (s).
To keep the magnetic fields as small as possible
and avoid interference between the isCon®
cables, it is wise to keep the cables at least 20 cm
apart. Ideally, the second cable should be run to
the ground on the other side of the building.
In the case of cables routed directly beside one
another, the inductivity of the total arrangement is
not reduced by the factor n and the current
division coefficient is not reduced accordingly.
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isCon: Parallel down conducters
Maximum lengths of the isCon cable at s = 0.75 m
An exact calculation of the separation distance proves the possible use of the
isCon cable.
LPS − Lightning
protection class

I

II

III+IV
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Ki Factor

0.08

0.06

0.04

Number of
down
conducters

KcFactor

Length at
S = 0.75 m

1

1

-

2

0.66

14.20 m

3 and more

0.44

21.30 m

1

1

12.50 m

2

0.66

18.94 m

3 and more

0.44

28.40 m

1

1

18.75 m

2

0.66

28.40 m

3 and more

0.44

42.61 m

isCon: Potential connection
 The potential control element should be connected to a reference potential using ≥
6 mm² Cu or an equal conductivity.
 Lightning current may not flow through the reference potential and it must be in
the protection angle of the lightning protection system.
 This means that the potential connection can be made via a local PCE, metallic
and earthed roof structures, generally earthed parts of the building structure and
via the protective conductor of the low-voltage system.
 Equipotential bonding (connection ≥ 6 mm²)
à Not necessary for separation distance ≤ 0.15
 In both connection areas, the appropriately calculated separation distance "s" to
the metal parts must be maintained.
àNot needed for separation distance ≤ 0.15 m
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isCon: Potential connection
No electrically conductive or earthed parts may be located in the area between
the connection element and the potential connection in the radius of the
calculated separation distance.
These include, for example, metallic construction parts and cable brackets as
well as assemblies.

PA cable bracket
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Insulator (GRP)

isCon: Potential connection
150
cm

Distance PA clip (x)

125

x

100
75
50
25
0

0

15

30

45

60

cm

75

Separation distance (s)
If the calculated separation distance (s) is less 75 cm, then the distance between the
potential connection clip and the connection element (x) can be reduced accordingly.
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isCon: Potential connection

No potential connection
necessary, as s ≤ 15

cm

Earth entry
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isCon: Planning and installation

Fastening of the arrestor to the
building structure using cable
brackets, max. every 1 m

No potential connection required
for earth entry (s ≤ 5 cm) (do
not forget separation point)
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1.0 m

isCon®: Planning and installation

If necessary, fastening of the
arrestor using cable brackets
and concrete block

≥ 360 mm
Optional potential connection of
the arrestor to the building
structure
(observe bending
radius)
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OBO isCon: Termination of the cable

isCon stripper 2

5408 01 3
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OBO isCon: Termination of the cable
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Cutting and removing the insulation of the isCon cable: Light grey version
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Installation of an interception rod with internal cable
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Film: isCon mounting
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Installation of an interception rod with internal cable

1) Interception rod
2) Connection element
3) Insulated interception rod
4) Potential connection
4) Potential connection element
5) Potential connection
5) Retaining mast with side exit
6) Tripod stand with side exit
7) Concrete plinth
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isCon: Erection with insulated interception rods, external system
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isCon: External system: Potential connection on interception rod
When using an isolated interception
rod, then the potential connection is
implemented using a clamp clip.
It is used to earth the cable, earth the
interception rod and tripod stand, as
well as to fix the cable.
The cable is also fixed by cable ties,
installed along the interception rod.
Item no. 5057599
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isCon: Setup with stands for insulation to the floor
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OBO isCon: Erection of insulated cable brackets / spacers
1.

2.

4.

5.
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3.

OBO isCon: Cable routing on flat roofs
1.

2.

4.

5

max
1m
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3.

Comprehensive solutions for any building structure
 Connection element
 Fastening elements
 Potential connection
 Cable bracket VA/ PA
 Roof cable holder VA/ PA
 Connector
 Insulated interception rod
 Fastening clips
 Tripod stand
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Components of the OBO isCon system
isCon 750 SW
5408002  25 m
5408004  100 m
5408006  250 m
isCon stripper
5408009

isCon connect
5408022

isCon PAE
5408036
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isCon HS VA / PA
5408052/ 5408054
isCon H280 VA/ PA
5408047/ 5408049
isCon H VA/ PA
5408056/ 2146164

isCon AP-16 VA
5408026/ 5408028
isFang 3000/ 5000
5408942/ 5408946
isFang 3B- 100/150
5408968/ 5408969

OBO isCon system: Fastening of double T support

5408 91 4

5408 95 4
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Interception rod support for isFang mounting
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Holder for the isCon cable
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System accessories

Remark:
Isolated Lightning
Protection System
OBO isCon System
Changes only allowed by
export lightning protection
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isCon: Lightning protection systems of lightning protection class II
Proof of passed tests with 150 kA (10/350 µs)

à Can already be used as an individual cable for buildings of lightning
protection class II
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Planning and installation for lightning protection systems of lightning
protection class II (150 kA)
Affected buildings according to IEC 62305
 Plants for combustible gases (Ex areas = LPC II)
 Combination (leisure) swimming pool
 Building structures of the chemical industrial (Ex areas = LPC II)
 Building structures for processing and storage of combustible substances
 Police/fire brigade command centre
 Commercial businesses/industrial plants with increased risk of fire
 Tower blocks > 100 m
 Hospitals
 Shipment warehouses
 Telecommunications towers
 Housing with soft roofs
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isCon: Planning and installation for Ex areas
 In the zone 1 areas and Ex zone 21,
after the first potential connection,
the OBO isCon® cable should be
connected at regular distances
(0.5 metres) using a metallic cable
bracket (e.g. isCon H VA or PAE) to
the equipotential bonding.
 The equipotential bonding may not
be subjected to lightning currents.
 Secure screw connectors against
loosening.
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Planning and installation in Ex areas
Regular equipotential bonding can be erected as follows:
 With parallel routing to non-conductive building structures (e.g. stone, concrete
or wood):
1a. Fasten the metallic cable brackets isCon H VA to electrically conductive
connection struts, routed in parallel, (e.g. on flat conductors). Continue
with Step 2!
1b. Connect the potential connection element to metal pipes routed in
parallel (equipotential bonding conductors) at regular intervals.
Continue with Step 2!
2. Connect the connection struts or the pipes with the equipotential bonding
or with the earthing system.
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Installation in different wind speed zones
Configuration for wind speed zones 1 and 2
under the following conditions:
Building height ≤ 40 m
Height above sea level < 600 m, no icing
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Information for soft-covered roofs
Legend:
Interception rod
isCon connection element
Insulated interception rod for
internal isCon cable
isCon potential connection
Support for wall mounting
Equipotential bonding rail
7 isCon cable
Separator
Earthing system
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OBO isCon system: Application example, cooling device

1.5 m

1.5 m

295

S

OBO isCon system: Application example, microwave radio antenna
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OBO isCon system: Application - insulated interception rod on PV
system
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OBO isCon system: Practical example

Biogas plant in Riedlingen (Germany)
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OBO isCon system: Practical example

Gas production
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OBO isCon system: Practical example
isCon
ALU Rd8

Remote maintenance portal/computer centre
www.ade24.de
Korntal-Münchingen
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OBO isCon system: Application: Attic insulation

Potential connection

V-TEC cable gland

VA pipe for cable routing

Earthed roof attic, not energised by
lightning current, in the protection area
of the interception system

Remote maintenance portal/computer centre
www.ade24.de
Korntal-Münchingen
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OBO isCon system: Practical example

Source: Food industry, Stadtallendorf
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OBO isCon system: Practical example

Gas plant, Stadtwerke Lübeck (Germany), erected by: Propp Elektrotechnik
GmbH
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OBO isCon system: Practical example, photovoltaics lightning
protection
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Practical experience

Source: DFMG Ostheim-von-derRöhn (Germany)
Elektro Schneider GmbH
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OBO isCon system: Practical example

Wolfsburg Fire Brigade
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isCon example® : Antenna systems

Barndorf and Querenhorst fire brigades
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Installation of an interception rod with internal cable
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Installation of an interception rod with internal cable
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Practical experience

Knappschaftkrankenhaus Bottrop (Germany) (medical hospital)
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Practical experience

-Power- and Data-Line
-Islolated lightning down conducter
-Crossing point
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Practical experience

FAM Arnsberg/Menden (Germany) Aerodrome
312

isFang interception rod stand

313

Practical experience
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Important information
 The OBO isCon® system is a range of matching components.
For installation, please use only connection components of the
OBO product range, as otherwise there is no guarantee that safe
installation is possible.
 With the black variant, ensure the cable jacketing is free from
soiling.
 The jacketing of the OBO isCon® cable may not be cut or
damaged.
 The black jacketing of the OBO isCon® cable may not be painted a
different colour. For this, only use the grey isCon® cable
 Routing the OBO isCon® cable in the ground is not permitted. For
this, only use the grey isCon® cable
 If you wish to use the OBO isCon® cable in an environment not
described here, then please get in touch with your OBO contact.
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OBO isCon

Halogen-free

 The OBO isCon® cable is
made from halogen-free
materials.

Weathering resistance

 Weathering resistance
(EVA = Ethylene vinyl
acetate).
 Ozone resistance acc. to
EN 60811-2-1 Sec. 8
 Sunlight Resistance Test
UL 1581 Coldness
 impact resistance acc. to
EN 60811-1-4
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 Combustion behaviour:

 The flame resistance of the
OBO isCon® cable was
proven according to
EN 60332-1-2.

Mounting instructions

Please refer to the mounting
instructions on www.obo.com for all
the key mounting information as well
as a test report
317

Comprehensive information material
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isCon system
Simpler, safer insulated lightning protection for
roof structures
► Tested: Replaces 0.75 m separation distance
and can be used for up to 150 kA lightning
current per arrestor
► Applicable for Ex areas 21, 1, 22 and 2
Universal
► Simple termination and shortening on the
construction site
► Comprehensive mounting accessories and
interception rods of between 4 and 8 m
Conformant with standards
► 35 mm² cross-section of copper conductor
(IEC 62305 requires 25 mm²)
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Earthing systems: Normative requirements and practical versions
 Structure of an earthing system
 Tasks of an earthing system
 Types of earthing systems
 Mounting of an earther arrangement
 Foundation earthers
 Application examples
 Consequences of an improperly
created earthing system

Part of the external lightning protection system, which routes the lightning
current into the ground where it is to be distributed
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Earthing system: Definition
What do we mean by an "earthing system"?
 We can find the required definitions in IEC 60050-826 Low-voltage electrical
installations: Terms.

"Totality of the electrical connections and equipment used to earth a
network, a system or a resource."
as well as:
"Conductive element, embedded in the earth or in another specific
conductive medium in electrical contact with the earth."
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Earthing system: Tasks
The tasks of an earthing system are:
 Arresting of the lightning current into the earth
 Equipotential bonding between the down conducters
 Equipotential bonding near conductive walls of the building structure
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Consequences of an improperly created earthing system
1. Dangerous surge voltages at the equipotential bonding
2. No even potential course on the earthing system
3. Destruction of the foundation through insufficient arresting area of the energy-rich
lightning current.
4. Destruction of the foundation through improperly made connections (no terminal
connection)
5. Electrical decoupling of high amounts of lightning energy
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Earthing system

Earther arrangement according to
IEC 62305-3

Type A
 Horizontal earther
 Vertical earther
 Deep earther,
 Earthing rod
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Type B


Ring earther




Surface earther

Foundation earther

Earthing system, type A (1)
 The type A fan or deep earthers do not fulfil the requirements for equipotential
bonding and potential control.
 A type A earthing system is suitable for low building structures (e.g. singleoccupancy dwellings), existing building structures, for LPS with interception rods
or tension cables or for a separated LPS.
 This type of arrangement comprises horizontal and vertical earthers, connected to
each arrestor.
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Earthing system, type A (2)
Information on earther arrangement, type A
 In general, deep earthers are inserted vertically into the earth to great depths.
They are driven into natural soil, which is usually only found beneath foundations.
 Earther lengths of 9 m have proved to be beneficial.
The advantage of deep earthers is that they are located at great depths, in strata
whose specific resistance is generally less than in areas close to the surface.
 Often, the specific ground resistance cannot be determined in the densely built-up
areas. Here, for determination of the minimum length of the earther, it is sufficient
to assume a specific ground resistance of 1,000 Ohms/m.
 In type A earthing systems, there is a minimum requirement of two earthers.
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Earthing system, type A: Arrangement of earthing
system

 Earther arrangement, type A, connection inside and outside the building structure
 down conducters are interconnected near the surface of the earth.
 Connection cables should be as short as possible and not installed higher than 1
m above the ground.
If the lightning protection equipotential bonding was only connected to a
single earther, then high potential difference to other earthers would result.
This could cause unapproved arcing or lethal voltage differences.
Important: If the earthers are not interconnected:
à KC= 1

Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-3, suppl. 1
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Earthing system, type A: Earther arrangement, minimum length
Minimum length of each earther according to the protection class of the LPS
 Not relevant if the earthing resistance of individual earthers ≤ 10 Ohm
The minimum length of each earther is:
 l1 for horizontal earthers

0.5 * l1 for vertical earthers

10
0

Protection class

/1(m)

90
80

Example
 Lightning protection
class 1

I

70
60

 Sand, gravel, top
layers (dry) 1,000 Wm

50

II

40
30
20

III + IV

10

p(Wm)

 Deep earther: 11 m

0
0
329

Result
Lightning protection
class 1:
 22 m

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

Source: IEC 62305-3

Earthing system, type A: Overview of the specific earthing resistances
Ground type

Moisture

Specific ground resistance (average)
in Wm

Seawater

0.2–1.0

River or pond water

10–100

Peat, wet bog, marl

Very moist

5–40

Clay, humus, farmland

Moist

20–200

Sandy clay

Moist

150

Stony ground with clay

Moist

200

Fine sand, deep strata

Moist

60

Coarse sand, deep strata

Moist

200

Sand, gravel, top layers

 Moist
 Dry

 400
 1,000

Weathered stone

Moist

to 1,000

Limestone

 14% moisture
 Dry

 130
 107

Basalt

Dry

104

Granite, gneiss, marble

Dry

106 - 1009

Concrete foundations

Ground-moist

About the same as the surrounding earth

Concrete, above-ground

Dry

105

Brown coal in storage

 Very moist
 Dry

2.0
20

Black coal coke, ground

18% moisture

3.0–8.0

Black coal ash

0 ... 15% moisture

1.0–4.0
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Earthing system, type A: Connection outside the
building structure
Deep earther, type A

Connection

PAS

Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-3, suppl. 1
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Earthing system, type A: Connection inside and
outside the structure
Deep earther, type A

Connection
in the earth

PAS

Connection
Surface-mounted
Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-3, suppl. 1
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Earthing system, type A: Structure
Deep earther
Single earther
Earthing rod, multi-part

Ground floor
Connection lug for
lightning protection system

Screed
Concrete ceiling

Earth entry

Connection clip A
Coupling point
Earthing rod Z
Earth
Impact point Sp
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Basement
Connection to
Equipotential bonding rail
- NYY-I:
- FE:
- FL:
- Cu:

50 mm2
ø10 mm PVC
insulated
30x3.5 mm
ø 8 mm

Earthing system, measuring point/separation point

1

0.3 m

1

1.5 m

2

Points at increased risk of corrosion, such as
insertion points into the concrete or soil, are
corrosion-protected.
A suitable coating is applied as corrosion protection to
connection points in the ground.

0.3 m
0.3 m
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2

Entries into the concrete or the earth should be made
using rustproof steel (V4A) or materials of equal
quality.

Earthing system, type A: Connection points

A suitable coating or insulation is to be applied as corrosion protection to connection
points in the ground (corrosion protection strip).
This also applies to V4A connections, in order to guarantee usable measurement
results in the long term
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: Earther arrangement: Mounting using the example of the LightEarth
earthing rod
Earther arrangement: Mounting using the example of the LightEarth
earthing rod

333
333
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LightEarth earthing rod (meets VDE 0185-305)
Best earthing contact
► Increased diameter (25 mm)
à 25% better earthing contacting
Suitable for difficult soil conditions
► Pipe shape à Extremely stable
► Hardened plug-in sleeve
Saves
► 35% less weight compared with 20 mm full
earther
► 61% less weight compared with 25 mm full
earther
► 10% cheaper than 25 mm full earther
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Earthing system, type B: Ring earther (only for refitting, without
foundation earther)
 The type B earthing system is the preferred choice for grid interception systems
and for LPS with multiple down conducters.
 An earthing system (type B) consists of either:
– a ring earther with at least 80% of its overall length in contact with the ground
– or a foundation earther.
 Only type B earthing systems are recommended for exposed rock.
 A type B ring earther should be more than 1 m away from the building structure
and installed at a depth of 0.8 m or more and should completely surround the
building structure to be protected. With normal earth conditions, this distance and
this depth are ideal for potential control to protect people near the wall of the
building structure.
 Type B earthers also assume the function of the equipotential bonding between
the down conducters on the surface of the ground.
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Earthing system, type B
Single earther, type B, surface earther, minimum 0.8 m deep

PAS

minimum 1 m distance

Source: IEC 62305-3
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Earthing system, type B: Structure of surface earthers/ring earthers

Ground floor
Connection lug for
lightning protection system
Strip steel

≥1 m distance
≥0.8 m
deep

Basement
e.g. cross-connector

Earth

340

Screed
Concrete ceiling

Creation of a lightning protection system

Connection to
Equipotential bonding rail
-NYY - I 50 mm2
-FE ø 10 mm PVC insulated
-FL 30 x 3.5 mm
-Cu ø 8 mm

Earthing system, type B: Example of incorrect execution
Surface earther / ring earther –
improper mounting
 Surface earther routed directly on
the surface
 Wedge connector used
 No corrosionIncorre
protection on the
terminal
ct!
 No corrosion protection at the earth
transition
Correct mounting
 Minimum: 0.8 m deep and 1 m
spacing
 Screw connector
 Corrosion protection strip, terminal
 Corrosion protection strip, earth
transition
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Earthing system, type B: Potential control, protection of people

Measure:

342

Warning sign
Asphalt:
Gravel, fine:

Creation of a lightning protection system

OBO isCon
≥ 5 cm
≥15 cm

Earthing system, type B: Ring earther / potential
control

 If a lot of people
are regularly located near the
building
structure to be protected, then
potential control should be planned
to protect
these people in such an
area.
 Grid earthing system:
Additional ring earthers should
be installed at a distance of about 3
m from
the first and other ring earthers.
 These ring earthers should be
connected to the first ring conductor
using a connection conductor.
Source: DIN VDE 0185-305-3, suppl. 1
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Earthing, potential control, safety of people: Example

Special measures for the protection of people: Potential control
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Earthing, potential control, safety of people: Example

Image: Martin Mauermann, Fritz Mauermann GmbH & Co. KG, Paderborn (Germany)
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Earthing, potential control, safety of people: Example

Image: Martin Mauermann, Fritz Mauermann GmbH & Co. KG, Paderborn (Germany)
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Earthing, potential control, safety of people: Example

Image: Martin Mauermann, Fritz Mauermann GmbH & Co. KG, Paderborn (Germany)
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Earthing systems, type B arrangement, ring or foundation earther

IEC 62305-3
In the caser of≥the
I1 ring earther (or foundation earther), the mean radius re of the area
e
surrounded by the ring earther (or foundation earther) not be less than I1:
100

/1(m)

90

Relevant for:

80

-Small buildings
-Lightning protection class
1 and 2
-Poor earthing
conditions

I

70
60
50
40

II

30
20
10

III + IV

p(Wm)

0
0
348

500

1000

1500

2000
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2500

3000

Source: IEC 62305-3

Earther, type B: Determination of the mean radius re

Area under
observation A1

R

Circular area
A2, mean
radius re

349
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Earther, type B: Determination of the mean radius re : Sample
calculation

14 m

Area under
observation A1

8m

14 m

6m

6m

R

Circular area
A2, mean
radius re

8m
Example, dwelling,
protection class III
Minimum earther
length I1 = 6 m
350
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No additional
earthers
are required !

Earthing system, type B: Assessment of additional earthing measures
If the required value of l1 is greater than the value corresponding to the building
structure of r, then additional fan or vertical earthers (or sloping earthers) must be
added, whose lengths lr
(radial / horizontal) and lv (vertical) can be calculated from the following equations:

lr  l1  r

l1 - r
lV =
2

The number of additional earthers should be less than the number of down
conducters, and should be at least 2.
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Earthing system, type B – foundation earther (according to DIN 18014)
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DIN 18014: Additional information
General information:

For buildings with special requirements, e.g. buildings with large-scale
IT systems, additional measures, e.g. according to DIN EN 50310
(VDE 0800-2-310) must be taken into account.
For heavy-current installations with rated voltages over 1 kV, DIN VDE
0101 (VDE 0101) must also be taken into account.

Source: Foundation earther, elektro-plus
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Earthing system, type B: DIN 18014: Additional information


The design of foundation earthers for electrical energy generation
is specified in DIN 18014.



When used as a lightning protection earther, this foundation earther must be
designed in such a way that it corresponds to the standard.



Necessary additions can include connection lugs for the connection of the down
conducters and the equipotential bonding.



It is possible that the radius of the foundation earther does not meet the
requirements, meaning that additional earthers must be added.



National requirement:
VDE 0100 – 540 542.2.3 refers to DIN 18014:
"In Germany, there is an obligation to erect all new buildings with a
foundation earther according to the national standard DIN 18014."
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Authorisations
 According to DIN 18014, the earthing system is classified as
a component part of the electrical system.
Such an earthing system may only be erected by a lightning protection specialist
or specialist electrician or under the supervision of such a specialist.
 In addition, DIN 18014 also requires that documentation of the earthing system is
compiled. This consists of the measurement of the penetration resistance, the
revision drawing as well as photographic documentation of the earthing system.
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DIN 18014: Foundation earther terms
Foundation earther:
 Earther embedded in the foundations
 If the earth is outside the foundations, e.g. due to an insulated foundation, then it
is designated as a ring earther in this standard.

Foundation earther, e. g. flat strip 30 mm ´ 3.5 mm, galvanised
Connection lug of foundation earther, e. g. flat strip 30 mm ´ 3.5 mm, V4A or equal quality
Connection to the reinforcement with reinforcement terminal
Connection clamp for foundation earther
Additional connection every 2 m (clamps) between the foundation earther and reinforcement
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Foundation earthers, DIN 18014:
Creation of the connections


Parts of a foundation earther must be connected so that
they are electrically conductive and mechanically tight using a
welding, screwing or clamping connection.



.....Welding connections with reinforcing rods are only permitted with the approval
of the construction engineer.



If the concrete is compressed mechanically (e.g. using an agitator), then no
wedge connectors may be used as the clamp connection.
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DIN 18014: General version
Execution
Materials for foundation earthers
(surrounded by at least 5 cm of
concrete)
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Round steel of at least 10 mm
diameter or



Strip steel with dimensions of at
least 30 mm × 3.5 mm



The steel may be galvanised or
ungalvanised.



When the foundation
earther is used as a part of the
lightning protection system,
materials are to be taken into
account
according to DIN EN 50164-2 (VDE
0185 Part 202).

Diagonal clamps for foundation earther
Quick mounting
► Fastening using 2 screws
► The open slot simplifies screwing together.
Universal area of application
► FT and VA material quality
► Variants with M10x40 or M10x20 screws
► Additional variant with welded bolts (M10 x 40)
► for reinforced steels 6-22 mm
► for strip steel 30x3.5 and RD 6-10
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Connectors for foundation earthers:
Earthing fixed point, type 205 B-M10/12 VA
A secure connection, even under difficult
circumstances, is guaranteed by diagonal
connectors, which ensure that the
contact points of the strip steel sections
are pressed against each other.
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Earthing system, foundation earther/reinforced foundations
Connection lug for
e.g. lightning protection
system

Connection to
Equipotential bonding
rail, min 1,5m

Strip steel
30x3,5mm

Connection lug for
lightning protection
system
Screed
Concrete
ceiling
Earth

Concret
Strip steel
connector
Reinforcement clamp e.g.
cross connector
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reinforcement
basket

Foundation earther: Creation in practice
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DIN 18014: Foundation earther – practical experience

Source: Foundation earther, elektro-plus
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Foundation earther: Practice

X
Image: M. Mauermann, Blitzchutz Mauermann, Paderborn (Germany)
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Earthing, connection lugs: Bad practice examples
New building: With galvanised
connection lugs
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Years later, depending on the
ground conditions

Earthing, connection lugs: Bad practice examples

Image: M. Mauermann, Blitzschutz Mauermann, Paderborn
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Foundation earther, terraced houses

Source: Foundation earther, elektro-plus
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DIN 18014: General version
If the earther does not have the necessary contact with the
earth in the foundation, then a ring earther should be
installed.
This is the case when using:
 Impermeable concrete according to DIN 206-1 and 1045-2 (white trough)
 Bitumen seals (black trough), e.g. bitumen lines
 Plastic-modified thick bitumen coating (KMB)
 Impact-resistant plastic webs
 Heat insulation (perimeter insulation) on the underside and side walls of the
foundations
 Additionally attached, capillary breaking, poorly electrically conductive earth
strata, e.g. made of recycling or crushed glass
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DIN 18014: Foundation earther terms

Ring earther
 Conductive part, which
is embedded in the
earth or in the subbase layer and is in
contact with the earth.
 Material:
– V4A or equivalent
 Grid width:
Image: Martin Mauermann, Fritz Mauermann GmbH & Co. KG (Germany)

– Without lightning
protection:
20 x 20 m
– With lightning
protection:
10 x 10 m
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Creation of foundation earther with insulated
foundations
Diagonal clamp 250/A

Reinforcement
clamp
OBO 1814
(every 2 m)

Ring earther V4A
Equipotential bonding cable:
-With lightning protection: 10x10 m
-Standard:
20x20 m
-Without lightning protection: 20x20-EMC
m
(Part 4):
5x5 m
370

Materials for ring earthers and connection
parts of ring earther
 Round steel of at least 10 mm diameter or
 Strip steel with dimensions of at least 30 mm × 3.5 mm
 The material must be corrosion-resistant, e.g. made of
rustproof steel, material number 1.4571 or at least of the same quality.
Hot galvanised material is not approved.
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Foundation earthers DIN 18014: Additional information
 The connection lugs must be run up either on the outer surface
or embedded in the concrete with the sealing layer and run
into the building above the highest level of the ground water.
 The ring earther must have at least the same grid width as a foundation earther.
 For equipotential bonding of lightning protection systems and for the purposes of
EMC, a round or strip steel must be routed in the foundation, which must then be
connected with the reinforcement and the equipotential bonding rail.
 Should lightning strike, there may be no arcing between the foundation and the
earthing system through the insulation. According to IEC 62305-3 (VDE 0185-3053), this is achieved with a maximum grid width of 10 m × 10 m.
 The ring earther and the connection lugs must be made from corrosion-resistant
material, e.g. made of rustproof steel, material number 1.4571 or at least of the
same quality.
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Ring earther, execution

rainfall

The ring earther must be
arranged as follows in
the frost-free area outside the foundation:
 At the side in the work area in the
construction trench
or
 Beneath the foundation in the area of the
exterior walls
or
 Beneath a drainage layer
or

1: ringearther, in contact with soil
2: potentialbar, ever 2m cennected with
reinforcement
3: reinforcement
4: connector
5: connection to lightning protection system
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 Outside a frost protection apron

à In the case of large roof overhangs, the
distance must be adjusted appropriately.

DIN 18014: Foundation earther terms
Closed trough
 A seal with bitumen or plastic on all sides of the structure in the area in which it is
in contact with the earth (also called black trough) or a construction of
impermeable concrete (WU concrete, also called white trough) as well as
combination sealing (e.g. floor plate made of impermeable concrete, in
conjunction with seals on the cellar walls)

Concrete of
resistance class:

Connection
bounding bar
High-pegel
groundwater

 C25/30 (B25) can be
 C30/37 (B35) is
ready-insulating
min. 5 cm
min. 5 cm

distance
Black trough holder
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Connection point

Ring
earther

White trough
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Source: Elektro+

DIN 18014: Foundation earther terms

Perimeter insulation

Image: Martin Mauermann, Fritz Mauermann GmbH & Co. KG

 Heat insulation, which surrounds the area of the structure in contact with the earth
from outside.
 Structure: e.g. using polystyrene plates
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DIN 18014 Perimeter insulation
1

Connection lug, min.
1.50 m Floor plate, reinforced with steel
fibres
Strip foundation

Perimeter insulation
Perimeter
insulation

Foundation earthers
Spacer
min. 5 cm distance
2
Perimeter insulation

3

4
à The foundation earther can be
implemented in the concrete.

6

376

In the case of perimeter insulation, only
on the surrounding walls
à Earth contact still intact.

5
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DIN 18014: Perimeter insulation
2

3

Perimeter insulation

1

Perimeter insulation

4

7
6

5

Perimeter insulation to the
side of and beneath the foundation
plate:
Insulation
Earthing fixed point
Reinforced floor plate
Strip foundation
Foundation earthers
Spacer
min. 5 cm
Exterior walls and foundation plate with
perimeter insulation:
à Earther has no effect in the base
plate.
à Ring earther necessary beneath the
perimeter insulation (Stainless steel
(V4A, material number 1.4571))
Source: Elektro-Plus
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Foundation earthers: Influence of plastic films
on the earthing resistance
General negative influence between the strip foundation or foundation plate and the
earth
"Simple" films:
 Reduced foundation earther effect for "simple" films
 However, earthing resistance is usually still sufficient. The foundation earther is
effective as an earther in the strip foundation or in the foundation plate.
Studded plastic strips:
 Made of special polyethylene + high density + 20 cm overlap à Impairment of
earther impact
 An additional strip of studs on the external walls produces a very high electrical
insulation effect. This means that the earther can no longer fulfil all the required
earthing tasks.

! CONSEQUENCE: Ring earther beneath the studded strips
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Studded strips as a replacement for the sub-base layer
In this method, the
foundation earther is also well insulated.
Technical data
Material:

Special polyethylene
High density

Material thickness:

approx. 0.6 mm

Stud height:

8 mm

Compression resistance:
kN/m²
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> 250

Foundation earther DIN 18014:
Equipotential bonding layer
For the necessary equipotential bonding according to
IEC 60364-4-44 to reduce electromagnetic interference:
If ring earther required: In addition to the ring earther: Equipotential bonding cable
Round or strip steel as the equipotential bonding cable in the foundation:
 Connection is permanently connected with electrical conductivity to reinforcement
(max. distance 2 m).
 The grid width of 20 x 20 m must be maintained.
The following connections must be set up:
 For protective equipotential bonding via the main earthing rail according to DIN VDE
0100-540
 At least every 20 m to ring earther
 To the lightning protection system, per arrestor
 To additionally, metallic, conductive parts for the purpose of functional equipotential
bonding
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Foundation earther, DIN 18014: Equipotential bonding layer
Reference to VDE 0100-444:
444.4.2 Measures to reduce electromagnetic interference
The following measures reduce electromagnetic interference:
a) Surge voltage protection systems and/or filters for electrical resources which are
sensitive to electromagnetic influences should be erected, in order to improve the
electromagnetic compatibility with regard to electromagnetic phenomena which
occur.
b) Conductive jackets of cables (e.g. reinforcements, shields) should be connected
to the combined equipotential bonding system (CBN).
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Approx. 20 m

Ring earth and equipotential bonding cable:
Grid width max. 10 x 10 m (waterproof CONCRETE)

Recommendation:
Multiple connection lugs
e.g. in each technical centre

Ring earther, mounting beneath
the foundation plate in the earth
or in the sub-base layer

Approx. 40 m
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Equipotential bonding
cable in the
foundation plate

Connection lugs for
external lightning
protection

Foundation earth, individual foundations

For structures with individual
foundations: Foundation earther:
Length in the foundation min. 2.5 m
à The foundation earthers of these
individual foundations must be
connected into a closed ring in the
lowest storey.

Image: W. Wettingfeld, Krefeld (Germany)

 each individual foundation
must be equipped with a foundation
earther.
The foundation earther must be
arranged in such a way, that it is
surrounded by at least 5 cm of
concrete on all sides.
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Foundation earth, individual foundations
Earthing of steel supports

Image: W. Wettingfeld, Krefeld
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Foundation earther DIN 18014:
Fibre concrete/non-reinforced concrete

Image: Beton Marketing Nordost GmbH / Hanover

Image:
elektro+

 In non-reinforced concrete or in a fibre concrete foundation, the foundation earther
must be arranged in 20 x 20 m grids. However, spacers must be used for position
fixing before and during concreting.
 If it not possible to guarantee surrounding with at least 5 cm of concrete on all
sides, then corrosion-resistant material, e.g. rustproof stainless steel, material
number 1.4571 or material of at least the same quality should be used.
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Foundation earther plates / movement joints
The foundation earther may not be run
over movement joints. It must be run
out of the foundation at these points
and connected using expansion strips.
Alternatively, interconnected earthing
fixed points can be applied to concrete
walls.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Expansion strip 50 mm2 Cu/Al
Movement joint
Earthing fixed point
Round steel 10 mm or
strip steel 30 x 3.5 mm
Creation of a lightning protection system

DIN 18014:2007- 09 – documentation
7. Documentation
 The erection engineer of the earthing system must compile documentation. For
this, the result of the penetration measurement and plans and/or photographs
must be presented.
 An example of documentation for an earthing system is contained in Appendix A
for information purposes.
à This example may be reproduced freely
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Earthing systems in expansive areas
1. Building with meshed reinforcement
network

3

2. Tower within the operating plant
3. Freestanding building
2

4. Cable tray
1

Note
4

Figure E.42 IEC 62305-3
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If earthers of a number of building
structures are interconnected, then this
creates a grid earthing system, as
shown in Figure E.42.
This system provides a low impedance
and high EMC advantages. The mesh
size in the vicinity of buildings or other
objects should be 20 m × 20 m.

Earthing systems:

Questions and answers on the creation of
earthing systems
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Earthing systems - practical questions:
Which earther arrangement exists, do
additional earthing measures need to
be performed, what costs and effort are
involved.
10 m

1m

Question 1)
Does the ring earther have at least 80%
of its length in contact with the ground?

10 m

Protection class I was determined for a building. The earthing system can only be
routed in the earth on three sides. An above-ground connection cable is routed
between the down conducters on the fourth side of the building. A specific ground
resistance of r = 1,000 Wm was determined for the earth.
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Creation of a lightning protection system

Earthing systems - practical questions:
Required calculation for Question 1:
1. Determine the length of the earthing
cable of the partial ring earther:
10 m

1m

10 m

l(Earth cable)= 11 m + 11 m + 12 m = 34 [m]
2. Determine the length of the earthing
cable of a closed ring earther around a
building:
l(Total) = 48 [m]
3. Determine the ratio of the length of the
partial ring earther to the possible total
length of a ring earther around the
building
(in per cent)

l( Erdltg.)

34[m]
100 
100  70,83%
l(Gesamt)
48[m]
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Creation of a lightning protection system

Earthing systems - practical questions:
Answer: No.

10 m

1m

Less than 80% of the total length of the
earthing cable is in contact with the
earth, this is a type A earther
arrangement.
Additional horizontal or vertical earthers
are thus required for each arrestor in
the lightning protection system.

10 m

For this example, individual horizontal
earthers of 20 m in length of vertical
earthers (individual earthers) with a
length of 0.5 * I1 = 10 m are required.
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Creation of a lightning protection system

Earthing systems - practical questions:
Calculations for earther arrangement
5m

10 m

10 m

10 m

Protection class I was determined
for a building. The building is to be
given a foundation earther as the
earthing system. A specific ground
resistance of r = 1,000 Wm was used
for the calculation.
In the case of the ring earther (or
foundation earther), the mean radius r
of the equivalent circle area may not be
less than I1.
Question 2)
Does the foundation earther fulfil the
requirement r ≥ l1 ?
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Creation of a lightning protection system

Earthing systems - practical questions:
Required calculation for Question 2:
2. Step:
According to this result, additional earthers are required. Vertical earthers should be
used as additional earthers. Calculate the length of the vertical earther as follows:

l1 - r
lV =
2

20,0[m]  7,98[m]
lV 
 6,01[m]
2

The number of additional earthers may not be less than the number of down
conducters.
A vertical earther must be added to the foundation earther on each arrestor.
Standard deep earthers are supplied in individual sections of 1.5 m.
When assembled, the total length of each individual earther is 6 m.
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Creation of a lightning protection system

Earthing systems - practical questions:
Result for Question 2:

5m

10 m

10 m

398
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Creation of a lightning protection system
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Materials in lightning protection and earthing
 Tension series,
 Corrosion resistance
 Material combinations
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Materials

Materials
1. Steel (FT), hot-dip
galvanised
2. Steel (VA), stainless
steel
3. Copper (Cu)
4. Aluminium (Al)

1

2

3

Material example, round cable 8 mm,
Vario Quick connector, type 249
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Materials

4

Materials and conditions of use
Installation
Material

In air

In the
earth

Corrosion
In
concrete

Resistance

De-structure on
electrical
connection with

Increased by

Copper

Solid
cable

Solid
Cable
As
jacketing

Solid
Cable
As
jacketing

Good in many
environments

sulphur compounds in
organic substances

-

Hot galvanised
steelc,d,e

Solid
cableb

Solid

Solid
Cableb

Acceptable in air,
concrete and nonaggressive soils

High chloride content

Copper

Steel, electrically
copper-plated

Solid

Solid

Solid

Good in many
environments

Sulphur compounds

Rustproof steel

Solid
cable

Solid
Cable

Solid
Cable

Good in many
environments

High chloride content

-

Aluminium

Solid
cable

not
suitable

not
suitable

In air with low
sulphur and chloride
concentration:
Good

Alkali solutions

Copper

Leadf

Solid
As
jacketing

Solid
As
jacketing

not
suitable

In air with high
sulphate
concentration:
Good

Acidic soil

Copper
Rustproof steel

Source: IEC 62305-3
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Materials

Materials, shape and minimum cross-sections of interception cables,
rods, earth entries and down conducters (source: IEC EN 50164-2)
Material

Geometry

Minimum crosssectiona

Strip
Rounde
Cable

50 mm²
50 mm²
50 mm²

Roundf,g

200 mm²

Strip
Rounde
Cable

50 mm²
50 mm²
50 mm²

Roundf,g

200 mm²

Aluminium

Strip
Round
Cable

70 mm²
50 mm²
50 mm²

Minimum thickness 3 mm
Diameter 8 mm
Minimum diameter of each wire
1.7 mm

Aluminium alloy

Strip
Rounde
Cable

50 mm²
50 mm²
50 mm²

Roundf,

200 mm²

Minimum thickness 2.5 mm
Diameter 8 mm
Minimum diameter of each wire
1.7 mm
Diameter 16 mm

Copper

Tin-plated copperb

403

Materials

Comments
Minimum thickness 2 mm
Diameter 8 mm
Minimum diameter of each wire
1.7 mm
Diameter 16 mm
Minimum thickness 2 mm
Diameter 8 mm
Minimum diameter of each wire
1.7 mm
Diameter 16 mm

Materials, shape and minimum cross-sections of interception cables,
rods, earth entries and down conducters (source: IEC EN 50164-2)
Hot galvanised
steelc

Rustproof steeld
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Materials

Strip
Round
Cable

50 mm²
50 mm²
50 mm²

Roundf, g

200 mm²

Strip
Round
Cable

50 mm²
50 mm²
70 mm²

Roundf, g

200 mm²

Minimum thickness 2.5 mm
Diameter 8 mm
Minimum diameter of each wire
1.7 mm
Diameter 16 mm
Minimum thickness 2 mm
Diameter 8 mm
Minimum diameter of each wire
1.7 mm
Diameter 16 mm

Materials, shape and minimum cross-sections of interception cables,
rods, earth entries and down conducters (source: IEC EN 50164-2)
a: Permitted tolerance: –3%
b: Hot galvanised or electrogalvanised, minimum thickness 1 μm.
c: The coating must be smooth, continuous and free of flux and have a minimum
weight of 350 g/m2 for solid round material and 500 g/m2 for solid flat material.
According to EN ISO 1460, the coating can be measured with a sample of about
200 mm in length. The coating can also, in accordance with EN ISO 1461:1999,
be measured with a sample length of about 200 mm.
d: Chrome ≥ 16%; Nickel ≥ 8%; Carbon ≤ 0.07%.
(OBO comment: e.g. V2A)
e: In certain applications, 50 mm2 (8 mm diameter) can be reduced to 25 mm2
(6 mm diameter) if mechanical resistance is not a primary criterion. In this
case, the spacing of the cable brackets should be reduced.
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Materials

Materials, shape and minimum cross-sections of interception cables,
rods, earth entries and down conducters (source: IEC EN 50164-2)
f:

Only for interception rods. In applications, in which a mechanical load,
such a wind load, is non-critical, an interception rod with a diameter of 10
mm up to a maximum length of 1 m can be used.

g: Only for earthing entry rods.
h: With rustproof steel in concrete or in direct contact with combustible materials,
the minimum cross-section for round material should be increased to 78 mm2 (10
mm diameter) and for strip material to
75 mm2 (3 mm minimum thickness).
i:

406

It is not necessary to describe any particular measurement method in detail, as
the dimensions of all the cables, plates, rods, etc. are non-critical.

Materials

Materials, shape and minimum cross-sections of earthers
Material
Source:
VDEShape
0185-202
Steel

Copper-plated, rounde

Minimum dimensionsa
Earthing rod

Earthing cable

14 mm diameter

Comments
At least 250 μm support with
99.9% copper content

Bright, roundf

Rustproof
steel

Plate earther

10 mm diameter

Bright or galvanised
stripf, g

75 mm2

Minimum thickness 3 mm

Galvanised cablef, g

70 mm2

Minimum diameter of each
individual wire 1.7 mm

Galvanised
intersection profilec

50 mm x 50 mm
mm

Round

16 mm diameter

Strip

x3
10 mm diameter
100 mm2

Minimum thickness 2 mm

a Permitted tolerance -3%
b Can also be tin-plated.
c The coating must be smooth, continuous and free of flux and have a minimum weight of 350 g/m2 for solid round material and 500 g/m2 for solid flat
material. According to EN ISO 1460, the coating can be measured with a sample of about 200 mm in length.
d Thread must applied before coating.
e The copper must have an intrinsic hold on the steel. The coating can be determined using an electronic layer thickness measuring device.
f Must be embedded in concrete to a depth of at least 20 mm.
g Only permitted, when reliably connected to the natural reinforcements of the earth foundation every 5 m
h Mesh plate with a total cable length of at least 4.8 m.

Source: IEC 50164-2
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Materials

Earthing system, type A and type B
 The shape and dimensions of the earthing system are more important than a specific
earthing resistance value for the distribution of the lightning current in the earth without
causing dangerous surge voltages.

– However, a low earthing resistance is generally recommended.
– An earthing resistance of less than 10 Ohms is recommended.
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Materials

Selection of materials
Corrosion protection
 The lightning protection system should be created from a corrosion-resistant
materials, such as copper, aluminium, rustproof and galvanised steel.
 Connections between different materials should be avoided unless they are
protected against corrosion.
 Points at increased risk of corrosion, such as entries into the concrete or soil,
must be corrosion-protected.
 A suitable coating or insulation is to be applied as corrosion protection to
connection points in the ground.
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Materials

Selection of materials: Lightning protection
Metals in the earth and in air
To reduce corrosion on a lightning protection system:
Avoid contact between different metals
Protect sensitive metals against corrosive smoke or liquids by painting them,
insulating them or using a heat-shrinkable sleeve, depending on the circumstances
at the installation location
Observe the galvanic effects of other metallic parts connected to the earther
Steel conductors, which are not otherwise protected, should be hot galvanised to a
thickness of 50 μm
 Aluminium conductors may not be routed directly in the earth, surrounded by
concrete or directly applied to plaster/concrete, unless they are completely
surrounded with a permanently closed insulation sleeve, e.g. RD 8-PVC
Avoid copper/aluminium connections wherever possible. If unavoidable, then the
connection should be created by welding or using an intermediate layer of Al-CU
plate
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Materials

Selection of materials:
Metals in the earth and in air:
 Copper is suitable as an earther for most applications, except under acidic
conditions,down conducters and with oxygen-enriched ammoniac or those where
sulphur is present.
 In the case of roof conductors and arrestors in the vicinity of aggressive
smoke gases, particular attention must be paid to corrosion,
 e.g. through the use of high-alloy steels
(> 16.5% Cr, > 2% Mo, 0.2% Ti, 0.12% to 0.22% N)  V4A.
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Materials

Measures against corrosion in earthing systems
Earthers made of galvanised steel in the earth should be connected to the
reinforcement in the concrete
using spark gaps, which are able to carry large parts of the lightning current (for the
dimensions of the connecting conductors, see Tables 8 and 9). A direct connection
increases the risk of corrosion in the earth considerably. The used spark gaps must
correspond to 6.2.
Note:
 Spark gaps with a protection level Up of 2.5 kV and a smallest Iimp of 50 kA
(10/350), according to IEC 50164-3, are suitable.
 Galvanised strip iron may only be used for earthers in the earth when no
steel parts in the concrete are directly connected with the earthers.
 Galvanised strip iron may be routed in the concrete as a foundation earther and
may be directly connected to the reinforcement rods.
 If copper conductors or conductors of non-rustproof steel are connected to the
reinforcement rods in the concrete, then a corrosion protection strip must be
applied to the connection points and adjacent surfaces of these conductors in
contact with the concrete.
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Materials

Measures against corrosion in earthing systems
At the entry point into the earth, earthing conductors should be protected
against corrosion along a length of 0.3 m above and below the surface of the
earth using corrosion protection strips or using a heat-shrinkable sleeve.

The material for the connection points between conductors in the earth should
exhibit the same corrosion behaviour as the earthing cables. Connections with screw
terminals have proved to be efficacious, if, at the same time, corrosion protection is
applied. Welded connections should be protected against corrosion.

The corrosion of metals in the earth must always be observed carefully:
 Steel conductors with lead jacketing are not suitable for earthing.
 Aluminium may never be used as a material for earthers.
 Leaded copper conductors should not be used.
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Materials

Material combinations for use in air
Material

Steel, hot-dip
galvanised (FT)

Aluminium
(ALU)

Copper
(CU)

Stainless steel,
rustproof
(VA)

Steel
Hot-dip galvanised (FT)

Recommended

Possible

Not
recommended

Possible

Possible

Recommended

Not
recommended

Possible

Not
recommended

Not
recommended

Recommended

Possible

Possible

Possible

Possible

Recommended

Aluminium (ALU)
Copper (CU)
Stainless steel (VA)

Recommended
Possible
Not recommended
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Materials

Tested lightning protection components according to IEC 50164-1
test
Class

Tested
with

application

3 x Iimp
100 kA
(10/350)

Interception

3 x Iimp
100 kA
(10/350)

Multiple down conductor,
along which the lightning
current can spread, at least
two down conductors

"All components must meet the
standards of IEC 50164-1"

Source: IEC 62305-3
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Materials

Tested lightning protection components according to IEC 50164-1

Before

Lightning current generator
416

Materials

Ageing

After

Tested lightning protection components according to IEC 50164-1

Strong spark formation
occurs, the component
is
not able to carry
lightning current.
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Internal lightning protection and lightning protection equipotential
bonding
Creation of internal lightning protection:
Distinction between external and internal lightning protection
 Surge protection
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding
 Lightning protection zone concept

419

Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

Introduction: surge protection in lightning protection systems

Lightning protection systems

External lightning
protection







414

Air termination
systems
Conductors
Earthing
Shielding of
enclosed spaces
Avoiding proximity

OBO offers solutions

Internal lightning
protection

• Equipotential bonding
for lightning protection
• Shielding of enclosed
spaces
• Avoiding proximity

Surge protection

Surge protection is not
part of the installation of
a lightning protection
system, rather it is a
separate operation.
Despite this,
coordination with
internal lightning
protection is necessary.

What happens: building with lighting protection system
Earth potential rise / distant earth
through 230/400 V supply
Lighting current division 50/50 (%)

i=100%
10/350

4
i=50%
10/350

R

415

U=R x i
i=50%
10/350

Potential dangers / choosing surge protection precautions

Example: BSK3: 100kA
U = R x i = 3 Ω x 50kA (50%)
= 150.000 Volt

Difference between simulated lightning and surge impulses

1: 10/350 simulated lightning impulse
2: 8/20 simulated surge impulse
Difference in energy content between the two impulses: factor of 20
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Threats + causes

Lightning protection equipotential bonding for inserted cables
Lightning protection equipotential bonding

LPZ 0
LPZ
1

EVU

Water

Z

Gas
Heating

Tank pipe with cathodic protection
Foundation earther
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Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

External lightning protection

HES

TBS - lightning protection/main potential compensation
Inclusion of all metallic
components in the HES:

Components of the PAS:
The PEN conductor to
the earthing system of the building
1

2
3
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Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

Connection of the PEN
conductor to the
earthing system of the
building
Connection of the
lightning arrestor to the
earthing system of the
building.
Minimum cross-section:
16 mm2 Cu
Connection of the PAS
to the earthing system
of the building

Equipotential bonding
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Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

Lightning protection - equipotential bonding rail OBO 1801 - VDE
Suitable for lightning protection equipotential
bonding for all lightning protection classes
► BET-tested with 100 kA (10/350)
► VDE-tested according to VDE 0618, Part 1

Suitable for industry and Ex zones
► Tension bracket with screw lock against
unintentional loosening
Universal
► Also available as modular system
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Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

Lightning protection - equipotential bonding rail 1802 - BigBar
Specially for industrial application:
► Tested with 100 kA (10/350)
► Can be used indoors and outdoors
► Version 1802…- CU in copper
► Version 1802…- VA in stainless steel
► VA: 5 and 10-pin variants
► CU: 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 20-pin variants
► Quick mounting with carriage bolts
► Incl. hanger bolts and anchors
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Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

Protection level / necessary rated surge voltage in a 230/400 V network
(from IEC 60364-4-44, VDE 0100-443)

6
kV

Equipment at
system's entry
point
6 kV

Equipment
belonging to
permanent
installation
4 kV

4
3

Stipulated
Protective equipment

Equipment for
connecting to
permanent
installations
2.5 kV

2
1.3 kV

1

LPZ0

422

LPZ2

LPZ1
Type 1

E.g. main
distribution
board

1.3 kV

Type 2
E.g. subdistribution
board

from OBO Bettermann

Equipment
requiring special
protection
1.5 kV
1 kV

LPZ0
Type 3

E.g. end
consumer

Potential dangers / choosing surge protection precautions

Arrestor types
Type 1: Lightning arrestor (combinational arrestor)
LPZ
02

Conducting capacity: very high: 50–150kA
10/350 µs
Required by IEC/EN 62305-3/4 (VDE 0185-305-3 and -4)

Type 2: Surge arrestor
LPZ
12

Conducting capacity: medium: 10–20 kA 8/20 µs/ pin
Required by IEC 60364-4-44 and EC/EN 62305-3/4
(VDE 0100-443 and VDE0185-305-4)

Type 3: Surge arrestor (equipment protection)
LPZ Conducting capacity: low: 2.5–5 kA 8/20 µs / pin
23
Required by IEC 60364-4-44Iand EC/EN 62305-3/4
(VDE 0100-443 and VDE0185-305-4)
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Potential dangers / choosing surge protection precautions

Surge protection concept

Power supply

Telecommunications

MCR cables

Other data cables

Even the best lightning and surge protection concept is useless unless all of
the electrical and metallic lines coming into the building are included in it.
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Potential dangers / choosing surge protection precautions

Combination arrestor LPZ 0  1: type 1 MCD 50-B/3 /4
Universally usable for all applications
► Its conducting capacity of 100 to 150 kA 10/350
µs exceeds all expectations
Extended protection

Information data-link

► Can be used as combination arrestor: a very
low protection level of 1.3 kV protects nearby
sub-distribution components as well
Failsafe use, including in larger properties
► Can be used up to 500 A without separate
back-up fuse
► Eliminates secondary mains currents up to 25
kApp

425

Arrestors

New: Type 1+2:OBO V50-3+NPE CombiController
Economical alternative for residential / small
office buildings
► Conducting capacity (50 kA 10/350) complies
with standards governing buildings with class 3
lightning protection
Extended protection:
Information data-link

► Can be used as combination arrestor: very low
protection level of 1.3 kV + only 25 ns response
time: protects nearby sub-distribution
components as well
Failsafe use
► 5 year guarantee
► Does not allow secondary mains current
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Arrestors

Types of requirements / class allocation for arrestors in supply systems
Type of use
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Information

Surge requirem.
(kA/µs)

Protect. level
requirem.

Type as per IEC
61643-11

With lightning
protection
Industry/commercial
(BZK1-4)

50–100 kA
10/350µs

< 2.5 kV

Type 1
Combination
arrestor
MCD50-B

With lightning
protection
Residential building
(BZK3-4)

50 kA
10/350µs

< 2.5 kV

Type 1+2
Combination
arrestor
V50

Overhead line
(wihout lightning
protection)

25–50 kA
10/350µs

< 2.5 kV

Type 1+2
Combination
arrestor
V50

No lightning
protection
Underground line
ndustry commercial

20 kA 10 kA
8/20µs
(including for UV)

< 2.5 kV

Type 2
Commercial: V20
Private: V10
Compact

Terminal devices

20 kA
8/20µs

< 1.5 kV

Type 3
FC-D
ÜSM-A

Potential dangers / choosing surge protection precautions

Arrestor

Arrestor system - electrical isolation
Application examples for spark gaps
Isolating spark gaps for insulating flange
(e.g. in a gas pressure regulation station)
Type 480 isolating spark gap is suitable for the
bridging of insulating flanges, especially in potentially
explosive areas.

Isolating spark gaps for potential isolation
(multiple earthing systems on one building)
If there are two earthing systems (foundation earther
and deep earther), then these can be interconnected
via a spark gap - to prevent electrochemical
corrosion.
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Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

Arrestor system - electrical isolation
Application examples for spark gaps
Exposed cable connection (roof standard spark
gaps for insulation)
The roof mast should have the largest possible
distance to the lightning protection system. If this
distance is less than half a meter, a protective spark
gap must be integrated.
The approval of the responsible energy supply
company is required for the connection with the roof
mast.
Coupling of earthing systems (several earthing
systems on one building)
If a separate earthing system is required to operate
special electronic equipment, the ideal solution is a
lightning current carrying connection to this earthing
system.
This can prevent dangerously high voltage differences
occurring the earthers.
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Lightning protection - equipotential bonding
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Support: surge protection selection aid: systematic selection
 Target-orientated selection aid for
easy creation/planning of surge
protection concepts
 Created according to current
IEC/EN/VDE regulations
 Your solution for:
– Energy technology
– Photovoltaics
– Telecommunications
– MCR systems
– Data technology / network
technology
– Antenna technology
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Support

Power engineering examples (selection: step 1 to step 4)

2

1

432

OBO Support

TBS catalogues
TBS catalogue Documents the
following protective equipment:
 Type 1–3 lightning and surge
protection
 Data protection
 ICA protection
 Isolating and protective spark gaps
 Measurement and testing systems
The components of external lightning
protection systems, earthing systems
and equipotential bonding are
documented.
The planner's section explains the
foundational principles.
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OBO Support

OBO Construct TBS surge protection

 Target-group-oriented selection aid
that assists in the creation and
planning of surge protection
concepts.
 Complies with the latest
IEC / EN / DIN VDE regulations.
 Your solution for:
 Power engineering
 Photovoltaics
 Telecommunications
 MCR systems
 Data / network technology
 Antenna technology
434

OBO Support

OBO Construct TBS surge protection
 Projects can be planned and edited
in a web browseron any PC with
Internet access.
 Optional registration enables the
saving of project information and
work statuses in a passwordprotected personal area.

Planning a surge project
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OBO Support

OBO Construct TBS surge protection
Easy exporting at the click of a
mouse:
 Circuit diagrams (PDFs)
 Bid documents (Word files) and
materials lists (Excel files)
 Easy saving, managing and
sharing of projects

You will find the full range of our
electronic planning aids at
www.obo-construct.com
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OBO Support

Support: surge protection selection aid: systematic selection
 Target-orientated selection aid for
easy creation/planning of surge
protection concepts
 Created according to current
IEC/EN/VDE regulations
 Your solution for:
– Energy technology
– Photovoltaics
– Telecommunications
– MCR systems
– Data technology / network
technology
– Antenna technology
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Support

OBO Construct Lightning Protection DDS-CAD
Provides valuable support in the
standardised project design of
lightning protection systems:
 Interception systems and down
conducters with clamps, connections
and down conducters
 OBO material assignment
 Three-dimensional model as basis
 Virtual 3D rolling sphere method
 Parts list, interface for creating
calculations and calls for tender
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Support
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Equipotential bonding

Equipotential bonding
and
equipotential bonding
for system engineering
448

Equipotential bonding of special areas

Equipotential bonding for system engineering

Image: M. Mauermann, Mauermann Blitzschutz, Paderborn (Germany)
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Equipotential bonding of special areas

Equipotential bonding
Meaning of equipotential bonding:
 We can find the required definitions in DIN VDE IEC 60050-826:
Low-voltage electrical installations, Part 200: Terms.
"Creation of electrical connections between conductive parts, in order to
achieve equipotential bonding."
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Equipotential bonding of special areas

DIN 18015

Electrical systems in housing
– Part 1: Basic planning principles:
"To avoid dangerous potential
differences, the following system parts
must be connected to the main earthing
rail using equipotential bonding cables,
in accordance with DIN VDE 0100-540
and DIN VDE 0100-540:
Electrically conductive pipelines
Other conductive components
Protective conductors
 The main earthing rail must be
located in the main connection area
or close to the building connections."
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Equipotential bonding of special areas

IEC 60364-5-53
Section 411.3.1.2 requires:
"In each building, the earthing cable
and the following conductive parts must
be connected to the protective
equipotential bonding via the main
earthing rail:
Metallic pipelines of supply systems
entering the buildings
Other conductive parts of the building
structure, insofar as they can be
touched during normal use
Metallic central heating and airconditioning systems
Metallic reinforcements of building
structures made of reinforced concrete
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IEC 60364-5-53
Section 411.3.1.2 requires:
 "Protective equipotential bonding
cables (...) must meet the
requirements of IEC 60364-5-54."
 Section 415.2.1 of IEC 60364-5-5306 requires:
 "The additional protective
equipotential bonding must include
all the simultaneously touchable
parts of permanently attached
resources and other conductive
parts, including, if practicable, the
metallic main reinforcement of
reinforced concrete."
à
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Equipotential bonding cable in
foundation earth!

IEC 60364-5-54
Section 542.4.1 requires:
 "In each system property containing
protective equipotential bonding,
there must be a main earthing rail,
with which the following conductors
must be connected:
– Protective equipotential bonding
cable
– Earthing conductor
– Protective conductor
– Functional earthing cable, if
required."
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IEC 60364-5-54
Section 544.1 requires:
 "The cross-section of protective
equipotential bonding cables
intended for protective equipotential
bonding via the main earthing rail, in
accordance with 411.3.1.2 or IEC
60364-5-53, and are connected to
the main earthing rail according to
524.4, may not be smaller than:
– 6 mm² copper
– 16 mm² aluminium or
– 50 mm² steel"
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IEC 60364-5-54

Selection and erection of electrical resources:
-Earthing systems
-Protective conductors
-Protective equipotential bonding cable
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IEC 60364-5-54

Source: IEC 60364-5-54
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Legend:
M
C
B
T

Object (electrical resource)
Other conductive part
Main earthing rail
Earther

1

Protective conductor (PE)

2

Protective equipotential bonding cable
for connection to the main
earthing rail

3

Protective equipotential bonding cable
(for additional protective
equipotential bonding)

4

Arrestor, lightning protection

5

Earthing conductor

5a

Functional earthing conductor for
lightning protection

C7/C6

Metallic (waste) water pipes

IEC 60364-5-54
Aim: The fulfilment/improvement of the safety of electrical systems
Earthing systems:
 No gas or water pipes (or similar) permitted as earthers
 Erection of earthers in water not permitted
 Earther installation depth: min 0.5 m (ground desiccation / frost)
Electrochemical corrosion:
 Earther: “Galvanised strip steel” may not be connected to an earther “Galvanised
strip steel in the foundation"
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IEC 60364-5-54
Earthing conductor: Connection conductor to the earther
Earthing cable

Minimum cross-section (mm²) in the earth
Mechanically protected
installation

Non-mechanically
protected installation

Copper

Steel

Copper

Steel

Protected against
corrosion
(e.g. PVC-insulated)

≥6

≥50

16

78

Not protected against
corrosion

25

50

25

78

Comment: Protection against 5J = Mechanically protected installation Connection
must be tight and electrically approved (not soldering) Earthing cables must meet the
requirements for protective conductors.
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IEC 60364-5-54: Main earthing rail
Main earthing rail (previously: Main equipotential bonding rail):
 Required in every property with protective equipotential bonding
The following conductors must be connected:
 Protective equipotential bonding cable
 Earthing conductor
 Protective conductor
 Functional earthing cable (if required)
Note:
 It is not required that every protective conductor be connected directly to the main
earthing rail (via protective conductors)
 Separation of the conductor, reliable connection, can only be released with a tool
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IEC 60364-5-54: Protective conductor (PE)
 Conductor (to consumers) for safety reasons (electric shock)
 The minimum cross-section must guarantee automatic switch-off.
 The minimum cross-section is aligned to the external conductor cross-sections
 The following may be used as protective conductors:
– Conductors in multi-wire cables;
– Insulated or exposed conductors in shared jacketing with active conductors;
– Permanently installed exposed or insulated cables;
– Metallic cable jackets, cable shields, cable reinforcements, concentric cables,
metallic electrical installation pipes, etc. under certain conditions
For each resource carrying a protective conductor current of more than 10 mA
and which is permanently connected, there must be a reinforced protective
conductor with a minimum cross-section of 10 mm² Cu or 16 mm² Al
or
a second protective conductor with at least the same cross-section are
specified for protection on indirect contact
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IEC 60364-5-54 : Protective conductor
Cross-section of the
external conductor mm²

Minimum cross-section, protective conductor (mm²)
Protective conductor
material =
External conductor
material

Protective conductor
material ≠
External conductor
material

S ≤ 16

S

S x K1/K2

16 < S ≤ 35

16 (a)

16 x K1/ K2

S > 35

S/2 (a)

(S/2) x (K1/K2)

k1 = The value k for the external conductor, determined using the equation in Appendix A or
selected from the tables in IEC 60364-4-43 (contents contained in Table A.54A) according to
the material of the conductor and the insulation;
k2 = The value k for the protective conductor, selected according to the tables A.54.2 to A.54.6,
depending on which table is applicable.
a= For a PEN conductor, it is only possible to reduce the cross-section in agreement with the
measurement rules for neutral conductors (see IEC 60364-5-52).
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IEC 60364-5-54: Protective conductor

Notes:
 Protective conductors must be protected in a suitable manner against mechanical
damage, chemical or electrochemical destruction as well as against
electrodynamic and thermodynamic forces
 Switching devices may not be inserted into the protective conductor
 Connections for testing purposes (necessity for tools) are permitted
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IEC 60364-5-54 : PEN conductor
A PEN conductor (combination of protective and neutral conductor in the TN-C
system)
 is only approved in permanently installed electrical systems
 must, for mechanical reasons, be made of at least 10 mm² Cu or 16 mm² Al.
As the PEN conductor carries operating currents, it must be insulated like an
active conductor. Exception: Rail distributor according to IEC 61534-1 (typetested)
If this is separated at any point into a protective and neutral conductor, then the
further course of the neutral conductor may not have any connection to earthed
parts.
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IEC 60364-5-54 : Protective equipotential bonding cable

 For the creation of the protective equipotential bonding, e.g. water pipes, etc.
 Connections with the main earthing rail (previously the main equipotential bonding
rail) must have a minimum cross-section of:
– 6 mm² copper
– 16 mm² aluminium
– 50 mm² steel
.
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IEC 60364-5-54 :

Source: de 01-02/2008: DIN VDE 0100-540:2007-06, Dipl.-Ing. Hartmund Zander
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Protective equipotential bonding cable for additional protective
equipotential bonding

SPE1

SPE2

SPE

Sb

M1

Sb

M2

SPE1 ≤ SPE2
Sb ≥ SPE1

M

Sb ≥ 0.5 SPE (*)
(*) at least:
 2.5 mm² CU, if conductor is mechanically
protected
 4 mm² CU, if conductor is not
mechanically protected
Source: IEC 60364-5-54
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Metallic construction

IEC 60364-5-54 : Protective equipotential bonding cables
The following metal parts may not be used as protective conductors or
protective equipotential bonding cables:
 Metallic water pipes;
 Metal pipes containing combustible substances such as gases, liquids, powders
or similar.
 Construction parts exposed to mechanical loads during normal operation;
 Flexible or bendable metal electrical installation pipes, unless made for this
purpose;
 Flexible metallic parts;
 Support cables
 Cable troughs and cable racks.
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IEC 62305-3
IEC 62305-3, section 5.6.2 describes:
 The cable cross-sections for a
lightning equipotential bonding in
Table 8:
– 16 mm² copper
– 25 mm² aluminium or
– 50 mm² steel."
 Cable cross-sections of 16 mm² or
more can carry lightning current
 Equipotential bonding
connections must be kept as
short and straight as possible
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IEC 62305-3

In the newly published supplement 2 of Part 3 of VDE 0185:2011-10, Section
6.6.2 states:
 "The supply lines of the power and IT systems are included in the lightning
protection equipotential bonding at the latest on entry into the building."
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Equipotential bonding for
potentially explosive areas
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Lightning protection in potentially explosive areas
This chapter provides information
on:
 The legal background
 Practical implementation
 Special features
for lightning protection in potentially
explosive areas.

Source: Gas plant, Stadtwerke Lübeck (Germany)
Propp Elektrotechnik GmbH
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IEC 60079-14
 In the context of the definition of the different sources of ignition, lightning
strikes and static electricity are some of the sources included in the
category of possible sources of ignition.
 It must be ensured that no conductive parts are insulated against earth.
 Measures for electrostatic earthing are ineffective if they are not performed in full.
 The connection terminals and clips used must be locked against coming loose
unintentionally.
 Metallic pipelines and installations conveying explosive substances and which are
located outside buildings must be earthed every 10 m.
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IEC 60079-14
 According to § 2 Paragraph 7 of the (German) Equipment and Product Safety Act
(GPSG), properties with potentially explosive areas require monitoring. § 14 Paragraph
1 of the GPSG regulates the protection of employees and third parties against hazards
by making appropriate requirements of the operators.
 This states that the erection of the plant, the equipment, the materials and operation
must satisfy the appropriate requirements for the state of the art (NO protection of
existing buildings!). These include correction creation of the equipotential bonding in
accordance with IEC 60364-4-41 and IEC 60079-14
, Section 6.3, with the specification of avoiding differences in potential between
different conductive elements.
 In the context of the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health, a risk evaluation
according to § 5 of the Labour Protection Act must be compiled, in order to specify the
necessary workplace protection measures.
 Always request and view the explosion protection document!
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Technical rules for industrial safety (TRBS) 1203/1

1. Application area:
 This technical rule specifies the preconditions for the required technical
knowledge of an authorised person, in accordance with § 2 Para. 7 of the
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health.
 According to § 2 Para. 7 of the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health,
authorised persons shall have the specialist knowledge required for the tests
named in Clause 1.
 This is obtained through:
– Professional training
– Professional experience and
– recent professional activity.
Section 2 sets general requirements, which all authorised people must meet.
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Technical rules for industrial safety (TRBS) 1203/2

2. General requirements for authorised people
Due to the specialist knowledge from professional training, professional experience
and recent professional activity, reliable comprehension of safety matters must be
given, for tests to be performed in an orderly manner.
The required specialist knowledge may vary, depending on the complexity of the
testing task (scope of the test, test type, use of specific measuring devices).
2.1 Professional training
The authorised person must have completed professional training, allowing
determination of their professional knowledge in a clear manner. A completed course
of study shall also be considered as completed professional training. The
determination shall rely on professional diplomas of comparable proofs of
qualification.
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Technical rules for industrial safety (TRBS) 1203/3

2.2 Professional experience
Professional experience assumes that the authorised person has dealt with
comparable resources, as those to be tested, in a practical manner in their
profession for a proven period of time, and also has sufficient knowledge of their
function and operation. They have experienced sufficient testable situations, e.g. the
result of the risk evaluation and from daily workplace observation.
By participating in the testing of resources, they shall have collected experience on
the execution of the approaching test or similar tests and shall have obtained the
required knowledge in handling items on test and in the evaluation of test results.
Professional experience includes being able to evaluate whether a suggested testing
method is suitable for the test of the resource to be carried out. This also includes
the recognition of risks from the test activity and the resource to be tested.
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Technical rules for industrial safety (TRBS) 1203/4

2.3 Recent professional activity
Recent professional activity, in the sense of § 2 Para. 7 of the Ordinance on
Industrial Safety and Health, comprises an activity in the field of the pending test of
the item on test, as well as appropriate further training.
Recent professional activity includes the performance of multiple tests per year
(maintenance of practical testing activity).
The authorised person must possess and maintain their knowledge on the state of
the art with regard to the resource to be tested and the risks to be observed. They
must be fully aware of the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health and its
technical regulations, as well as other statutory workplace safety regulations for
industrial safety (e.g. Labour Protection Act, Hazardous Substance Ordinance) and
their technical regulations, as well as regulations with structural requirements (e.g.
Product Safety Act, relevant Product Safety Ordinance), and with the regulations of
the accident insurance companies and other regulations (e.g. standards, recognised
testing principles), to such an extent that they can evaluate the safe state of the
resource.
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Lightning protection expert for Ex areas

Technical rules for industrial safety (TRBS) 1203/5
Additional requirements for people authorised to test specific risks
3.1 Risks of explosion
Professional training:
In addition to Section 2.1, the person authorised for the explosion protection tests must
have completed professional technical training in accordance with §14 Para. 1 to 3 and 6
and §15 of the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health or possess a different technical
qualification sufficient for the intended testing tasks.
According to Appendix 4, Part A, No. 3.8 of the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and
Health, qualification of the person authorised for explosion protection testing can be
achieved through:
 An appropriate course of study
 A comparable technical qualification or
 A different technical qualification with long-term experience in the field of safety
systems. However, with regard to the testing task, an appropriately similar level of
qualification must be achieved.
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"Zone assignment" for potentially explosive areas
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Zone 0

• is an area that is constantly in which an explosive
atmosphere consisting of a mixture of air and
flammable gases, vapors or mists, over long periods
or frequently.

Zone 1

• is an area in which can occasionally form an
atmosphere of a mixture of air and flammable gases,
vapors or mists during normal operation.

Zone 2

• is an area in which an explosive atmosphere
consisting of a mixture of air and flammable gases,
vapors or mists generally not occur or occurs only
briefly during normal operation.

Zone 20

• is an area that is constantly in which an explosive
atmosphere in the form of a cloud of combustible dust
in the air for long periods or frequently.

Zone 21

• is an area did is Constantly in Which to explosive
atmosphere in the form of a cloud of combustible dust
in the air for long periods or frequently.

Zone 22

• is an area in which an explosive atmosphere in the
form of a cloud of combustible dust in the air does not
occur or occurs only briefly during normal operation.
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Explosion protection in workplaces
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Degree of risk

Interval of
occurrences of
mixtures (annual)

Interval of
occurrences of
mixtures
(differentiated)

Dwell times of the
mixtures

Zone 0 (20)

Greater than for Zone
1, e.g. > 1,000 times

Greater than for Zone
1, e.g. > 3 times/day

Longer than for Zone
1

Zone 1 (21)

≥ 10 times,
< 1,000 times

≥ 1 time/month,
< 3 times/day

Longer than 0.5 hrs,
Shorter than 10 hrs

Zone 2 (22)

≥ 1 time,
< 10 times

≥ 1 time/year,
< 1 time/month

Shorter than 0.5 hrs
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Lightning protection, Ex areas

Zones 22/2 do not require any
lightning protection. The lightning strike
may pass through
or be intercepted here
The lightning strike may only be
run through Zones 21/2 using an
interception system without sparks.
All the contacts/screws must
be locked against unintentional
loosening.
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Planning and installation in Ex areas

When planning and installing a lightning protection system through Ex zones,
the following regulations in particular must be taken into account:
IEC 62305-3 – Appendix D – "Additional information for lightning protection systems
for structures in areas with the risk of explosion"

VDE 0185-305-3 – Supplement 2 – "Additional information for special building
structures"
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Planning and installation in Ex areas: Necessary information

 The operator specifies the appropriate Ex areas of the building and labels them as
Ex-Plan.
These drawings must be reviewed before the planning and erection of the
lightning protection system.

Schematic section of a
region with Ex protection
zones
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Lightning protection systems
1

History / OBO around the world / BET

2

Risk potential / lightning

3

OBO offers solutions

4

lightning protection: Basic normative principles

5

Creation of a lightning protection systems

6

Materials

7

Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

8

Support

9

Equipotential bonding of special areas

10

testing an maintenance of lightning protection systems

11

Lightning protection for special building structures

12

Lightning protection for photovoltaik systems
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Testing and maintenance of lightning protection systems
Testing and maintenance regulations for lightning protection systems:
What purposes do the tests serve?
When should tests be carried out?
What test types are there?
How is testing carried out?
What is tested?
What documentation is produced?
How can faults appear (examples)?
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Testing and maintenance of lightning protection
systems à IEC 62305-3 (chapter 7) and VDE 0185-305-3 suppl. 3
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Supplement 3: Additional information for the testing
and servicing of lightning protection systems
Occurred since installation or since the last
audit

Exampels/ Remark:
Use
changes
?

yes

A former barn is used as a
Discotheque

no
substantial
structural
changes?

yes

Increase a building or
changing the roof shape

no
Meet the system
at Direction
establishing the
standards?

no

yes
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1985, a lightning protection
system in accordance with
then applicable standard was
built

Supplement 3: Time intervals for recurring tests à Aid
for the protection of existing buildings (2)
yes
are
requirements
before the
authority or
insurance?

Exampels/ Remark:

yes

the insurance contract
changes

no
the environment
of the location
has changed?

yes

absence of a protection zone
of neighboring buildings

no
consisted protection

consisted protection caneled

NOTE:
A lightning protection system for building consisted protectionstructures subject to the
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health must be operated in a proper state.
If rules are made and facts determined making a change to or refitting of lighting
protection systems necessary, then they must be implemented in agreement with the
operator.
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Testing of existing "old buildings" (1)

Old buildings must be assigned (determined/specified) to a lightning
protection class by the owner or operator.
Advice from a lightning protection company. Aids may be:
 Risk analysis software
 (only Germany: VdS information sheet 2010: Finding a comparable system
Specifying the protection class
 e.g. housing, LPC III, hospital, LPC II
 Consultation and the resulting specification must be documented.
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IEC 62305-3: Time intervals for recurring tests
Time interval between the repeat times of a lightning protection system:
A lightning protection system must be checked after changes or repair work and after
each known lightning strike in the lightning protection system.

Protection class

Visual inspection Comprehensive test
(Year)
(year)

Comprehensive test
of critical systems
(Year)

I and II

1

2

1

III and IV

2

4

1

If there are requirements by the authorities with testing limits, then these shall
apply as minimum requirements (e.g. testing limits of state-specific
construction regulations).
State construction regulations, workplace safety regulations, requirements of
the property insurance companies
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Supplement 3: Definition of results

Defects in the lightning protection system must be eliminated without delay:
The operator/owner of the building structure carries the responsibility for this. A
period of 3 to 4 months has been established as a reasonable period of time for the
elimination of defects. In the case of building structures with a higher risk of fire or
danger to people, then the lightning protection specialist may determine a shorter
period for elimination.
Deviation information:
Deviations from the current standard must be documented as deviations
information in the test report for the operator/owner.
à The operator/owner must be informed of important possible
improvement options to the lightning protection.
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Purpose of the check
The testing comprises:
 Checking of the technical documentation
 Visual inspections
 Measurements
 Test reports
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Purpose of the check
The purpose of the check is to ensure that:
 The planning of the lightning protection system corresponds to this standard
All the parts of the lightning protection system in a good state of repair and can
fulfil the functions intended for them
 There is no corrosion
 Any newly added supply systems or structural changes to the building structure to
be protected are included in the lightning protection system
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Time of the check
Checks are to be carried out according to 6.1:
 Checks during the erection of the building structure, in order to check the installed
conductive parts (e.g. earthers),
 Checking after the erection of the lightning protection system,
 Periodical repeat checks at intervals specified according to the structure of the
building structure to be protected, e.g. the protection class and the corrosion
problems,
 Additional checks after changes, repairs or if it is known that the building
structure has been hit by a lightning strike.
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Time of the check
During the periodical checks, special attention must be paid to:
 Deterioration and corrosion on cables and clamps,
 Corrosion of the earthers,
 Earthing resistance value of the overall earthing system,
 State of the fastenings, connections and equipotential bonding connections.
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General information
 Old buildings are to be assigned to a lightning protection class accordingly
or the testing limits in the state-specific or other test specifications are to be
applied (e.g. state building regulations, ordinances and workplace safety
regulations).
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General information according to IEC 62305-3
The testing of the lightning protection system according to Section 6 must be
carried out by a lightning protection specialist.
The necessary documentation of the lightning protection system, such as planning
criteria, planning description and technical drawings should be made available to the
tester. Reports of previous maintenance and testing of the lightning protection
system must also be made available.

Lightning protection systems should be tests in the following instances:
 During the installation of components which are hidden in the building structure to
such an extent that they will be inaccessible in the future;
 After completion of the installation of the lightning protection system and at regular
intervals.
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General information
The tests should ensure that the lightning protection system
and its components for external and internal lightning protection corresponds in
every way to the standards valid (and the state of the art) at the time of
planning and erection.
If, during the testing of a lightning protection system, faults are determined, then
the operator of the building structure shall be responsible for eliminating the
faults without delay.
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Test types
Testing of planning
 The planning of the entire lightning protection system and the use of the individual
components should be tested, taking the valid standards and regulations into
account. This test is to be carried out before performing the services.
Testing during construction
 Parts of the lightning protection system, which will no longer be accessible at a
later time, e.g. foundation earthers, earthing systems, reinforcement connections,
shielding measures for internal lightning protection, conductive parts in concrete
used for lightning protection and connection points are to be tested as long as this
is possible. The testing during construction comprises the checking of the
technical documentation according to 4.1 and visits according to 4.2.
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Test types
Acceptance test (test after completion)
 The lightning protection system should be checked completely for protection
concepts in line with the standards (planning), for the correct execution (technical
correctness) according to the type of use, the technical equipment of the building
structure and the location conditions. The acceptance test comprises all the
measures of Section 4.
Recurring testing
 After the acceptance test, the lightning protection system should be checked for
proper functioning at regular intervals. The recurring testing comprises all the
measures of Section 4.
 Regular recurring tests are the precondition for continued effectiveness of a
lightning protection system.
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Test types
Additional testing
 Irrespective of the recurring testing, a lightning protection system should be tested
when major changes of use, changes to the building structure, additions,
expansions or repairs to a protected building structure are carried out. This also
applies after every detected lightning strike in the lightning protection system. The
scope of the additional testing is aligned to requirements and can comprise all the
testing measures in Section 4.
Visual inspection
 Lightning protection systems of building structures with increased protection
requirements (lightning protection class I and II) and critical areas of lightning
protection systems, e.g. when there is a considerable influence from an
aggressive environment, are subjected to a visual inspection according to 4.2.
between the recurring tests.
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Testing measure: Inspection
Checking of the technical documents
The technical documents should be checked for completeness and agreement with
the standards.
The following points must be tested through an inspection:
 That the entire system agrees with the technical documentation stated in 4.1 of
this main section;
 That the entire system of the external and internal lightning protection is in a
proper state;
 If there are loose connections and interruptions to the cables of the lightning
protection system;
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Testing measure: Inspection
Through an inspection, it should be checked whether:
There is damage to or tripping of surge protection devices
Upstream fuses of surge protection devices have been interrupted
In the case of new supply connections or additions installed within the building
structure since the last test, that flawless lightning protection equipotential bonding
was created
Equipotential bonding connections within the building structures, sometimes in
higher levels, are present and are intact
The required measures were performed when the lightning protection system comes
close to installations
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Testing measure: Inspection

Result of the inspection: The ordered surge protection devices
were not installed. The distributor was completely replaced.
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Testing measure: Inspection

Through an inspection, it should be checked whether:
All the earthing connections (insofar as they are visible) are o.k.
Equipotential bonding connections within the building structures, sometimes in
higher levels, are present and are intact
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Testing measure: Inspection

In the case of existing earthing systems, which are more than 10 years old, the
state and structure of the earthing cable and its connections can only be
evaluated through partial exposure.
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Testing measure: Inspection

In most cases, corrosion can only be determined through inspection.
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Testing measure: Measurement
Measurement
The cause for the high
resistance value is the
transition resistances in
the separation point.
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State of the earthing system
The following is measured:
Transition resistance to the earthing system at all the measuring points, in order to
determine the continuity of the cables and connections (guide value < 1 Ω)
Continuity to the metallic installations (gas, water, heating, ventilation, etc.)
The total earthing resistance of the lightning protection system (guide value < 10 Ω)
The earthing resistance of individual and partial ring earthers
The measurement results are compared to previous results. If it is determined that
the measurement results deviate considerably from earlier values, then additional
investigations are performed, in order to determine the reason for the deviation.
Note
The extent of the corrosion impact in the area of the earthing system can only be
determined through sample excavations (exposure of the earthers).
Electrical measurements can only determine interruptions.
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Resistance measurement of the earthing system

0
0

0.9
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Resistance measurement of the interception system

0
0

0.9
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Loop resistance measurement with earthing measuring unit via the
protective conductor
PEN

The measurement is made between the
protective conductor and the earthing
system. Measurement arrangement only
possible in TN network.
Measurement result: R Earthing loop = RE +
RPE + RBETR

RBETR

≈

≈

H
S

≈

Earther, no
electrical contact yet
to building services

≈

RE
Measuring current through the earth
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ES
E

Principle of earthing measurement with the measuring clamp

i

I

Loop

Booster
I

U

R
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Voltage
generator

Measuring of individual earthers using the measuring clamp

I1

I2

A
U

R1
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R2

R3

R4

R5

Rn
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Rx

G

Measurement with the earthing measurement clamp
Measurement A
Measurement of a loop
resistance
In the earthing
resistance
This contains

Earthing system, deep earther
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Measurement of a loop resistance (1)
Measurement B
In this case, the
earthing is not
measured but the
resistance of the loop.

Earthing system: Foundation ring earther
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State of the earthing system
The extent of the corrosion impact in the
area of the earthing system can only be
determined through sample excavations
(exposure of the earthers).
Electrical measurements can only
determine interruptions.

Image: Hans Thormählen GmbH
Oldenburg
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State of the earthing system

Underfloor boxes for separation points must be cleaned regularly.
The separation points in this area are greatly exposed to corrosion.
If possible, this installation type should only be used under exceptional
circumstances.
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State of the earthing system: Inspection
When testing lightning protection systems, the
inspection of a lightning protection system is
one of the key methods of testing
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Documentation
A report should be created about each test, which, together with the technical
documentation and the reports on previous tests, should be kept by the operation of
the system or the responsible administrator.
Documentation can also take place with continuous reporting in a testing book.
For purposes of evaluation and comparison, the technical documents, contained in
the documentation of the lightning protection system, such as planning criteria and
technical drawings on external and internal lightning protection should be made
available to the tester. Reports on any prior maintenance and testing must also be
made available to the tester.
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Drawn representation, Example I
Drawing: Lightning protection system with partial ring earther
and earthing rod (deep earther) Source: DIN VDE 0185-305 suppl. 3:

brick
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Drawn representation, Example II
Drawing: Lightning protection system with foundation earther
(cellar/ground floor) Source: DIN VDE 0185-305 suppl. 3

Construction
joint
Electroconsumer
Main distribution
board
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Climbpower
supply

Testing and maintenance of lightning protection systems

Maintenance
 Performance of both the testing and maintenance programmes should be
coordinated.
 The maintenance of a lightning protection system remains important, when
special precautionary measures for corrosion protection are planned by the
lightning protection planner and the components of the lightning protection system
are dimensioned according to their susceptibility to lightning damage and
weathering, in addition to the requirements of the VDE 0185 series.
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Lightning counter LC-01
The Lightning counter LC-01 detects
the number of impulse and lightning
events and stores them securely.
 Detection of impulse currents 0,3kA
… 100kA
 LCD display (lifetime battery up to 10
years)
 Suitable for indoor and outdoor
applications, IP 67
 Displays the number of impulse
events
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Visual inspection of earthing systems

Source: Hans Thormählen GmbH Oldenburg

 The extent of the corrosion impact in the area of the earthing system can only be
determined through sample excavations (exposure of the earthers).
 Electrical measurements can only determine interruptions.
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Lightning protection system with defects
Interception system: Interception rod
 The interception rod is too short
meaning that the protection angle is
not maintained.
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Lightning protection system with defects
Interception system: Interception rod
 The interception rod is too short
meaning that the protection angle is
not maintained.
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Lightning protection system with defects
Interception system: Interception rod
 The interception rod is not fastened
correctly!
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Lightning protection system with defects
Arrestor unit/connection to
equipotential bonding
Incorrect installation, the conductor
is disconnected from the connector
by the lightning current.
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Lightning protection systems
1

History / OBO around the world / BET

2

Risk potential / lightning

3

OBO offers solutions

4

lightning protection: Basic normative principles

5

Creation of a lightning protection systems

6

Materials

7

Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

8

Support

9

Equipotential bonding of special areas

10

testing an maintenance of lightning protection systems

11

Lightning protection for special building structures

12

Lightning protection for photovoltaik systems
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VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 2 à 2012-10
Additional information for special building structures

 Additional
explanations/interpretations of IEC
62305-3 for each topic area
 Experience gained in practice was
worked into the topics.
 Reference was made to special
circumstances in Germany.
 This supplement defines the
measures required for special
structures in a comprehensible,
concrete manner.
In practice, that often means better
communication between the planner
and the contracting company.
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Supplement 2 - Additional information for special structures
 Hospitals, clinics and doctors'
surgeries
 Sporting facilities, audience areas
and stands
 Buildings with areas at risk of fire
 Buildings with hazardous areas
 Soft roofs
 Open warehouses

 Bridges
 Cranes on construction sites
 Windmills
 High-bay warehouses
 Building structures for large groups
of people
 Silos with potentially explosive areas

 Buildings and plants with potentially
explosive areas

 Biogas plants

 Buildings with areas at risk from
explosive substances

 Swimming pools

 Chimneys
 Telecommunications towers
 Cable cars
 Air-supported structures
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 Churches/church towers
 Wastewater treatment plants
 Pipe bridges in industrial plants
 For details, see the end of this
presentation

Additional information for special building structures

Tasks of the supplements:
Summary of measures for each application
Information on additional tasks for applications and materials which have proven
their worth in practice
Information on current knowledge and particular regional conditions in Germany
The information in this supplement represents the recognised state
of the art.
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Additional information for special building structures

Hospitals, clinics, doctors' surgeries
Recommended class II lightning protection system for medical premises according to
IEC 60364-7-710, application group 2 according to 710.2.7:
(Intensive care units require additional testing)
– Assignment applies to the whole building!
Specification of Group 2 according to IEC 60364-7-710:
No failure of the reliable interruption time à Danger to people
Intra-cardial applications (e.g. heart pacemakers), procedures/operations, life-saving
treatments
Occasional use of this kind is sufficient for assignment to Group 2
Separation distances must be maintained!
Coupling of partial lightning currents must be avoided.
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Additional information for special building structures

Sporting facilities, audience areas, stands
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to the normal requirements for sporting
facilities.
In special cases (e.g. large-scale stadia), the LPC must be checked
 The construction regulations of the German federal states must be observed.
(Meeting points)
 All metallic parts must be included.
 Spectator locations without roofing = Lightning protection class II.
Protection zone, people: 2.5 m height
 Contact voltages and step voltages must be taken into account.
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VDE 0185-305-3 Supplement 2 Sporting facilities

LPC II
r=30m
LPC I
r=20m

covered grandstand

70m play area
100m sports area

not covered
grandstand

 In the case of stands / slopes without a roof: min. lightning protection class II
 Protection area for people: min. 2.5 m
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0185-305-3 Supplement 2: Sporting facilities

Resistancecharacteristic

concrete

concrete earther
potential control
earthing rod

Ring-earther
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 Special measures for
the protection of
people: Potential
control

0185-305-3 Supplement 2: Swimming pools
Areas:
 Function building
 Cash desk building
 Building supervision
 Diving towers
 Water slides
 Terraces, stands and weather protection facilities
 Floodlight towers
Measures:
 Organisational measures
 Protection of the systems by lightning protection systems
 Potential control against step and contact voltages
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0185-305-3 Supplement 2 Swimming pools
Cross connector
Protected area

Additional control
earther

End of the protetced area
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Additional information for special building structures
Buildings with areas at risk of fire
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.


No melting or spray impacts may occur at the connection points.

 All the interceptors and down conducters must be routed so that they are clearly
visible.
 Steel structures, steel binders, etc. should be used as down conducters.
 Special measures required (e.g. protection class II) for roofs on steel binders
with roof cladding made of non-electrically conductive materials or fibrous cement
cladding.
 Separation distances must be maintained!
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Additional information for special building structures

Soft roofs
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to
normal requirements, although the LPC must
be checked in special cases.
 For roof coverings made of thatch, straw or
reeds: Use insulating supports.
– Ridge distance: 0.6 m (a); eaves: 0.15
m(c); remainder 0.4 m(b).
– Note: On old roofs, note any possible new
cladding.
 All the interceptors and down conducters
must be routed so that they are clearly
visible.
 Separation distances to metallic roof
structures must be maintained!
 Building distance to trees: 2 m
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Additional information for special building structures
Open warehouses
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
For open warehouses with roofs:
 Distance from stacked goods: 0.5 m
Additionally, in the case of missing cover:
 Maintain the protection area
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Additional information for special building structures
Structures with potentially explosive areas
 Lightning protection class II corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 Compliance with DIN EN 60079-14 (VDE 0165-1) DIN EN 61241-14
(VDE 0165-2).
 No melting or spray impacts (except at strike points) permitted.
 Interception systems may be positioned in Ex zones 2 and 22.
 Drawings with the potentially explosive areas should be inspected.
 Tanks covered with earth: Only lightning protection equipotential bonding.
 No spark formation permitted on pipelines (lightning current-resistant bridging,
ignition protection).
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding only via pipelines by agreement with
the operator.
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Additional information for special building structures
Outdoor plants with potentially explosive areas
Metallic building sections with areas Zone 2 and 22
(Material thickness corresponds to IEC 62305-3)
 No interception systems and down conducters required
 System components must be earthed.
Tanks: Diameter up to 20 m: Once, > 20 m: Twice.
 For tank farms: Interconnect.
 Above-ground pipelines must be earthed/connected to the earthing system
roughly every 30 m. Spark gaps are permitted (for the purpose of corrosion
protection).
 In the case of refilling plants, national standards must be observed.
In addition, the following applies to outdoor plants with Zone 1 and 2 areas:
 In the case of insulated pipelines, the protective measures must be agreed with
the operator (spark gaps)
 For pipelines to convey hazardous substances:
 Bridging of the flanges with 50 mm2. Spark gaps are permitted.
 In the case of floating roof tanks, the floating roof must be connected to the tank
jacket.
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Additional information for special building structures
Outdoor plants with potentially explosive areas
In addition, the following applies to outdoor plants with Zone 0 and 0 areas:
 Observe the lightning protection equipotential bonding for electrical units in the
interior of tanks.
 Necessary minimum wall thickness of closed steel tanks: 5 mm.
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Additional information for special building structures
Buildings with areas at risk from explosive substances
 Each building receives two external lightning protection systems: One isolated
lightning protection system (see next page) and a building lightning protection
system.
 Lightning protection class 2 corresponds to normal requirements,
 although the LPC must be checked in special cases.
 With the approval of the responsible supervisory bodies (e.g. trade association),
the lightning protection system can be simplified (e.g. only 1 lightning protection
system), according to the local circumstances.
 For buildings with munitions, under the jurisdiction of the German Minister of
Defence: Apply the security specification "Federal Minister for Defence"
(Lightning protection and surge protection manual).
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Additional information for special building structures
Buildings with areas at risk from explosive substances
Additional requirements, "Isolated external lightning protection"
 Interception rods: 3 m distance from building perimeters.
 Buildings with a 0.5 m high earth covering do not need isolated external lightning
protection.
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding should be observed.
Additional requirements, "Building lightning protection"
 Separation distances must be maintained!
 Minimum distance between arrestor and doors and openings: 0.5 m
 For earth covering (of 0.5 m): Lightning protection (e.g. interception cables)
required.
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Additional information for special building structures
Buildings with areas at risk from explosive substances
Earthing
 In the case of wall earthers, an additional ring earther must be routed outside the
wall (external ring earther) and connected to the internal ring earther at at least 2
points. For testing purposes, these connections are to be provided with separation
points.
The lightning protection system is connected to the internal ring earth +
foundation earther.
 In the case of multiple buildings with wall earthers, the external ring earther may
surround the entire wall area.
 Necessary total earthing resistance of the earthing system: 10 Ohms
 Earthing systems of neighbouring buildings / building groups closer than 20 m
away must be connected underground.
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Additional information for special building structures
Buildings with areas at risk from explosive substances
Lightning protection equipotential bonding with metallic installations in the
buildings
 Extensive metallic parts (e.g. machines) must be earthed at at least 2 points.
Sliding doors: Twice each for the top and bottom guide rail!
 For metallic parts with explosive substances: Maintain the necessary separation
distance.
 Extensive parallel metallic pipelines: Interconnect every 10 m.
Measures for electrical systems
 Metal jacketing supply lines must be connected to the internal ring earther
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding
 All the metallic system parts (housing) are connected to the internal ring earther
(min. 10 mm2). Smaller system parts at a distance >0.5 m do not need to be
connected.
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Additional information for special building structures
Buildings with areas at risk from explosive substances
Open-air systems
 Fences: If distance <3 m: Connect to earthing system.
 Above-ground pipelines: Earth every 10 m.
 Non-metallic pipelines: Equip with interception system.
 Pipelines in ducts: Earth every 10 m, duct edge is equipped with interception
cable and is also earthed every 10 m.
Munitions stores in buildings
 Dangerous munitions (can explode en masse)
 Isolated lightning protection system required.
Munitions piles outdoors
 Munitions piles outdoors should be created in risk-free locations (min. 3 m from
trees)
 Non-dangerous munitions (cannot explode en masse)  No lightning protection
system
 Lightning protection measure for dangerous munitions (can explode en masse)
 0.5 m distance from pile
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Chimneys
Metal chimneys
 Metal chimneys and guying are earthed.
Non-metallic chimneys
 Interception system: Attached at a maximum distance of 2 m from the perimeter of the
chimney head.
 At least 3 interception rods
 Must protrude at least 0.5 m about the chimney head.
 Metal covers are included.
Obstruction lights
 Lofts are included.
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding system
Vertical ladders
 Continuous electrically conductive external vertical ladders can replace an arrestor.
 At least one of the down conducters runs near the vertical iron.
Smoke gas area
 Corrosion-resistant version in smoke gas area for: 5 x mouthpiece diameter, but at
least 3 m.
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Chimneys
Chimneys made of reinforced concrete
 down conducters may be routed in the concrete.
 External down conducters must at least be connected to the reinforcement at the
bottom.
Metallic components in the interiors of chimneys
 For continuous metallic components: Lightning protection equipotential bonding at
top
and bottom.
Electrical systems and metallic parts
 Systems should be located in the protection area.
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding on both sides
Metallic components in the vicinity of chimneys
 All the earthing systems within 20 m are also connected.
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Telecommunications towers

 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements. In special
cases, the LPC must be checked.
 In the case of two cables crossing at 90°, steel wire fabric is clamped to the subbase layer.
 The ends of these cables are connected to the foundation earther, arrestor and
lightning protection equipotential bonding.
 Observe the minimum length of the earthers (tensioned earther surface).
 At least 4 down conducters (clamped to the reinforcement every 1.5 m).
 Every 10 m: Ring conductor: Provide connection lugs for lightning protection
equipotential bonding.
 The reinforcement may be used as an arrestor.
 Structures: Must be included in the protection area and equipotential bonding.
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Cable cars

 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 All the steel components/suspension frames are connected to the earthing system
of the station.
 The cables must be permanently earthed on both sides. Temporary earthing
equipment is permitted.
 Steel supports, such as reinforcements or down conducters (for wooden supports)
must be earther at a suitable location.
 Wooden supports: Arrestor to foundation earther. If necessary, run the arrestor to
approx. 30 mm from the rollers (as spark gap).
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding.
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Additional information for special building structures

Air-supported structures
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 Ideally, the lightning protection system should be included in the machining
process by the manufacturer.
 Later erection of exposed cables on the air-supported structures is not permitted.
 Insulated steel cables as down conducters must be connected with the earther.
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Additional information for special building structures
Air-supported structures
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 Steel constructions and steel cables required neither interception systems
nor down conducters.
 All the metallic parts should be bridged in such a way that they can carry lightning
current.
 A lightning protection system should be provided on wooden or stone bridges.
 Bridge bearing should be bridges with at least 50 mm2 Cu.
 Lightning protection equipotential bonding should be performed on energy
technology and information technology systems.
 In the case of "public bridges", the risk of step voltages must be eradicated at the
access points to staircases and pedestrian ramps.
 Special conditions must be observed for bridges in railway
systems.
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Additional information for special building structures
Earth Rods

cement mixers
cement silo
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Cranes on construction sites
 Lightning protection class III
corresponds to normal requirements.
Material
In special cases, the LPC must be
accordnace checked.
IEC 62305  At least 2 earthings.
pipe
 For crane rails: Each track must be
earthed. For rails > 20 m: On both
sides, every 20 m.
 All the earthing systems and metallic
systems within 20 m are connected
to the rails (two M10 screws, lock
washer, washer).
 Lightning protection equipotential
bonding
 Car crane: 1 earth connection is
sufficient.

Lightning protection for special building structures

Additional information for special building structures

Windmills
 Interception systems are routed on non-metallic sails and, for example, connected
to the steel shaft up to the earthing system.
 For rotating caps, this connection can be made using metal transmission rings (at
least 80 x 8 mm).
 In the case of decommissioned windmills, the above-mentioned connections
should be permanent (no slip rings, etc.).
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Additional information for special building structures
High-Bay Warehouse
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 Rail and shelving systems: Connection at the front ends
and a distance of max. 20 m to the earthing system.
 RWA centres and fire alarm centres are protected against surge voltages.
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Additional information for special building structures
Silos with potentially explosive areas
 Lightning protection class II corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 For further information, see IEC/EN 60079-14 (VDE 0165-1).
 At least 4 down conducters are planned as the arrestor unit.
 The distance between of the down conducters may not exceed 10 m.
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Additional information for special building structures
Biogas plants
 Lightning protection class II corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 For further information, see IEC 60079-14 (VDE 0165-1).
 Biogas system should be protected by isolated interception and arrestor units, if
risks from ignitable sparks cannot be excluded at joint and connection points.
r= 30m for LPC II

membrane

Interception
rod
Level max

Level min
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Isolated down
conducter

Additional information for special building structures
Connection
to down
conductor

Control
Power

Soil

Silo

Stock

fermenter

earthing cable
over cable trass

cable wilth screen
(ligtning current)
Foundation earth

Biogas plants
 Connect the individual earthing systems.
 One earthing cable (more for wide lines) are inserted using cable lines, in order to
prevent direct lightning strikes in the cables. These additional earthers are
connected with the earthing system.
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Additional information for special building structures
Church towers and churches
 Lightning protection class III corresponds to normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 No arrestor is run in the interior of the tower.
 Church towers higher than 20 m in height receive at least two down conducters.
 The separation distance must also be maintained to clock systems, bell frames,
etc. using a suitable arrangement of the external lightning protection.
 The nave is given its own external lightning protection, which is connected to the
arrestor of adjacent tower by the shortest possible route. For transepts, the
interception cable along the transverse ridge is given an arrestor at each end.
 The lightning equipotential bonding should also be performed for the bell control
system (on both sides).
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Additional information for special building structures
Church towers and churches
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Earthing systems in expansive areas

A grid earthing system leads to a low impedance between the buildings and has
significant LEMP protection benefits.
Example: Grid equipotential bonding of a wastewater treatment works
The grid equipotential bonding distributes the lightning current without any major
voltage drops in the system. Lightning down conducters are used on the supplying
power and data cables. Within the system, the use of surge protection down
conducters is usually sufficient.
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Wastewater treatment works and pipe bridges
Rolling sphere
LPC II, R=30m
interception

interception

Foundation earth min 2,5m
or
earthing rods, min 9m

Section 20+21: Wastewater treatment works and pipe bridges (for industry).
On account of the experience in these areas, the required measures gathered in
practice have been compiled here.
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VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 4

Additional information for
the use of metal roofs in
lightning protection
systems
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Lightning protection systems
1

History / OBO around the world / BET

2

Risk potential / lightning

3

OBO offers solutions

4

lightning protection: Basic normative principles

5

Creation of a lightning protection systems

6

Materials

7

Lightning protection - equipotential bonding

8

Support

9

Equipotential bonding of special areas

10

testing an maintenance of lightning protection systems
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Lightning protection for special building structures

12

Lightning protection for photovoltaik systems
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Example: power, supply and disposal industry

Solutions for photovoltaic systems
Comprehensive protection for photovoltaic systems
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

OBO PROTECTPLUS – solutions for photovoltaic systems
Forecast of annually installed PV output in Europe up to 2016 (MW / a)

www.epia.org
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OBO PROTECTPLUS – solutions for photovoltaic systems

Surge protection

Cabletray

Lightning protection

Cable routing
Earthing

Equipotential
bonding
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Fire protection

Direct strike on a building with a PV system

Source: http://www.photovoltaik.eu
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Loss of earnings from a PV system
Current status:
 Operational life guaranteed for more than 20 years
 Earnings reduced by breakdown and repair costs (earning target?)
 Laws on personal protection unknown
 Insurers demand protective measures
 Damage caused by improper installation
 Some fitters ignore some of the installation standards
 Protection concepts (lightning, fire protection…) are neither observed nor
coordinated
 Unnecessary opacity due to lack of planning
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Damage (direct and indirect) from lightning and electrical surges
Causes of damage to photovoltaic systems (GdV 2011)
Number of damage claims

Snow pressure
Other damages
Surges

Fire
Malice
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Storms
Hail

Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Theft

Source: www.gdv.de

Loss of earnings from a PV system
Example:
 A 10 kWp system becomes inoperative for 3 – 4 weeks following a lightning strike.
 If the system is not monitored, damage or breakdown is often only noticed after
some time.
 Value of system: €25,000
Effects:
 Loss of earnings: €500 (insured?)
 Repair costs: €x (insured?)
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Requirements of the insurance companies
(VdS Directive 2010)
Free download from:
 Google: www.vds.de and VDS 2010

Source: www.vds.de
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Insurer requirements – excerpt from VdS Directive 2010

Property

Building
sections,
areas,
facilities and
characteristics

Building
containing
alternative
regenerative
power supply
systems

External lightning protection

Surge protection (internal
lightning protection)
Equipotential bonding required

Lightning
protection class
as defined in
DIN EN 62305
(VDE 0185-305)

Required Compliant with VDE
0100-443, VDE 0185305, VDE 845 as well
as VdS 2031 and

Testing interval
in years
Official
stipulations

GDV
recom
mend.

Fuel cells
>100 kW electrical

III

5

X

Photovoltaics
> 10 kW

III

5

X

Solar collectors
> 15 m²

III

5

X

Industrially utilised
biogas plant

III

5

X

Source: VdS Directive 2010: version 2010-09
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Buildings with external lightning protection systems, with spacing
Building 2 is fitted with an external
lightning protection system.
External lightning protection is
required according to:
 Lightning protection class
assessment (risk analysis) as per
VDE 0185-305-2:2006
 Stipulated by property insurer, e.g.
for:
– Hotels, computer centres
– VdS 2010: PV systems >10 kW
– VdS 2010: Collectors >15 m²
 Regional building laws:
– Places of gathering
– Kindergartens, schools
– …
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

VDE 0185-305-3: Supplement 5: 2014-02

Lightning and surge
protection for PV power
supply systems
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VDE 0185-305-3 Suppl.5
– Photovoltaic- und solar thermal systems

 Lightning protection class III corresponds to the normal requirements.
In special cases, the LPC must be checked.
 Photovoltaic and solar thermal systems on buildings shall not affect the existing
lightning protection system
 Photovoltaic and solar thermal systems are preferably protected by separate
interception systems against direct lightning strikes.
– If a direct connection can not be avoided, then the effect of the injected into the
interior of the building partial lightning current is observed.
 It should be used shielded generator cable to reduce induced surge voltages.
– With sufficient shield cross-section of the cable shield to the guide can be used
by partial lightning currents.
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Photovoltaic

Photovoltaics – surge protection
If PV systems are already installed, then the following questions need to be
answered...
1. Has anything been done regarding the safety of the system?
2. What will happen if lightning strikes the system or near to the system?
3. If it does, is there a risk of parts of the PV system being destroyed, and may there
be other dangers for the building or its electrical systems?
4. Might a lightning protection system impair the function of the PV system?
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

VDE 0185-305-3 suppl. 5 – photovoltaic and solar-thermal systems

Lightning protection system available?
 No: Check requirements. Do the state construction regulations or the insurance
company
require lightning protection measures?
 Yes: Adjust lightning protection system. Place the PV system in the protection
area.
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Lightning protection for photovoltaic systems

Inverter technology – PV system data
The following information has to be available in
order to choose the best possible protective components:


Number of MPP trackers per inverter?



Earthed or insulated PV string?



Maximum no load voltage of PV string?



Lightning protection system installed?
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Buildings with external lightning protection systems,
with spacing
Structure of surge protection for a photovoltaic system

Surge protection concept for a PV power supply system on a building with external
lightning protection, spacing maintained.
Source: IEC 60364-7-712
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Table 1: Selection of SPD´s (test class)

Sitaution

Diameter
PE

SPD
installation
point I

SPD
installation
point III

SPD
installation
point III and
IV

Building without
lightning protection
system

6 sqmm

SPD type 2

SPD type 2

SPD type 2

accordance
IEC 61643-11

accordance
IEC 61643-11

accordance
IEC 61643-11

Building with
lightning protection
system, with
enough seperate
distance

6 sqmm

SPD type 1

SPD type 2

SPD type 2

accordance
IEC 61643-11

accordance
IEC 61643-11

accordance
IEC 61643-11

C Building with
lightning protection
system, without
seperate distance

16 sqmm

SPD type 1

SPD type 1

accordance
IEC 61643-11

accordance IEC
61643-11

SPD type 1
accordance

A

B
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Photovoltaic

IEC 61643-11

Necessary discharge current (lightning current)
of DC-Arrestor, based on varistors

Lightning protection
class

Number of down conducters lightning protection system

max lightning current
(10/350)
<4

> =4

Neccesary discharge current of type1 arrestor, based on varistors
SPD1 = SPD2
8/20 / 10/350

SPD3 = SPD1+2+3
8/20 / 10/350

SPD1 = SPD2
8/20 / 10/350

SPD3 =SPD1+2+3
8/20 / 10/350

I or unknown

200 kA

17 / 10

34 / 20

10 / 5

20 / 10

II

150 kA

12,5 / 7,5

25 / 15

7,5 / 3,75

15 / 7,5

III or IV

100 kA

8,5 / 5

17 / 10

5 / 2,5

10 / 5

Remark:1: the description SPD1, SPD2 and SPD3 refers to the next picture
Remark 2: for the section the correct arrestor 2 possibiltys:
-SPD Typ 1, constructed with varistors, with Iimp ≥ I10/350 and In ≥ I8/20
-SPD Typ 1, constructed with varistors, with Iimp ≥ I8/20
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Exampel for a building with 2 down conducters
Icomplete
metal
Substructure

interception-system
Roof
Down conducor

inverter

PA-cable, 16sqmm Cu

Ground level
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Minimum discharge current type 1 arrestor, based on spark-gap
Lightning protection
class

Number of down conducters lightning protection system

max lightning current
(10/350)
<4

> =4

Neccesary discharge current of type1 arrestor, based on spark-gab
SPD1 = SPD2
Iimp 10/350

SPD3 = SPD1+2+
= Itotal
10/350

SPD1 = SPD2
Iimp 10/350

SPD3 =SPD1+2+3
Iimp 10/350

I or unknown

200 kA

25

50

12,5

25

II

150 kA

18,5

37,5

9

18

III or IV

100 kA

12,5

25

6,25

12,5
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VDE 0185-305-3 suppl. 5 – photovoltaic and solar-thermal systems
Solar panel

interception
inverter

DC-arrester

Main distribution board

AC-arrester
power supply

Creating lighting and surge protection for a photovoltaic system
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Lightning protection for photovoltaic systems

Assessing the need for lightning and surge protection

584

Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Buildings with external lightning protection systems, with spacing
Choosing surge protection devices as per IEC 62305-3/4

Note:
The functional earth
from module frame
to equipotential bonding
rail should be set up so
as to maintain the
necessary spacing.
Power meter
main distribution

Fig. 7 – Surge protection concept for a PV power supply system on a building
with external lightning protection
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Assessing the need for lightning and surge protection
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Buildings with external lightning protection systems, no spacing
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Shielding, for reduce of influencing

shield

588

Photovoltaic

Inverter technology – one MPP tracker
 A separate surge protection device is required for each MPP tracker.
 Strings of MPP trackers can be connected in parallel.

ND2

Source: SMA
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Dia 589
ND2

Circuit diagram of the galvanic separating inverter from the Sunny Mini Central series
DC-Eingang (4x2 Steckverbinder) = DC input (4x2 plug-in connectors)
Brücke = Bridge
Transformator = Transformer
AC-Ausgang mit Klemme = AC output with terminal
[Unten links nach rechts:]
Optional earth +/SMA power balancer
Display
Optional interface communication
ESS
Edit; 18/10/2013

Inverter technology – two MPP trackers
 A separate surge protection device is required for each MPP tracker.
 Strings of MPP trackers can be connected in parallel.

ND3

Source: SMA
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Dia 590
ND3

Circuit diagram of a multi-string inverter without transformer
DC-Eingang (4x2 Steckverbinder) = DC input (4x2 plug-in connectors)
Hochsetzsteller = Boost converter
H5-Brücke = H5 bridge
AC-Ausgang mit Klemme = AC output with terminal
[Unten links nach rechts:]
Bluetooth (standard)
Optional interface communication
Graphical display
Earth leakage monitoring
Leakage current measurement
ESS
Fault reporting contact
Country setting using rotary switch
Edit; 18/10/2013

Surge protection concept
DC line

ICA cables

AC line

Telecommunications

OBO supplies professional, tested lightning and surge protection equipment
for complete photovoltaic systems.
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

Photovoltaic surge protection with OBO
The right solution for every system
 Wide variety, different power and voltage
classes, pre-assembled solutions and
separate devices.

Quick to find
 A clear selection tool makes it easy to obtain
a custom solution.
 OBO Construct TBS: free, up to date, quick

Failsafe use
 5 year guarantee
 Safe: tested to the latest standards
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Solution themes: surge protection in specialised areas

VDE 0185-305-3 suppl. 5 – photovoltaic and solar-thermal systems

580

Lightning protection for photovoltaic systems

VDE 0185-305-3 suppl. 5 – photovoltaic and solar-thermal systems
Shading
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Lightning protection for photovoltaic systems

Overview of standards: Protective and functional equipotential bonding

IEC 60364-4-41

IEC 60364-5-54

EN 50522

IEC 60364-7-701

IEC 60364-7-705

EN 60728-11

DIN 18015-1
IEC 60364-7-712

IEC 62305

DIN 18014

TAB 2010
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Lightning protection

EN 50174-2

EN 50310

Legal information
Who is planning?
Planner
Installer

Who is doing the work?
Installer

Who's responsible if the system is faulty?
Installer
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Lightning protection

Protective equipotential bonding, functional equipotential bonding
67

Protective equipotential bonding
 People and animals against electric shock
 Offers protection during a fault
(e.g. insulation fault in an incoming line)
Protective earthing

Functional equipotential bonding
 Required for regular system operation
 Conducting away linked-in compensating
currents (earth, casing)

Functional earthing
597

Lightning protection

IEC 60364-5-54: Main earthing rail
Inclusion of all metallic
components in the HES:
1.
1 PEN line connected in TN
system

1

2 PE distributor
2.
3.
3 Building earthing system
4.
4 Equipotential bonding

2
4
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Lightning protection

 Heating
 Gas

3

 Water

Network systems

TN-C
IT

One point directly earthed (T = Terra, earth).

All active parts insulated from earth or one point
connected to earth via an impedance (I = insulated).

Second letter = Installation earthing requirement

TN-C-S
TT

599

Body connected directly to system earth. In AC networks,
the earthed point is usually the neutral point.

Body directly earthed, independent of any existing
earthing of a point in the power supply.

Lightning protection

Protective equipotential bonding cables
Cross-sections of protective equipotential bonding cables
 Main equipotential bonding
cable

 In IEC 60364-5-54:1991  only data on "Minimum crosssections"
 In IEC 60364-5-54:2012  Comprehensive calculation formulas
 Practical tip: 6mm2 Cu normally suffices (up to 315 A)
Minimum cross-sectionsSteel conductor: 50 mm2

Copper conductor: 6 mm2

Good to know:
Protective equipotential bonding of 16 mm² CU  always sufices!
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Lightning protection

Aluminium conductor: 16
mm2

Protective equipotential bonding via the main earthing rail*

Structure and connection:
 Inclusion of the named parts must be carried out immediately when the
conductive parts enter the building.
 It is not necessary to connect the conductive parts continuously further on.
 Multiple pipelines can be interconnected and connected to the main earthing rail
via a shared equipotential bonding conductor.

* Previously: Main equipotential
bonding
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Functional equipotential bonding: Antenna earthing
Earthing and equipotential bonding via antenna system
No earthing necessary, but recommended

According to the
standard, antenna
earthing is not
absolutely necessary
in the shaded area.
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Lightning protection

Functional equipotential bonding
Earthing and equipotential bonding via antenna
system, IEC 60728-11

Mains connection

Equipotential
Equipotential
busbar
busbar

Protective
conductor (PE)

Equipotential
bonding cable
min. 4 mm² CU

Earthing
conductor
min. 16 mm² CU

if required

Earthing
connection
Main earthing rail
Foundation
earther
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Lightning protection

Functional equipotential bonding – images of practical situations
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Lightning protection

Functional equipotential bonding
Earthing and equipotential bonding via antenna system IEC 60728-11
Protective angle

S

Multiswitch

CU: 16 mm² single-wire
Alu: RD 8

Without lightning protection:
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Lightning protection

Multiswitch

CU: min. 4 mm²

With lightning protection:

Functional equipotential bonding:
Equipotential bonding

Equipotential bonding
Amplifier
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Lightning protection

Cable cross-sections for lightning equipotential bonding (IEC 62305-3)
Minimum cross-sections:Steel conductor: 50 mm²

Copper conductor: 16
mm2

Aluminium conductor: 25
mm2

 Cable cross-sections: min. 16 mm² capable of carrying lightning
currents
 Equipotential bonding connections: as short and straight as
possible
HES

EVU

Water
Gas

Heatin
g

Z
Tank pipe with cathodic protection
Foundation earther
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Lightning protection

External lightning protection

Lightning protection equipotential bonding

Equipotential bonding – solutions
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Lightning protection

FAQ/practical questions
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Lightning protection

FAQ – equipotential bonding
What can be done better in this case?

 Suitable rails for the application, such as 1809 A
 Observe UV resistance
 Clamping element made of VA
 Mount/fasten the equipotential busbar
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Lightning protection

TBS – lightning protection/main potential compensation
What needs to be taken into account for the overall
equipotential bonding?
Inclusion of all metallic
components in the HES:
1.
1 Connection of the PEN
conductor to the earthing
system of the building
2.
2 Connection of the lightning
down conductor to the
earthing system of the
building.
Minimum cross-section:
2 Cu
16
mm
3
3. Connection of the PAS to the
earthing system of the
building
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Lightning protection

FAQs, equipotential bonding
Equipotential bonding

 What can be done better
here?
(In the context of a structure
that has grown)

BUT:
 Plan better in advance, taking
into account possible
extensions to the plant
 Use longer connecting rails
 Retain clear structure when
extending
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FAQs, equipotential bonding for distributor systems
Equipotential bonding

 All the system components
must be connected to the
antenna mast or the earthing
conductor with an
equipotential bonding
conductor.

 What must be taken into account
for proper equipotential bonding
for distributor systems?
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Lightning protection

Sales services
Competent consultants
We're there wherever you need us,
including at your customers' premises
We work in the market with all of the
other companies involved
We can plan sales activities with you
Accompanying projects
From planning through to execution
We can come to your site if required
Trained experts available for:
Internal and external training courses
Technical information
Bid texts
OBO Customer Services: +49 (0)2373 891500
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Software-supported planning aids
Trends, standards and regulations to
give you a competitive edge.

www.obo-bettermann.com

Thank you for your interest
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